7.ÊDIATOPY OF pu BY ITSELF
In ¤6, a longitudinal study was made of complementation paradigms across
Greek deviating from CSMG. This chapter covers the remainder of the functions
of pu by itself in Modern Greek dialects.1 It is more akin to a survey, as the discussion is organised according to linguistic function, rather than region. Such a
survey has never been attempted to date, and the diatopic heterogeny in functionality of pu, as well as the unifying factors in its use, can only emerge after a
full survey of this kind.

7.1.ÊRelative locative adverb
7.1.1.ÊHeadless locative
In archaic dialects of Greek, a pu-cognate can be used on its own to introduce
headless locativesÑa function normally performed in CSMG by Èopu. This happens in Tsakonian with pHi, even though Ôwhere(ever)Õ is normally expressed
there by okia, cognate to Èopu, or the pseudo-relative orpa pHi, corresponding to
CSMG eki pu Ôthere thatÕ.
(1a)

EzŒkaÝ p\Õ e¼ni katafiaskoymªn³oi ts^Õ e¼ni ªggoynte t\on KŒtoy K¿smo ts
^ Õ e¼ni oro´nte
toy penato¼ ts^ Õ e¼ni par¼nte k¼soy.
ezakai pH iøi katafiaskumeni tþ iøi eNgunde tHon katu kosmo tþ iøi orunde tu penati
tþ iøi parinde kisu.
They went where people fall into comas and go into the Underworld and see
the dead and come back. (CostS ¤12; Melana, Southern Tsakonia)

In fact, orpa pHi is juxtaposed with the older headless pHi in (1b):
(1b)

EzŒts
^ Õ o nhxanik¿, p\Õ ªkÕ ªxoy o gªroy Pa´lo prÃta ªna magaz¼, ¿rpa p\Õ ªki a
plate¼a, d¼pla.
ezatþ o øixaøiko, pH ek exu o Äeru pavlo prota ena maÄazi, orpa pH eki a platia,
Dipla.
The mechanic went where old Paul used to have a shop, next to where the
square used to be. (CostD ¤9d; Kastanitsa, Northern Tsakonia)

This also occurs in Cappadocian; the example below originates from Misti,
where pu is also in use as a temporal (¤B.1)Ñuncharacteristically for Cappadocia, where pu-cognates are usually phonologically unreduced (op, opu, ap,
apu).

1The

functions of pu in collocation have been excluded from this work due to space constraints
(Nicholas 1998b).
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Poy t klÃÝx, ex ªna c& irŒx.
pu t kloix, ex ena tSirax.
Where she is walking, there is a servant. (Dawk 386; Misti)

In fact, locative pu appears in reduced form as early as the Turco-Persian Sufi
poets (2b); this seems to testify to an early independent development in Old
Anatolian Greek.
(2b)

(xiiiÊAD)
á
â á ã . hjs Kd. Dgh.á
K¦ã jã s©. ,. ©s

pÃaly pyn stÃa psilÃa puw plÃastikin.
PŒli pügen sta chlŒ poy plŒsthken.
pali piÄen sta psila pu plastiken.
de nouveau elle est montŽe dans les hauteurs o• elle a ŽtŽ crŽŽe.
Again it goes to the heights where it was created. (Valed Reb‰bn‰me)

The presence, however, of temporal pu in Misti makes it possible that the reanalysis went in a direction opposite to the usualÑfrom temporal to locative.
A third dialect with headless locative pu is Mariupolitan, related to Cappadocian on independent evidence (¤6.6):
(3a)

Pu sma na stykit ’to tu fos, ’ti sma vals futyja.
pu sma na stökit to tu fos, ti sma vals futöja.
Near where the light stands, there you shall make a fire. (AbrM 35)

(3b)

Pu en pulá luxtórja, at’í argá ksymiréf.
pu en pula luxtorja, atJi arÄa ksömiref.
«Opoy e¼nai pollo¼ kok¿roi, eke¼ argŒ jhmerÃnei.
Èopu ine poli kokori, eki arÄa ksimeroni.
Where there are many roosters, there it dawns late. (Pappou-Zhuravliova
1995:50)

And unsurprisingly, given the affinity of the three dialects, this usage also turns
up (though only twice) in the Pontic corpus:
(4a)

EgÃ poy zv es´ ÕkÕ epore¼q.
eÄo pu zo esi k eporis.
Where I live, you cannot. (KandilF 131; Chaldia)

(4b)

ArÕ ªla ÿch kai mÕ ebga¼ntÕq po´ e¼sai;
ar ela pSi ke m evÄents Èpu ise?
Loip¿n na mh bgei h cyxü soy eke¼ poy e¼nai;
lipon na mi vÄi i psixi su eki pu ine?
So would your soul not come out (of your body, from rage) right where you
stand? (FotD 269)

One more dialect it turns up in has significant affinity with Anatolian Greek:
Cypriot.
(5)

na pa@me po@-s&i nero@n krio@ na ton issa@ksume na ka@mumen ofto@ na fa@me
na pame po Si neron krio na ton isùaksume na kamumen ofto na fame
LetÕs go where thereÕs cold water, letÕs slaughter it, letÕs make roast meat, letÕs
eat. (Newton ¤7.1.4; Pano Panaya, Central Cyprus)
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These dialects all have distinct headless locatives corresponding to Èopu (okia in
Tsakonian), so there can be no question of a merger between Èopu and pu. Yet in
all instances but (3b), the pu-headless locatives are definiteÑcontrasting with
Èopu, which is indefinite. The CSMG equivalent of this pu is not Èopu, but the
pseudo-relative eki pu Ôthere whereÕ (¤3.2.2: CSMG pseudo-relatives act as the
definite equivalents of indefinite headless relativisers.) So headless-pu seems to
fulfil a distinct semantic function in these dialects.
There are two conclusions one can draw about this pu. First, the only explanation for its semantics is an analogical development from its more widespread
counterpart and reflex, the headed and definite relativiser pu. This is a neat reversal of the usual grammaticalisation process. Usually, the reflex preserves semantic properties of the etymon through persistence. Here, it seems, the reflex
has passed the semantic property of definiteness back onto the etymon, distinguishing locative pu from Èopu. This is the only justification for headless-puÑ
unusual as it may be. There is no phonological reason why the indefinite Èopu
would retain sentential stress, and thus preserve its initial vowel, but the definite pu lost sentential stress and its initial vowel. The only form of Èopu which
could lose sentential stress through widespread use was the relativiser, and the
relativiser must be the antecedent of locative-pu.
The second conclusion is that headless definite locative pu is an archaism,
even if it represents an innovative extension of pu compared to mainstream
Greek. The ambit of the form is Tsakonian, and the descendants of Old Anatolian GreekÑtogether with Cypriot, related to them at a further remove.2
There is only one dialect in which dropping the initial vowel of Èopu has become regular: Calabrian Italiot, for which pu is the only locative form (6a). In
Apulian Italiot, pu is also in use (6b), alongside epu and ipu (Rohlfs 1977:138).
(6a)

k@ai d´o potamo¼, ªna eke¼tue, o Foyr-r¼a, k@ai ªna ap-pÔÕ Ãde, h Amyd-dal¼a,
zm¼dzondo poy teg-geâiÃn-nei Õo pa‚si.
tSe Dio potami, ena ekitTe, o furùia, tSe ena apùH oDe, i amidùalia, zmidzondo pu
teÆùoni o paisi.
kai d´o potamo¼, ªnaq eke¼uen, o Foyr-r¼aq, kai ªnaq apÕ edÃ, h AmygdaliŒ ²É³
enÃnontai eke¼, poy teleiÃnei to xvri¿.
ke Dio potami, enas ekiTen, o furùias, ke enas ap eDo, i amiÄDalia [É] enonode eki,
pu telioni to xorio.
And two rivers, one over there, the Furria, and one over here, the Amiddalia,
meet where the village ends. (HDMS 924:53; Rochudi, Calabria)

(6b)

Tªlv sªmpre poy pŒv na ponÃ gia sªna,/ tsai soy na mh pon’ gia mªna.
telo sempre pu pao na pono Äia sena,/ tse su na mi poni Äia mena.
I want always, wherever I go, to ache for you, and for you never to ache for
me. (Lampakis 47; Sternatia, Apulia)

Since Èopu is not extant in the dialect, there is no phonological distinction between indefinite and definite locativesÑunlike the eastern outlier dialects: (6a)
2It

would not be a surprise if something similar turned up in Livisi; but I have not found any
such instances in my (rather extensive) corpus.
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is definite, while (6b) is indefinite. No such functional distinction seems to have
developed between pu and the Apulian forms ipu and epu, either.3
7.1.2.ÊBounded locative
The function of a bounded locative is properly relativising rather than explicitly
locative (cf. the place that I sat); this function of pu is thus omnipresent in
Greek.4 If another indeclinable relativiser, with no locative etymology, is extant
in a Greek dialect, one would expect it to do the same bounded locative work.
This is the case for Pontic ndo, Cappadocian to, and Italiot ti:
(8a)

NÕ aŒ-zÕ ta xÃmata nto ke¼tai!
n aQz ta xomata ndo kite!
Hallowed be the ground where he lies! (KandilE 126; Chaldia, Pontus)

(8b)

eke¼ to na ypŒmÕ to t¿poq so x´ra ombr¿ enÕ poyxvmªno ªna na¼ka vq to mªs&h tÕ.
eki to na ipam to topos so xira ambro en puxomeno ena neka os to meSi t.
There at the place where we will go, in front of the door there is a woman
buried up to her waist. (AravanF 170; Aravani, Western Cappadocia)

3The

use of pu instead of Èopu extends further in Italiot to locatives formed from (o)pu: pukambu
ÔanywhereÕÊ< Èopu k an Èopu, punane and pukanene ÔeverywhereÕÊ< Èopu (ke) na ne Ôwherever it may
be; anywhereÕ, and variants of pupote ÔnowhereÕÊ< Èopu pote Ôwhere neverÕ (extant in Eastern
Greek as pupetis).
This elision of the initial vowel of Èopu is reminiscent of the elision of a similar connective, pos.
In CSMG, the triplet Èopos/Èpos/pos is distinguished along lines similar to Èopu/Èpu/pu: opos is the
manner correlative ÔasÕ to the interrogative Èpos Ôhow?Õ, while the unstressed version, which in
Ancient Greek would have been the indefinite ÔsomehowÕ, takes on a novel functionÑin this
case, as a realis complementiser. pos is formed through the phonological attrition of Èpos, as I
have argued elsewhere (Nicholas 1996); in some dialects, Èopos has also undergone this attrition,
giving ÈoposÊ> oposÊ> pos ÔasÕ. This occurs in Italiot (Rohlfs 1964:p©q), just as it has with ÈopuÊ>
opuÊ> pu, although not, it seems, in Tsakonian or Pontic.
The use of Èopu to express temporal and circumstance meanings, as well as strictly local
meanings, naturally persists in Modern Greek; it can be mentioned without further comment:
(7)
«Opoy den e¼nai dynat¿ n½koloyuüs‘ kane¼q toyq fvnologiko´q n¿moyq, ¿poy
katant€ d´skolo na katalŒboyme ton kanonik¿ t´po, prªpei na tairiŒjoyme
toylŒxisto to typik¿.
Èopu Den ine Dinato n akoluTisi kanis tus fonoloÄikus nomus, Èopu katada Diskolo
na katalavume ton kanoniko tipo, prepi na teriaksume tulaxisto to tipiko.
Where it is not possible for one to follow the development of the phonological
laws, where it becomes difficult for us to work out which is the regular form,
we must at least keep the morphology consistent. (PsichHLQ 155)
4 Tzartzanos claims that Thessalian distinguishes between Èopu and apu as locatives on the basis
on sentence position:
With locative meaning in the beginning of a sentence, op (=ÊÈopu) is used. e.g. op ki
an pis Ôwherever you might sayÕ; op na paenis Ôwherever you might goÕ etc. But iki,
apu ipis Ôthere, where you saidÕ; iDo, ap kaTumi Ôhere, where I sitÕ etc. (Tzartzanos
1989 [1909]:60)
The distinction is valid, but the basis Tzartzanos identifies is not. His instances of locative ap are
associated with definite locativesÑmore specifically, pseudo-relativesÑwhich are necessarily
not sentence-initial, since they follow their antecedent in Greek syntax. His instances of locative
op, by contrast, are indefinite and free relativisers; it is a fact of Greek syntax that these are
clause-initial. So the Thessalian distinction between op and ap is entirely contingent on semantics, and is parallel to the distinction in CSMG between Èopu and pu, stemming from divergence
in grammaticalisation between etymon and reflex.
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Teq Œfhka k@ai kond¿fera Õq te sx¿le, ti e¼xe ek@e¼noi, ti üs-sa f-f´gonda an da sp¼ti»a
tes afika tSe kondofera s te sxole, ti ixe etSini, ti isùa fùiÄonda an da spitja
Teq afüsa kÕ eg´risa sta sxole¼a, ¿poy üsan eke¼noi, poy e¼xan f´gei ap¿ ta sp¼tia
tes afisa k eÄirisa sta sxolia, Èopu isan ekini, pu ixan fiÄi apo ta spitia
I left them and returned to the schools, where there were those who had fled
their houses (HDMS 924:56; Rochudi, Calabria)

7.2.ÊRelativiser
7.2.1.ÊSimple relativiser
Rival relativisers
o opios
The Puristic declinable relativiser o opios competes with pu in CSMG; but pu
remains the major relativiser of Greek. While MakriyannisÕ morphology was affected by the Puristic used around him, for instance, he does not once use o
opios. Even in TahtsisÕ text, which makes significant concessions to Puristic,
there are only 50 instances of o opios, as against 838 instances of relativiser puÑ
a proportion close to 17 to 1.
As a Puristic relativiser, o opios does not itself form part of the dialectal picture. However, it became incorporated into the language of dialect speakers in
xixÊAD, and the resulting hypercorrective doublet o opios pu joins a long list of
connective doublets in Modern Greek (Kapsomenos 1968). For instance, in the
Marmara texts (HDMS 756), the speaker Mistolis Youvarlakis uses o opios pu no
less than 9 times in 21 pages (3ä)Ñalthough it is used by noone else in the text:
(9a)

KÕ ´stera üruane dy»¿ i»atro¼, ªnaq To´rkoq i»atr¿q, Uvman¿q, kÕ ªnaq «Ellhnaq, opo¼oq
poy Õtan aixmŒlvtoq.
k istera irTane Djo jatri, enas turkos jatros, Tomanos, k enas elinas, opios pu tan
exmalotos.
Then two doctors came, one Turkish doctor, an Ottoman, and one Greek, the
which that was a prisoner of war. (HDMS 756:153)

This confirms that o opios is a hypercorrection, and not a real part of the contemporary dialect; if it was, it would not be restricted to idiolects.5

5o

opios in this collocation normally agrees grammatically with its head, although in one instance in the text agreement breaks down:
(9b)
eme¼q e¼maste ªna dŒgma
strato´,
emis imaste
ena daÄma
stratu,
we were
a batallion ( NEUT.NOM.SG )
army (MASC.GEN.SG )
opo¼oq poy
ümaste
pistofylakü.
opios pu
imaste
pistofilaki.
the which (MASC.NOM. SG) we.were
rear-guard ( FEM.NOM. SG)
We were a battalion of the army, the which that was acting as the rear-guard.
(HDMS 756:164)
The breakdown points to o opios not being fully integrated into the speakerÕs grammatical
systemÑfurther proof of o opios pu being a hypercorrection.
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to
The survival of the EMG relativiser to in Cappadocian, Pontic, and Mariupolitan
is discussed in ¤B.1 and ¤B.2. There are also traces of survival of to in Eastern
Greek, which is more archaic than Western Greek. However, not all Eastern
Greek dialects preserve to equally well.
Thus, to survives in proverbial use in Livisi (27 instances in MousP). Outside
proverbs, there is only one instance which might not be formulaic; even then, ta
is juxtaposed with the more usual ÔheadlessÕ relative, the pseudo-cleft afta pu
Ôthat whichÕ:
(10a)

AytŒ poy sÕ ªkama e¼nÕ il³l³¼a. Ta ua si kŒmoy na deiq!
afta pu s ekama in ilùia. ta Ta si kamu na Dis!
What I have done to you (until now) is nothing. Wait and see what I will do to
you! (MousT 63)

Similarly in Cypriot, there are hints of a survival of to outside proverbs, in
MihailidisÕ narrative poetry; while traditional poetic speech is archaic, and I
have not identified survivals in prose, instances like the following are in dialogue, and this is eponymous literary writing rather than folk song. So to is
probably in productive use here:
(10b)

Ta e¼peq ªn alhuinŒ, afªnth, martyrÃ to
ta ipes en aliTina, afendi, martiro to
What you have said is true, my lord, I lay witness to it (Mihailidis 217)

(10c)

Br´je, tzi eme¼q to peuymŒq eyt´q na soy to po´men
vrikse, dZi emis to peTimas eftis na su to pumen
Be silent, and what you wish, we shall immediately tell you (Mihailidis 220)

In the Dodecanese to has remained fully productive to this day; in Symi
Karanastasis (1974:128) gives such prosaic examples as (10d), and there are
several instances from DawkD, from Astypalaea, Leros, and Kos.
(10d)

«Ephe sthn Amerikü gÕ ªfere biâo da bŒl-lei o noy s-soy
epie stin ameriki g efere bjo da valùi o nu sùu
He went to America and he brought back whatever you can think of (Symi)

(10e)

KatŒ poy ton e¼den o basiltsŒq me to mülon, hrÃtan ton? tsÕ e¼pen toy ta to{pen o
Œnntzeloq, tsÕ üdvtsªn toy to mülon.
kata pu ton iDen o vasiltsas me to milon, irotan ton; ts ipen tu ta tu pen o andzelos,
ts iDotsen tu to milon.
When the king saw him with the apple he questioned him, and the priest told
him what the angel had said, and gave him the apple. (DawkD 41; Astypalaea)

(10f)

ammÕ o k´rhq thq hfÃnajªn thq jexvristŒ kÕ üleªn thq, pvq den hkatŒlaben ¼nta
e¼pasi t¿teq, vq kai ta to{pe to basil¿poylo Õq tod dr¿mo.
amù o kiris tis ifonaksen tis ksexorista k ileen tis, pos Den ikatalaven inda ipasi
totes, os ke ta tu pe to vasilopulo s toD Dromo.
but her father called her aside and said to her that he had not understood
what they were saying, nor what the kingÕs son had said to him on the road.
(DawkD 247; Leros)
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«Ama nªbhke Õq tÕ adªrfi»a toy, dhgi»Œtai toq ta e¼de kÕ ükoyse p¿jv Õpo tom p´rgon
toq, kai katauamŒjan kÕ eke¼na
ama nevike s t aDerfja tu, DiÆate tos ta iDe k ikuse pokso po tom pirÄon tos, ke
kataTamaksan k ekina
When he went up to his brothers, he narrates to them what he had seen and
heard outside their tower, and they too were filled with wonder (DawkD 134;
Asfendiou, Kos)

In Rhodes, to survives at least in proverbs, as many instances from Yannakou
show (e.g. p.Ê55: ta Äapa i karDia t aTùropu/ ta kalitera tu kosmu Ôwhat a personÕs
heart loves is (for it) the best in the worldÕ).
In Cretan, to certainly survives in folksong (Kafkalas 1992:31); it is also abundant in PsyhoundakisÕ contemporary translations of Homer into Cretan:
(10h)

T¿tÕ h PallŒda h giAuhnŒ me ta tsÕ anauibŒnei/ ki ejorgismªnh sta grikŒ, gyr¼zei
kai toy kŒnei
tot i palaDa i Äi-aTina me ta ts anaTivani/ ki eksorÄismeni sta Ärika, Äirizi ke tu
kani
Then Athena Pallas, after what he said, and enraged with what she heard,
turns and says to himÉ (Psyhoundakis 9)

As discussed in ¤7.7.5, there also appears to be a survival in Cretan exclamatory
constructions, where the relativiser to is used instead of pu. As a productive free
relativiser in dialectal prose, however, evidence is slight:
(10i)

Ta moy Õtaje o gªroq uªlvÉ
ta mu takse o Äeros TeloÉ
I want what the old man promised meÉ (Dound 184; Arhanes)

In all, there are signs of survival of to throughout Eastern Greek; outside the
Dodecanese, however, to has been confined to the poetic or proverbial registersÑa development which has probably taken place only quite recently.
In Tsakonian, which is in most ways outside the East/West split but is in
contact with Western Greek, to survives only in fixed phrases: ta iøi ta Den iøi
Ôwhat exists, what doesnÕt existÊ= everythingÕ, tHo peratþe Ôin what has passedÊ=
last yearÕ, and ta oøi kseru oøi au Ôwhat I donÕt know, I donÕt sayÕ (Costakis
1951:131). This appears to be a genuine archaism in conventional utterances
rather than an importation, because in Western Greek dialects, there is not even
this much survival: to is completely absent.6 t o has not been displaced in

6 Even

the counterexamples ultimately prove this rule. For example, there is one Macedonian instance of relativiser-to I know of; it is a riddle in a story, so it is both an old formula, and one
which would have travelled along with the story:
(10j)
ta masÃ, patÃ? ta uoyrÃ, foyrÃ
ta maso, pato; ta Turo, furo
What I chew on, I tread on; what I see with, I wear (Karayannis 1986:30;
Portaria, Chalcidica)
That this is a recurring formula is confirmed by the fact that the same formula shows up in the
same story as recorded in the Cyclades a century before:
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Modern Greek by pu, which has died out in most Greek dialects as a free relativiser (¤7.2.3), and which at any rate was a predominantly animate relativiser,
whereas to was frequently inanimate. It has rather been displaced by the inanimate free relativiser ÈotiÑa Classical word which never truly had died out. So to
and pu have only been partially in competitionÑalthough the inanimate
predilection of Pontic ndo appears to have had an effect on the relative distribution of pu against ndo in Pontic (¤B.2).
Syntactic behaviour of relativiser-pu
Throughout Greek, pu-relative clauses follow their head, except where the influence of Turkish has lead to a reversal, in Pontic and Cappadocian. In the following instance from Marmara (too westerly to count as Anatolian Greek, and
properly considered Thracian), the relative clause seems to be preposed:
(11a)

«Hruame me tr¼a xr¿ni»a sto MarmarŒ p¼sv, o´te p¿rta o´te tzŒmÕ o´te parŒuyro
o´te ro´xa o´te poy e¼xame ªna soyr¼ krymmªna: piŒta, ¿la ti ªx^Õ to sp¼ti mªsa, den
h´ramÕ to t¼pota.
irTame me tria xroøa sto marmara piso, ute porta ute dzam ute paraTiro ute ruxa
ute pu ixame ena suri krimena: piata, ola ti eC to spiti mesa, Den ivram to tipota.
In three years we came back to Marmara; neither door nor window-pane nor
window nor clothes nor that we had a whole heap of stuff hidden: plates,
anything a house containsÑwe found absolutely nothing left. (HDMS 756:105;
Marmara)

Influence from Turkish (which preposes its relative clause equivalents) is unlikely, given the overall status of Marmara Greek. This seems rather to be an instance of syntactic contamination; first from the collocation ute pu Ônot thatÕ
(which is clearly not the meaning here), and second with the circumstance/ contrast meaning of pu (Ônor, although we had a whole heap of stuff hiddenÉ did
we find anythingÕ). The following example (for which Dawkins analyses pu as a
free relative) represents much the same structure:
(11b)

ÇMe teq xarªq tsaqÈ, lªei o papŒq, tsai pa¼rnei poy toy dÃkasi moskol¼banon,
tsernztŒ, t´pvsin, anŒma, tsÕ ªnÕ ashmªno uymntsastüri
Òme tes xares tsasÓ, lei o papas, tse perni pu tu Dokasi moskolivanon, tserndza,
tiposin, anama, ts en asimeno Timntsastiri
ÒWhatever will please youÓ, says the priest, and he accepts what they gave
him: incense, tapers, bread with the stamp, wine for the Mass, and a silver
censer (DawkD 41; Astypalaea)

The infrequency of such examples indicates that there is no serious disruption of
the syntax of relativisers in Greek outside Anatolian Greek (¤6.3, ¤6.4).

(10k)

Ta uvre¼q forÃ. Ta masse¼q patÃ.
ta Toris foro. ta masis pato.
What you see with, I wear. What you chew on, I tread on. (ParnassosA 31;
Melos)
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7.2.2.ÊPseudo-relativiser
Pseudo-relativisers are a characteristic feature of Greek, used where other languages use correlatives (Ôthere thatÕ vs. Ôthere whereÕ, Ôthen thatÕ vs. Ôthen whenÕ,
Ônow thatÕ vs. Ônow whenÕ etc.); and it is no surprise that pseudo-relatives are
attested throughout the dialects of Modern Greek. Amongst the pseudo-relatives, eki pu Ôthere thatÕ deserves special mention, both as the most widely diffused pseudo-relative, and the pseudo-relative with the most semantic depth.
eki pu
eki pu is the oldest of the Greek pseudo-relatives. Several observations justify
this claim. First, eki pu is primarily a locative: the expression eki (o)pu Ôthere
whereÕ is a correlative strategy, and opu does not have to be analysed as a general relativiser for it to make sense. The expression may thus predate opu becoming a general relativiser. Second, it is the most widespread of pseudo-relatives; there are some dialects where eki pu is the only attested pseudo-relative.
Third, it is the pseudo-relative whose semantics has diversified the most; eki pu
has temporal and concessive meanings, alongside its original locative meaning.
The antiquity of the pseudo-relative is confirmed by the fact that these secondary meanings are also present in outlier dialects, which diverged from
Standard Greek over the past millennium.
Di atopy
eki pu, or other constructions with an expression for ÔthereÕ pseudo-relativised,
are omnipresent amongst Greek dialects as a locative, although its attestation in
my Western Cappadocian corpus is limited to a verse from a Delmeso folksong:7
(12)

eke¼ gia poy strŒftoyn ta gialiŒ, lampr¼zoyn ai kass¼deq,/ eke¼ gia poy foro´n
koylko´lia, ¿la e¼ntai adelfo¼ kai anecio¼ moy.
eki Äia pu straftun ta Äialia, lambrizun e kasiDes,/ eki Äia pu forun kulkulia, ola
inde aDelfi ke anepsii mu.
Now where the glass glitters, the helmets shine, where they wear hoods, they
are all my brothers and nephews. (Lagarde 21)8

The meagre presence of eki pu in Western Cappadocian is compensated for in
Pharasiot, where the eki pu-expression has grammaticalised the furthest as a
distinct connective. In Pharasa, dZapuÊ< dZi ÔthereÕ9 Ê+ apu ÔwhereÕ is widely used
as a locative relativiser. Three aspects of its use indicate further development
from eki apu. First, dZapu has been univerbated; there is no trace of the final
So (10j) cannot count as an indigenous Macedonian instance of to.
7Since Western Cappadocian has an instance of eDo pu Ôhere whereÕ, one would expect eki pu to
turn up more frequently; however, one of the most important locative functions of eki puÑas a
definite counterpart to the indefinite ÈopuÑis usurped in Western Cappadocian by pu (¤7.1.1); so
there is less of a functional pressure for eki pu to be used.
8It should be noted that the Greek of LagardeÕs Western Cappadocian folksongs is suspiciously
extrametrical and close to mainstream Greek.
9 dZiÊ< [eci]Ê< eki.
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vowel of dZi in the connective. This has not happened in any other dialect; there
is no form like *[ecapu] or *[ecipu] attested. There are counterexamples to this
univerbation within PharasiotÑatSi pu Ôthere whereÕ is attested (LoucLouc
¤455)Ñbut at least in the proverbial corpus, LoucLouc, dZapu is predominant.
Second, the normal definiteness distinction between Èopu and eki pu is effaced:
dZapu can be indefinite in denotation (13a) as well as definite (13b):10
(13a)

Ts &Œpoy Õa ypŒ, ªnúi a ÕngŒui bron doy.
tSapu a ipa, eni a NgaTi bron du.
«Opoy na pŒei, e¼nai ªna agkŒui mprostŒ toy.
Èopu na pai, ine ena aNgaTi brosta tu.
Wherever he goes, there is a thorn in front of him. (LoucLouc ¤11)

(13b)

ÿo trÃÕ se, mh knúüuesai son Œnemo.
Ts &Œpoy tz
tSapu dZo tro se, mi kniTese son anemo.
Eke¼ poy de se trÃei, mhn j´nesai Œdika.
eki pu De se troi, min ksinese aDika.
DonÕt scratch yourself for nothing where you donÕt have an itch. (LoucLouc
¤423)

Finally, a dZapu-clause can have a head; this means that dZi ÔthereÕ is no longer
construed as the head of a relativiser, but the pseudo-relative is itself considered
a relativiserÑwhich, consistent with Pharasiot word order, precedes its referent: 11
(13c)

ÿÕ omdÝªzeiq
Ts &Œpoy
tz
Õq ton tÿzalo´, bga¼nÕ an Õag¿q.
tSapu
dZ omDiezis
s ton dZalu,
vgen an aÄos.
there where
you donÕt expect out of the bush
Ap¿ to xam¿klado poy den perimªneiq, bga¼nei ªnaq lag¿q.
apo to xamoklaDo pu Den perimenis, vÄeni enas laÄos.
Out of the bush where you least expect it, out comes a hare. (LoucLouc ¤463)

(13d)

tze pªte toy sphto´ ton afªnth O x¿tzaq lªti Po´ ªni tÕ otad¿kko, tzŒpi afŒmeq to
PŒska mot¿ toiq tzirŒxoi moy;
dze pete tu spitu ton afendi o xodzas le ti Èpu eni t otaDoko, dzapi afames to paska
moto tis dziraxi mu?
and tell the householder, ÔThe teacher says to you, Where is the guest room,
where I am to eat the passover with my disciples?Õ (Lagarde 10: Luke 22:11)

These developments may have been prompted by the decreasing productivity of
pu as a relativiser in Pharasiot: if pu was not immediately recognised as a rela10The

effacement of the definiteness distinction is a development in the opposite direction of
Western Cappadocian pu.
11This analysis assumes that the dZapu-clause in (13c) is not in apposition with s ton dZalu Ôout of
the bushÕ. I believe it is not: if the two locatives are in apposition, preceding the specific with the
general in this context (where the specific illustrates the general) is odd.
At any rate, (13d) is without doubt a headed relativiser. Its orthographical realisation as dzapi is
not alarmingÑGreek orthography cannot render palatoalveolars, and this is a parish Gospel
translation rather than a transcription by a trained linguist. The final vowel is odd: it is reminiscent of the Pontic relativiser pi, given the affinity of Pharasiot and Pontic; but there is no independent evidence that pi was ever used in Pharasa. Still, there is no reason to doubt that dzapi is
the same word as dZapu.
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tiviser, dZapu might no longer be treated compositionally. But there is one way
dZapu does remain compositional where other dialectsÕ eki pu-expressions have
not: as far as I can tell from my corpus, dZapu is not in use as a temporal or concessive. This is also the case for Silli, and shows that the pseudo-relative paradigm has not spread outside the locative domain of opu in Cappadocia.
(13f)

Pe¼nasami, niar¿ ren e¼xami na pio´mi, cvm¼ ren e¼xami na fŒmi, fvnŒjami eke¼ poy
kŒtsami.
pinasami, niaro ren ixami na piumi, psomi ren ixami na fami, fonaksami eki pu
katsami.
We were hungry, we had no water to drink, we had no bread to eat, we called
out where we sat. (Silli 116)

Pontic broadly follows Cappadocian in its treatment of eki pu in having an underdeveloped pseudo-relative class. With the exception of (14a), all Pontic
pseudo-relatives in my corpus have locative antecedents; Pontic thus groups
with the other Anatolian dialects in keeping close to the correlative origins of
the pseudo-relative:
(14a)

atÃra p Õ e¼deq ¿la-, katÕ ua de¼knv se kai uÕ ervtÃ se
atora p iDes olQ, kat Ta Dikno se ke T eroto se
Now that you have seen everything, I will show you something and ask you
about it (KandilF 109; Chaldia)

Furthermore, consistent with the overwhelmingly locative provenance of
pseudo-relatives, only pu/pi is used with Pontic pseudo-relatives; the relativiser
ndo is not featured at all. This strongly supports the case that pseudo-relatives
are locative in origin; there is no other reason for the non-locative ndo not to
have entered the paradigm, when the only difference between ndo and pu/pi is
their etymology.12
However, unlike Pharasiot, and like CSMG, eki pu in Pontic has also gained a
temporal and contrast meaning (14b, 14c):
(14b)

«Eggecen Õq sa po¼on münan errÃstesen kai nt¿ münan kai hmªran epªuanen kai
teleyta¼a eke¼ poy etele¼vnen kÕ ªsteken to mall¼n atÕq e¼pen kÕ ªnan moirolo‚an
eNgepsen s sa pion minan erostesen ke Èndo minan ke imeran epeTanen ke teleftea
eki pu etelionen k esteken to malin ats ipen k enan miroloian
She mentioned what month he got sick in and what month and day he died, and
finally just as she was finishing with her wool, she also sang a lament (Papad
174; Stavrin)

(14c)

Eke¼ poiÕ euªlnen na eftŒei kªrata, exŒsen kai tÕ vt¼a.
eki pi eTelnen na eftai kerata, exasen ke t otia.
Whereas he wished to gain horns, he ended up losing his ears. (Parot 47)

12Drettas

(1997:349) claims that in the collocation atora to (=Êndo), the use of ndo rather than pu
is obligatory. This claim is belied by (14a); yet it proves, if anything, the strong locativity of
Pontic pseudo-relativeÐpu. As Drettas claims, pu-clauses in Pontic tend not to have abstract,
inanimate reference; so one would normally expect pseudo-relativisation, which relativises abstractions, to use ndo. The pseudo-relatives in my corpus consistently use pu; but they are also
consistently locative, and this is the only apparent reason why pu, which is also locative, is preferred over ndo.
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Mariupolitan has one instance of a pseudo-relative, and that is eki pu (’ti pu).
While my Mariupolitan corpus is very small, the result is consistent with Pharasiot and Pontic:
(15)

Na si tu pu, glusa-m t’ ua klos, ’ti pu ua pajs ’ndu ny-su.
na si tu pu, Älusa m tJ Ta klos, ti pu Ta pajs ndu nö su.
I will tell youÑmy tongue cannot utter the wordsÑtake care where you go.
(AbrM 75)

The Anatolian restrictions on eki pu do not obtain for the other outliers. Tsakonian, both on the Propontis and in the Peloponnese, uses its Ôthere thatÕ-expression in all the functions it has in CSMG: locative (16a, 16b), temporal (16c,
16d), and contrast (16e):
(16a)

«Ama t\a t\akŒ gkamŒ t\alomat¼da, tsa ph ütar tüna a t\alomat¼da ti k¿cvi to
tsŒbala ts| ai ni jalütsvi.
ama tHa tHaka Ngama tHalomatiDa, tsa pi itar tina a tHalomatiDa ti kopsoi to tsavala
tþe øi ksalitsoi.
«Ama e¼xe stŒjei kammiŒ stalamatiŒ (ap¿ thn Œgia koinvn¼a), eke¼ poy ütan ke¼nh h
stalamatiŒ ua Õkoban to ro´xo kai ua to Õkaigan.
ama ixe staksi kamia stalamatia (apo tin aÄia kinonia), eki pu itan kini i stalamatia
Ta kovan to ruxo ke Ta to keÄan.
If a drop (of communion wine) had dripped, where the stain was they would
cut the cloth and burn it. (HDMS 754:173; Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)

(16b)

ezŒi ta s´ntaxa, n^Õ erªtse to moyar¿poyle c¿iue t\an ts
^ yl¼stra, ¿rpa p\Õ ªki
Õkalino´mene, ¿rpa ÕtserŒt\e, eniŒts^ere;
ezai ta sindaxa, ø eretse to muaropule psoiTe tHan tþilistra, orpa pH eki kalinumene,
orpa tseratHe, eøatþere?
püge to prv¼, to brüke to poylar¿poylo c¿fio sthn kyl¼stra, eke¼ poy kyli¿tan,
eke¼ jerŒuhke, Œkoyseq;
piÄe to proi, to vrike to pularopulo psofio stin kilistra, eki pu kiliotan, eki
kseraTike, akuses?
he went in the morning, he found the colt dead in the rolling groundsÑwhere
it would roll around, there it died; do you hear? (CostD ¤2a; Lenidi, Southern
Tsakonia)

(16c)

OpŒ p\Õ ªki anemo´k\a ton pªts&e, ek¿fte to kokŒli ts
^ Õ edenŒe to stüui si.
opa pH eki anemukHa ton petSe, ekofte to kokali tþ eDenae to stiTi si.
Eke¼ poy peto´se to liuŒri, k¿phke to koymp¼ kai fŒnhke to stüuoq thq.
eki pu petuse to liTari, kopike to kubi ke fanike to stiTos tis.
Just as she was throwing the rock, her button fell off and her breast appeared.
(CostD ¤4c; Melana, Southern Tsakonia)

(16d)

Õ Ts
^ iŒ ph Õta trab¿tÕ, k¿fte a trixªa, kaftÃkaÝ ¿lÕ tÕ anŒskeoa, po¿ xtypükaÝ.
tþia pi ta travot, kofte a trixea, kaftokai ol t anaskeoa, poo xtipikai.
Eke¼ poy trabo´san, k¿phke h trixiŒ, pªsan ¿loi anŒskela, pollo¼ xt´phsan.
eki pu na travusan, kopike i trixia, pesan oli anaskela, poli xtipisan.
Just as they were pulling, the rope broke, they all fell on their backs, many
were hurt. (CostD ¤11c; Vatika, Propontis Tsakonian)

(16e)

pa pHi na za@u kope@´i ka´"Ûtera na@øafeøïiko@
pa pHi na zau kope´i ka´itera na ø afeøïiko
Eke¼ poy na pŒv ypŒllhloq, kal¼tera na e¼mai afentik¿
eki pu na pao ipalilios, kalitera na ime afediko
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Rather than going to become a clerk, it is better that I be my own boss (Har
161; Vaskina, Southern Tsakonia)13

As for Italiot, Taibbi & Caracausi (1959) list etSi pu (< eki pu) for Calabrian
Italiot as a temporal connective, meaning ÔwhileÕ (17a), so there is no doubt that
the collocation is entrenched in Italiot. However, the connective does not seem
to have the connotation of suddenness of the matrix (= Ôjust asÕ) that it does in
CSMG:
(17a)

E© “ pu Žÿxise bis—ño, kr‡s&e emmŽna.
etSi pu eSise bisoøo, kraSe emùena.
Quando hai bisogno, chiamami.
When you are in need, call me. (TNC 94.4; Roccaforte, Calabria)
(CSMG: ama/*eki pu exis anaNgi, fonakse me)

The collocation also surfaces in Apulian, as both a temporal and a contrast
marker; in Apulia the temporal does retain a connotation of suddenness (or at
least, there is not sufficient evidence in my corpus to dispute this):
(17b)

Ma tua pu leo iÕ ssan “puno/ pu fei Õ©“ pu Õo ttor“Õ
ma tua pu leo i sùan ipuno/ pu fei tSi pu o tùori
Ma queste cose che io dico sono come un sogno/ che svanisce nellÕattimo in
cui lo vedi
But these things I say are like a dream that vanishes the moment I see it
(Palumbo 59; Calimera, Apulia)

(17c)

ıat“, © i pu xer•amo/ Õti sÕixa sto grattˆi,/ far“amo Õti mu f•nato/ Õti, nˆ, tosso
mmu paiÕ.
jati, tSi pu xereamo/ ti s ixa sto gratùai,/ fariamo ti mu fenato/ ti, Èna, tosùo mùu pai.
perch•, nel mentre godevo/ che ti avevo nel lettuccio,/ temevo, perch• mi
sembrava/ che tu, ecco, dÕun tratto mi sfuggissi.
for just as/whereas I was glad that I had you in my little bed, I was fearful,
because it seemed to me that, lo!, just like that you could flee from me.
(Palumbo 56; Calimera, Apulia)

These usages sit alongside locative etSi pu, which remains extant in ItaliotÑin
indefinite as well as definite use, as (17e) shows:
(17d)

13(16e)

‹ e t—sson eporpat’ai pu arrivŽspai e ©“ pu ’to o ‡66ose penitŽntise, pu ’to plŽo
vŽc= c= ose p‡ra tom brotin—.
tSe tosùon eporpatiai pu arùivespai etSi pu ito o aêùose penitentise, pu ito pleo
vecùose para tom brotino.
E tanto camminarono che arrivarono lˆ dove era lÕaltro penitente, che era
pi• vecchio del primo.
And they walked so far that they arrived where the other penitent was, who
was older than the first. (TNC 42.8; Roccaforte, Calabria)

is noteworthy in its archaic use of na to introduce a conditional, where CSMG would use
Ta and a past tense. This is not, however, conclusive proof that pa pHi is native to Tsakonian,
particularly since there are other conditionals in CSMG introduced with na (e.g. prokimenu naÉ)
Indeed, the long-lasting contact between mainstream Greek dialects and Tsakonian reduces its
value as an independent witness of the spread of eki pu.
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(17e)

©i pu pao, © i pu sirno, pu steo,/ sti kkard“a panta sena vast˜.
tSi pu pao, tSi pu sirno, pu steo,/ sti kùardia panta sena vasto.
e dove vado, dove mi reco, dove sto,/ porto sempre te nel mio cuore.
and wherever I go, wherever I head to, wherever I stand, I always bear you
in my heart. (Palumbo 26; Calimera, Apulia)

Cypriot temporal eki pu lacks the connotation of suddenness (Ôjust asÕ), just as
with Italiot (17a); this is obvious in the ensuing examples, which sound odd to a
CSMG-speaker:
(18a)

Lªei aq pŒv Õq to sp¼tin nÕ askopüsv, ¼svq thn e´rv. Kei Õpoy ürten eiq to sp¼tin
sylloŒtai m¿noq toy? lale¼ aq pŒrv thn so´xlan moy anammªnhn kai na pŒv na
kŒmv paratürhsin kalün Õq ton kamhlŒrhn.
lei as pao s to spitin n askopiso, isos tin evro. ki pu irten is to spitin silùoate monos
tu; lali as paro tin suxlan anamùenin ke na pao na kamo paratirisin kalin s ton
kamilarin.
He thought, ÒIÕll go home and look; I might find her there.Ó When he came
home, he thought to himself; he thought, ÒIÕll take my lit torch and go have a
stern word to the camel-driver.Ó (Aetos 195)

(18b)

kei poy maq e¼den ni»o´llikoq, eproshkÃuhkªn maq.
ki pu mas iDen øulùikos, eprosikoTiken mas.
When the young man saw us, he rose to greet us. (Loukas B24.60)

In Cretan, ekia pu is used as both a temporal (19a) and contrast (19b) marker;
Kafkalas (1995:29) glosses it as Ôthen, at that time, at that momentÕ, and the examples he adduces suggest that Cretan ekia pu retains the connotation of suddenness it has in CSMG:
(19a)

ki ekeiŒ poy koybediŒzame jŒfnoy ekoimhuüka
ki ekia pu kuveDiazame ksafnu ekimiTika
and just as we were talking they suddenly fell asleep (Kafkalas 1995:29)

(19b)

ayt¿q mÕ eblastümane, ekeiŒ poy ton epart¿pairna
aftos m evlastimane, ekia pu ton epartoperna
he was swearing at me whereas I was taking his side (Kafkalas 1995:30)

It goes without saying that both the temporal and contrast meanings of eki pu
are plentifully attested in Western Greek.14
Rei nforcem ents and renewals
apo eki pu turns up in the Dodecanese as a reinforcement of temporal eki pu:
apo eki puÊ> potsia/poki pu. While apo means Ôfrom, sinceÕ, there is no strong indication that the time point is ÔafterÕ rather than punctual:
(20a)

PotseiŒ poy tÌden, eftŒgi»anoq gªnhtse.
potsia pu to Den, eftaÆanos Äenitse.

14Temporal:

e.g. Cephallonia: Skiadaresis 382; Zante: MinA 387. Contrast: e.g. Cephallonia:
Skiadaresis 383; Chalcidica: Karayannis 1986:93; Lemnos: Kontonatsiou 199; Ioannina: HDMS
1203:135.
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As soon as he saw the bullnut, he had his health again sevenfold. (DawkD 83;
Astypalaea)
(20b)

Eke¼, nŒ, kai jefa¼nontai kai oi Œuurvpoi toy basilªa. Poke¼ poy toyq e¼de, lªei
toyq?
eki, Èna, ke ksefenonde ke i aTùropi tu vasilea. poki pu tus iDe, lei tus;
Lo! the kingÕs men again show themselves, and when he saw them he says
(DawkD 188; Leros)

This seems to be a simple reinforcement, as potsia has replaced tsiaÊ< eki as a
locative adverb in the Astypalaean texts. 15 The other ÔthereÕ-expression in
Astypalaea is ata, a word attested (in sundry allolexes) in various parts of
Eastern Greek. As the following example shows, the temporal meaning of the
Ôthere thatÕ expressions is not restricted to the particular lexeme eki, and can
also be expressed with ata:
(21a)

Mntsan hmªra atŒ poy cŒreytse me thm caropo´ltan toy, jor¼ntzei ton o poynªntoq
mntsan imera ata pu psareftse me tim psaropultan tu, ksorindzi ton o punendos
One day when he had gone fishing in his little boat, the west wind drives him
along (DawkD 31; Astypalaea)

While other ÔthereÕ lexemes are extant elsewhere in Greek, however, they do not
seem to have spread beyond a locative meaning; this holds for aftu ÔthereÕ in
particular:
(21b)

AytoyÝŒ apÕ kŒuisi ua kryÃÕhq
aftuia ap kaTisi Ta kriois
YouÕll get a cold where you are sitting (HDMS 1088:32; Phthiotis, Roumeli)

(21c)

XŒre moy ayto´ poy Õuela paqÉ
xare mu aftu pu Tela pasÉ
Death, there where you are goingÉ (HDMS 622:120; Messenia, Peloponnese)

It seems that in Astypalaea, the elimination of tsiaÊ< eki contributed to a functional transfer from eki pu to ata pu. In Western Greek, eki remains extant
15 A

superficially similar construction turns up in the Peloponnese, though it is not temporal:
(20c)
TÃra ¿poi»oi ütan fr¿nimoi ap¿ Õ kei poy na xŒsoyne th zvü toyq, e¼pane pvq e¼nai
kall¼tero na moyntzÃsoyne kai th basilopo´la kai ta kalŒ thq kai na f´goyne?
tora opji itan fronimi apo ki pu na xasune ti zoi tus, eipane pos ine kalitero na
mudzosune ke ti vasilopula ke ta kala tis ke na fiÄune;
Now those who had any sense, rather than lose their lives, thought it better to
give the finger to both the princess and what she was worth, and leave;
(ParnassosA 36; Peloponnese)
In this context, eki pu introduces a contrast clause, but it is irrealis; since the matrix is in fact a
comparative (kalitero naÉ apoÉ Ôbetter toÉ thanÉÕ), this construction conflates the comparative
and contrast constructions.
The other interesting aspect of the sentence is its archaic use of na to introduce a conditional utterance, where CSMG would use Ta: the CSMG equivalent to this phrase would be eki pu Ta
exanan ti zoi tis Ôthere where (whereas) they would lose their livesÕ. As noted with (16e), however, there are other comparative conditional expressions in Greek based on na: para na Ôrather
thanÕ, prokimenu na Ôgiven the possibility thatÕ. So while this is an instance of pu na, pu na is not
used to introduce either a conditional expression (which it cannot do in CSMG), or a concessive,
but a contrast clause, which here happens to be irrealis.
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alongside aftu; so the temporal meaning may have remained specific to eki pu,
which was no longer analysed compositionally, and the temporal meaning was
not transferred to aftu pu. This is obviously a contingent truth, however, and
nothing intrinsically prevents a form like aftu pu from developing temporal or
contrast meanings, just as has happened with ata pu.
The foregoing discussion confirms the initial assumptions: eki pu is old
enough to have been univerbated in Pharasa, to have spread throughout the
Greek-speaking world, and to have even its secondary meanings diffuse everywhere except the most remote Anatolian dialects.
The last remaining puzzle is the absence of the connotation of suddenness or
unexpectedness for temporal eki pu in Italiot and Cypriot. If this absence is a
shared innovation, its geographical distribution is odd; and since there is
nothing intrinsic in the lexical semantics of Ôthere thatÕ to account for a connotation of suddenness, the natural conclusion is that suddenness is the innovation,16 which has not displaced the older straightforward temporal meaning in
Cypriot and Italiot. The acquired connotation distinguishes eki pu from the
plethora of other temporal connectives in Greek.
Why the archaism of no suddenness is not also attested in Pontic is not clear.
Overall eki pu is much less frequent in Pontic than in other dialects, 17 and there
are only a few temporal instances in the corpus. So the archaism may be present
in Pontic but unattested in my corpus; or Pontic may simply have happened to
have access to the innovation of suddenness, which Cypriot and Italiot did not.
etsi pu
etsi pu Ôthus that, the way thatÕ is less widespread regionally than eki pu:
amongst the outliers, it is only attested for Propontis Tsakonian (22b)Ñwhich
leads one to suspect a calque from Thracian. This is consistent with it being far
removed from the locative origins of pseudo-relatives: etsi pu is a manner connective, and can be considered equivalent to ÔasÕ:
(22a)

16The

EtseŒ pio boy katafªrthm-mÕ ¿onth dh paloarrÃsteian, ª-gamnv doyleiªq kai
kŒomai stayrŒkia, go´lh dhn hmªra
etsea pio bu katafertim m oonti di paloarostian, e gamno Dulies ke kaome
stavrakia, Äuli din imera
«Etsi pia poy katünthsa mÕ aytün thn sixamerün arrÃsteia den kŒnv doyleiªq kai
kŒuomai ¿lhn thn hmªra
etsi pia pu katidisa m aftin tin sixamerin arostia Den kano Dulies ke kaTome olin tin
imera

implicature arises straightforwardly through Gricean relevance/quantity: if the contiguity
of the matrix and adjunct is emphasised by including the redundant eki along with the connective pu, then the contiguity is to be understood as marked in some wayÑi.e. unexpected.
170.070ä in Pontic against 0.11ä for The Third Wedding, 0.31ä for My Voyage, 0.39ä for
MakriyannisÕ Memoirs, 1.1ä for Apulian Italiot, 1.4ä for Peloponnesian Tsakonian. There are
763 instances in the Hellas-L corpus (not removing duplicates), which amount to 0.053ä;
whether this is an artefact of Internet discourse, I cannot presently tell.
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The way I have ended up with this damned illness, I donÕt do any work but sit
around all day (HDMS 1104:59; Symi, Dodecanese)
(22b)

Tra ph Õn^Õ paa¼na, uÕ aporr¼j
tra pi ø paena, Ta aporiks
«Etsi poy pŒei, uÕ apobŒlh
etsi pu pai, T apovali
The way she is acting, she will end up miscarrying (HDMS 754:172; Havoutsi,
Propontis Tsakonian)

(22c)

giat¼ ªtsi poy maq jeklhr¼zei h jenhteiŒ de ua me¼nei klüma ma ¿rko ap¿ to fygi¿.
Äiati etsi pu mas kseklirizi i ksenitia De Ta mini klima ma orko apo to fiÄio.
because, the way emigration is decimating us, there will not be a vine left
standing, by my oath, with all the people deserting us. (HDMS 787:333; Ithaca,
Heptanesa)

(22d)

Toyn ÿl ÕpŒmi toyn ªrÕmoy, iªtsÕ apÕ katŒntÕsi
tun ´pami tun ermu, iets ap katantsi
I pity the poor man, the way he has ended up. (HDMS 895:34; Moschato,
Karditsa, Thessaly)

etsi pu is also interesting because it is the only other pseudo-relative to have developed a substantial secondary meaning: it is also used as a temporal. This development from manner adverb to temporal is cross-linguistically widespread
(cf. English as), and is also frequent in Greek (san, kata pu, etsi). As a temporal,
etsi pu is attested in Eastern Greek:
(23a)

ªtsa poy glŒkane skontŒftei kai pªftei
etsa pu Älakane skodafti ke pefti
As he was running, he trips and falls (Kafkalas 1995:97; Crete)

(23b)

e¼xane kŒnei eke¼ sthn aylü ªna lŒkko megŒlo kai etsŒ poy ªpaize to kopªli pªftei
mesÕ ston asbªsth, xÃuhke to kopªli ston asbªsth, pŒei to kopªli.
ixane kani eki stin avli ena lako meÄalo ke etsa pu epeze to kopeli pefti mes ston
asvesti, xoTike to kopeli ston asvesti, pai to kopeli.
TheyÕd made a big hole out there in the yard, and just as the child was playing
he fell into the quicklime, the child was stuck in the quicklime, and that was the
end of the child. (HDMS 1281:161; Anticythera)

(23c)

g-y parŒq, ªt?sei p Õ pª?sÕ, ti de kŒ?nÕ!
Äi paras, ets&i p pes&, ti De kaø!
When money changes hands, what can it not do! (Anagnostou 165;
Mandamados, Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

(23d)

TsagŒ Õpoy (g)´rize, br¼stsei ªna kaloforemªnon ompr¿q toy tsai lªei toy?
tsaÄa pu irize, vristsi ena kaloforemenon ombros tu tse lei tu;
As he was wandering, he found a well-dressed man in front of him who told
himÉ (Dieterich 469; Kalymnos, Dodecanese) 18

In (23c), etsi pu takes a further step characteristic of temporals, but not of puexpressions: from temporal to conditional. Consistent with its irrealis denotation, (23c) has PERFS tense rather than PERFP, and corresponds to the CSMG
collocation etsi ke. The transition is drastic by CSMG standards, and indicates
18tsaÄaÊ< etsa

Da Ôjust thusÕ
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that etsi pu was already entrenched as a temporal in Lesbos; pu on its own
would be hard placed to make the transition to being an irrealis connective (but
see ¤7.4.6, ¤7.6.4).
Others
Other pseudo-relatives are neither as old nor as entrenched in Greek as eki pu;
nor is their meaning as prone to secondary developments as either eki pu or etsi
pu. In both Pharasiot and Pontic, for instance, pseudo-relatives are restricted to
locatives; when the temporal expressions adZi ÔthenÕ and are ÔnowÕ are modified
in Pharasiot, they are not relativised with either pu or tu, but are instead qualified by with correlative temporal relativisers (ÔwhenÕ): adZi fotes (TheodB 280,
298, 324), are sam (TheodB 322). And (14a) is the unique instance in my Pontic
corpus of a non-locative pseudo-relative.
The most prominent instances of other pseudo-relatives are given below.
ÔhereÕ
The counterpart to eki pu, eDo pu Ôhere thatÕ, is attested throughout Greek dialects, including instances where eki pu is the only other pseudo-relativeÑaDa tu
Ôhere thatÕ in Pharasa (TheodA 236), eDo pu in Western Cappadocia (Dawk 448;
Silata). However, eDo has not taken on any of the non-locative meanings of its
counterpart, in any dialect of Greek.19
Of course, other spatial adverbs may also be relativised:
(24b)

Gia na moniŒsvÝ ªrixnam nerª apŒÕ sta melissŒe, axamŒ ph ütan^, gia na moniŒsvÝ.
Äia na moniasoi erixnam nere apa sta melisae, axama pi itaø, Äia na moniasoi.
Gia na moniŒsoyn, r¼xname ner¿ pŒnv stiq mªlisseq, kŒtv (sth gh) poy ütan, gia na
moniŒsoyn.
Äia na moniasun, rixname nero pano stis melises, kato (sti Äi) pu itan, Äia na
moniasun.
To merge (the swarms) together we would throw water onto the bees, down
(=Êon the ground) where they were, to merge them. (HDMS 754:129;
Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)

Mi scellaneous tem poral
Sundry temporal adverbs can also be pseudo-relativised. For instance, day adverbs are pseudo-relativised in both Cypriot and Italiot, as well as mainstream
Greek:
(25a)

19(24a)

P¿ce po nna Õrthq ªs-sv na bŒlhq tzai to roman¼sin thq p¿rtaq giat¼ foo´mai
popse po nùa rtis esùo na valis dZe to romanisin tis portas Äiati foume

seems to be an exception, but eDo here is already temporal in the collocation eDo k ebros
Ôhere and forwardÊ= from now onÕ, so pu is itself a temporal connective in apposition.
(24a)
Ap¿ dv kÕ empr¿q poy arx¼zei to kr´o, o Sp´roq to prv¼ moylÃnei sto krebŒti.
apo Do k ebros pu arxizi to krio, o spiros to proi muloni sto krevati.
From here on in when the cold starts, Spiro curls up in bed in the mornings.
(HDMS 956:16; Sinarades, Corfu, Heptanesa)
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Tonight when you come home bolt the door because I am afraid (HDMS
963:8; Cyprus)
(25b)

echt•, pu “chame bis˜gno, inv•ci “mmasto plen umˆni
exte, pu ixame bisoøo, invetSi imùasto plen umani
ieri che avevamo bisogno, invece, eravamo pi• umani
On the contrary, yesterday (=Êyesteryear) when we were in need, we were
more human (DGC 40; Chorio di Rochudi, Calabria)

(25c)

ÿ Õ, ki proycªq ÕpÕ ÕdŒmoysa toy lŒla tÕ, mÕ e¼pi
Pr¿droymoyq ütani tsirŒk
ÿÕ tÕ Poyst¿l
¿tÕ Œn^Õji uÕkü tÕ dÕleâiŒ.
proDrumus itani tsirac t pusto´, ki prupses p damusa tu lala t, m ipi ot aøksi Tki t
D´a.
Prodromos was an apprentice with Apostolis, and the night before last
when I met his grandfather, he told me that heÕs started his own business.
(HDMS 1168:237; Agia Paraskevi, Serres, Macedonia)

(25d)

«Adi, lej, sümira, po{ni kalü mªra, tsi tax«Œ, sa brªx«, mh pQq!
adi, lej, simira, pu ni kali mera, tsi taCa, sa vreC, mi pas!
ÒGo,Ó he said, Òtoday, while it is a good day, and tomorrow if it rains, donÕt
go!Ó (Kretschmer 522; Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

ÔthenÕ
Amongst the more frequent temporal pseudo-relatives, tote pu Ôthen thatÊ=
whenÕ is attested for Cypriot, Apulian Italiot, and Tsakonian, as well as mainstream Greek dialects. The wide distribution of tote pu is consistent with its
close correspondence to eki pu Ôthere thatÊ= whereÕ.
(26a)

Ai, t¿teq Õpoy ürten h Ãra h divrismªnh Õpoy paa¼nnasi kh eplagiŒzasin, epüasi kai
ke¼noi na plagiŒsoysi kauÃq kai o´loi toy basile¼oy eplagiŒsasin.
e, totes pu irten i ora i Diorismeni pu paenùasi ki eplaÄiazasin, epiasi ke kini na
plaÄiazusi kaTos ke uli tu vasiliu eplaÄiasasin.
Well, when the appointed time came for them to go to bed, they went to bed
just like everyone in the kingdom did. (Aetos 197; Cyprus)

(26b)

ti fsichimmu echasa ev˜/ toa pu immu pedi.
ti fsixi mùu exasa evo/ toa pu imùu pedi.
io perdetti la mia anima/ quando ero fanciullino.
I lost my soul when I was a child. (Lefons 1959:5; Calimera, Apulia)

(26c)

ÿ¼zoy
To SŒmpa ta nio´t\a, t¿t\e p\Õ ügki fyŒt\oynte toyr ampªle, n^Õ eniŒkaÝ p\Õ ªki sfyz
ts^ Õ ügki groyl¼zoynte oi parŒde.
to samba ta niutHa, totHe pH iNgi fiatHunde tur ambele, ø eøakai pH eki sfiZizu tþ iNgi
Ärulizunde i paraDe.
To SŒbbato th n´xta, t¿te poy f´lagan tÕ ampªlia, ton Œkoygan poy sf´rize kai
bronto´san ta xrümata.
to savato ti nixta, tote pu filaÄan t abelia, ton akuÄan pu sfirize ke vrodusan ta
xrimata.
On Saturday night, when they would keep watch over the vineyards, they
would hear him whistling and the money jangling. (CostD ¤4f; Melana,
Southern Tsakonia)

(26d)

Ta malli»Œ pªsani apÕ toy pats¼ mÕ apo´ t¿ti, pÕ arrÃxtÕsa apo´ iloynoys¼a.
ta ma´a pesani ap tu patsi m apu toti, p aroxtsa apu ilunusia.
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My hair has fallen off my head since the time that I got sick with malaria.
(HDMS 1168:375; Sisamia, Serres, Macedonia)

(26e)

t¿teq po zo´se h n¿na moy
totes po zuse i nona mu
Back then when my grandmother used to be alive (HDMS 423:64; Ithaca,
Heptanesa)

(26f)

T¿teneq poy pantre´thka
totenes pu padreftika
When I got married (HDMS 957:45; Valti, Aetolia & Acarnania, Roumeli)

ÔnowÕ
The same holds for tora ÔnowÕÑincluding allolexes of tora (27d, 27e):
(27a)

ÿ Õ mÕ ki ua kŒtsoy ua afükoy ta pidiŒ mÕ na
TÃra apÕ gªrasa ua piŒsoy toy noynto´l
kŒnÕ koymŒntoy
tora ap Äerasa Ta piasu tu nudu´ m ki Ta katsu Ta afiku ta piDia m na kan kumadu
Now that I have grown old I will take my nuduli (?) and I will rest and let my
children run the farm (HDMS 1135:19; Dasohori, Grevena, Macedonia)

(27b)

En na pŒv na galªcv tiq koydªl-leq tvrŒ pon prv¼
enùa pao na Äalepso tis kuDelùes tora po n proi
I will go milk the sheep now while itÕs still morning (HDMS 800:76;
Pedoulas, Cyprus)

(27c)

TÃra poy gyrnŒme, kŒti ua maq t´xeiÉ
tora pu Äirname, kati Ta mas tixi...
Now that we are wandering, something will happen to usÉ (HDMS 787:335;
Ithaca, Heptanesa)

(27d)

BgŒts| Õ to feggŒri dadŒ, e¼nÕ nto mero´, trei mero´, dadŒ ph gyrnÃnta e¼nÕ nto mero´
vÄatþ to feNgari DaDa, in ndo meru, tri meru, DaDa pi Äirnonda in ndo meru
The moon is coming out now, it is two or three days old; now that it is
turning, it is two days old (HDMS 754:128; Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)

(27e)

edŒ poy uÕ arxin¼jei na brªxei
eDa pu T arxiniksi na vrexi
now that it will start raining (Kafkalas 1995:59; Crete)

In Italiot, the Ônow thatÕ expression has gone a step further in its semantic development: arte pu Ônow thatÕ in Apulian has become a general temporal connective:
(28a)

arte pu Õo ttor— tu mil—
arte pu o tùoro tu milo
appena che lo vedo gli parler˜
As soon as I see him, I will talk to him (Rohlfs 1977: 206; Sternatia, Apulia)

(28b)

‡rte pu Žftase
arte pu eftase
quando arriv˜
When he arrived (Rohlfs 1977: 206; Apulia)
(not: Ônow that he has arrivedÕ)
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This means that arte pu has been generalised from a temporal connective introducing a present event to a tense-independent marker of simultaneity. So arte
pu is no longer compositional, but represents a sign in its own right. The collocation thus joins etsi pu and eki pu as a conventionalised connective.
Pseudo-relatives are a significant category in Greek, giving rise to several
wide-ranging semantic shifts. However, the correlative is never far behind the
pseudo-relative: eki pu means Ôthere whereÕ as much as Ôthere thatÕ, since pu is
also locative, and tote pu means Ôthen whenÕ as much as Ôthen thatÕ, since pu is
also temporal. This is vividly illustrated in the following, where pu is temporal,
and the pu-clauses are closer to being in apposition to the temporal adverbs,
than relativising them: 20
(29)

Pr’ta, pu sÕ ’xa, ti kal˜n ’xa? çrte, pu e ssÕ Žxo, ti kak˜n Žxo?
prita, pu s ixa, ti kalon ixa? arte, pu e sù exo, ti kakon exo?
Prima, quando tÕavevo, che bene nÕavevo? Ora, che non ti ho, che male
nÕho?
Beforehand, when I had you, what good was it to me? Now that I donÕt
have you, what bad is it to me? (TNC 391.59; Bova, Calabria)

This basic ambiguity of pseudo-relatives may have been crucial in the development of pu as an adjunct marker, allowing it to become dissociated from its
head. For instance, in the case of tora pu Ônow thatÕ, the connection between
head and relativiser is not as strong for adverbial heads as nominals, and the
construction can be interpreted as a correlative (with puÊ< Èopu an autonomous
connective); pu is thus likely to be detached from tora pu as an independent
temporal connective. This is a possibility inherent in the temporal nominal
relativiser, but reinforced by this and other pseudo-relatives; the looseness of
the headÐrelativiser connection is crucial here.
7.2.3.ÊHeadless relative
The headless relativiser function is amongst the first for which opu is attested in
EMG; indeed, the first known instance of relativiser-Èopu after the Greek Dark
Ages is headless:
(30)

(970/la xvi)
h Ueofoyno´ ep¿uein p¼ttan kÕ h Kalü thn ªfagen./ opo´ Õf¿rein to dib¼kin tÃra
dªrman ªbalen.
i Teofunu epoTin pitan k i kali tin efaÄen./ opu forin to Divikin tora Derman evalen.
Theophano wanted a pie and Kale ate it. Who wore the ceremonial robe has
now put on hides. (SatSong 4)

The headless relative has died out in CSMG, presumably around xviiÊ AD (it is
absent in Makriyannis), replaced by opios and Èoti. So instances of its survival in
dialects are archaisms, and are identified with archaic dialects.

20In

this instance prita pu and arte pu are not behaving as autonomous connectives (ÔbeforeÕ, Ôas
soon asÕ), although they do elsewhere in Italiot (Nicholas 1998b).
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Semantics
Inasmuch as it survives, opu as a free relative has overwhelmingly animate denotation: of the 176 instances in my HDIC corpus, only 4 are inanimate. This
points to the results of an earlier functional competition between to and opu in
EMG: to became associated with inanimates, being largely restricted to nonsubject roles (in which inanimates are more frequent than animates, according
to the Animacy hierarchy (Comrie 1981:121)), and was reinforced in that role by
the neuter article to.21 The restriction on to resulted in a tendency towards
complementary distribution, with opu remaining animate even in dialects where
to has long since died out.
This result is irrelevant to the etymology of the two forms; whereas opu originated in an inanimate (being locative), to originated in a demonstrative, which
could be either animate or inanimate. Etymology would have made opu the
inanimate; that it has not shows how crucial the synchronic grammatical system
and paradigmatic opposition are in determining the meaning of grammatical
forms.
Just as EMG to remained in the lower part of the case hierarchyÑfrom direct
object downwardsÑopu has remained in the upper part of the hierarchy, consistent with its animacy. Almost always, opu as a free relative relativises either a
subject or direct object. Unlike EMG to, it does not enter into combination with
prepositions;22 and even without prepositions, instances where opu relativises
an indirect object are quite rare, the following being one of the few counterexamples:
(31)

Po´ri kalŒ katªxeiq to, pvq e¼mai ÕgÃ zhliŒrhq/ ki ¿poy de uªlv, mh mile¼q, moydª mh
rozonŒrhq.
puri kala katexis to, pos im eÄo ziliaris/ ki Èopu De Telo, mi milis, muDe mi
rozonaris.
You indeed know well that I am a jealous man, so do not talk to whomever I
donÕt want you to, nor exchange pleasantries. (Lioudaki 1971:240; Stavrohori,
Lasithi, Crete)23

Diatopy
Headless-(o)pu survives in archaic dialects. There are a couple of instances of
what may be headless pHi attested for Tsakonian:

21Of

course, the masculine accusative article ton is phonologically the same as the relativiser ton
as well; I would contend it is the use of neuter to in the nominative (the relativiser has no
masculine or feminine nominative) that pushed the relativiser towards inanimate contexts.
Although I have not conducted an EMG survey, I doubt this complementary distribution
extends to bounded relativisers; it does seem to do so, however, in Pontic (¤B.2).
22For a very small number of exceptions, see ¤7.9.
23(31) is striking in how close the free relative is to the original locative meaning of Èopu (Ôdo not
speak where I do not want you toÕ); indeed, since Cretan tends to use apu rather than Èopu for
the relative and free relative, this may in fact constitute a locative rather than a free relative.
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ni» es
jªra
p\oi ni» es
tªa
eki»o´
ø es
ksera
pHi
ø es
tea
ecu
it you.are knowing
who it you.are wanting
you
You know it, who want it. (Scutt 19; Lenidi, Southern Tsakonia)

(32b)

Ph Õta men¼skonta, er¼xnamÕ ¼ni to k¿t\o
pi ta meniskonda, erixnam iøi to kotHo
ayt¿-poy ªmeine, to r¼xname stiq k¿teq
afto pu emine, to rixname stis kotes
What was left, weÕd throw to the hens. (HDMS 906:7; Vatika, Propontis
Tsakonian)24
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For headless relativisers in Cappadocian, see ¤B.1. The headless relativiser pu
also survives in extensive use in Pontic, predominantly introducing animate referents (33a) (but cf. 33b):
(33a)

«Hmarta, ümarta, ntÕ Œgna profªrkoyntan, poy ªxÕne aprazobŒnian kai ejªrÕne tŒjhn
kai prŒjhn temŒ-k.
imarta, imarta, nd aÄna proferkundan, pu exne aprazovanian ke ekserne taksin ke
praksin temQk.
«Hmarton, ümarton, ti parŒjena fªrontai ayto¼ poy ªxoyn m¿rfvsh kai jªroyn thn
tŒjh kai thn prŒjh dhladü.
imarton, imarton, ti paraksena ferode afti pu exun morfosi ke kserun tin taksi ke
tin praksi DilaDi.
Lord have mercy, how strangely then act they who have an education and
know order and action. (FotD 265)

(33b)

Es´ tªren po´ ua fªrv se kai s&Œs&econ.
esi teren pu Ta fero se ke SaSepson.
Ua ta xŒseiq, mÕ aytŒ poy ua soy pv.
Ta ta xasis, m afta pu Ta su po.
You watch what I will bring you (=tell you), and marvel at it. (FotD 265)

Pontic headless pu (and pi) are in productive use: they occur in normal prose,
they are not confined to proverbial or poetic speech, and they are rather frequentÑ56 instances outside ParotidisÕ proverb collection, giving it a textual frequency of 0.3ä.25

24Ostensibly,

(32a) looks like a non-restrictive relative clause preceding its referent ecu ÔyouÕ;
but since Greek generally does not prepose its relative clauses, it is easier to understand this as a
headless relative in apposition with its emphatic referent, Tsakonian being pro-drop like
Standard Greek. One might thus gloss this as ÔYou know it, who want it yourself.Õ Still, this does
not count as strong evidence of a productive free relative pu in Peloponnesian Tsakonian.
(32b), on the other hand, is uncontroversially a free relative, with no coindexed referent in the
clause. This is consistent with Propontis Tsakonian being in several respects more archaic than
Peloponnesian Tsakonian.
25 The one part of the Pontus where headless pu/pi is not attested in my corpus in prose use is
Nikopolis. However, the Nikopolitan corpus is rather small, and the following example shows pi
used at least in a proverbial context:
(33c)
M¼an poi mauŒnÕ tsat¼na- apomauŒnÕ.
mian pi maTan tsatinQ apomaTan.
Who learns once, unlearns with difficulty. (HDMS 911:26)
So there is no reason to think Nikopolis forms an exception to the general Pontic pattern.
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Italiot does not use pu as a free relativiser, although one of its free relativisers,
Apulian tSispu, is derived from a pu-expression: tSis puÊ< eki(n)os pu Ôhe thatÕ
(Rohlfs 1950:121).26
Èopu, opu, and pu as headless relativisers are extensively attested in proverbs
and songs from throughout the Greek speaking world.27 However, the linguistic
conservatism of proverbs and song means that they do not attest spontaneous
contemporary Greek dialect; this holds even for Livisiot and Cypriot, the dialects closest to Cappadocian and Pontic. The domain of productive use of opu is
thus Tsakonian (vestigially) and Anatolian Greek; it does not encompass Italiot,
or the mainstream dialects.
Outside the proverb genre, headless-pu is rather infrequent in mainstream
Greek. The following are representative occurrences, and may be regarded as
isolated instances, with the possible exception of the Diapontii islands (34e),
where there are relatively numerous instances (note that the Diapontii islands
lie on the very edge of the Greek-speaking world):
(34a)

Apo´ jªoyn ta Õxoyn epitayto´ ta stigŒdi»a
apu kseun ta xun epitaftu ta stiÄaDja.
Those that know have permanent sheep pens for that reason. (HDMS
839:192; Samothrace)

(34b)

N¼koy, e N¼koy! Po ÕdinamÕ toy dimŒtÕ pÃq to ÕligamÕ;
niku, e niku! po Dinam tu Dimat Èpos to liÄam?
Nick! Hey, Nick! What we used to bind the parcel withÑwhat did we call it?
(HDMS 952:67; Kozakas, Varna, Eastern Rumelia)

(34c)

IgÃ ªxoy akÕstŒ na tÕ ari»ÃsÕq ta kÕtŒbi»a ki na l´sÕmi tÕ sk´lla na ido´mi pi»o ua
pirpatüsÕ. Toy prÃtoy pÕ püri h sk´lla, ke¼no püra. «Opoy pŒrÕ ki f´g&Õ h sk´lla,
ike¼no, ua gªnÿÕ pi»o kal¿.
iÄo exu aksta na t arjoss ta ktavja ki na lismi t skila na iDumi pjo Ta pirpatis. tu
protu p piri i skila, kino pira. Èopu par ki fiz& i skila, ikino, Ta Äeø pjo kalo.
I have heard that you should scatter the pups and let the bitch loose, to see
which one she will walk to. The first one the bitch took was the one I took.
Whichever one the bitch picks up and leaves will turn out to be the best.
(HDMS 925:194: Sykaminea, Larisa, Thessaly)

(34d)

ÿÿ
R¿ka tÕ lªmÕ aytünÿÕ, gia ta mŒl
l Õna tsorŒpia. Foyrk¿royka e¼nÕ apÕ ªx&Õ dyo xaliŒ.
roka t lem aftiø, Äia ta ma´na tsorapia. furkoroka in ap eC Dio xalia.
We call it a distaff, for woolen socks. The fourkoroka is the one that has two
carpets (?). (HDMS 789:64: Trikeri, Magnesia, Thessaly)

(34e)

petyxa¼noyne kai kŒti kotsŒreq poy ¿poy tsi fŒei de tÕq alhsmonŒei
petixenune ke kati kotsares pu Èopu tsi fai De ts alismonai
and they find some flatfish that whoever eats them will never forget them
(HDMS 841:121: Erikoussa, Heptanesa)

26In

turn, tSispu is further reduced to ispu (Rohlfs 1977:98)Ñalthough cf. Apulian tisÊ> is Ôwho?Õ,
where tis is also used as a free relative.
27I have found instances from Livisi, Cyprus, Dodecanese, Chios, Crete, Cyclades, Peloponnese,
Heptanesa, Thessaly, Epirus, and Macedonia.
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In CSMG, opu does not survive as a free relativiser even in proverbs, having
been fully displaced by opios. The only phrase in common parlance where it
does survive (fossilised) is the clichŽ Èopu fiÄi fiÄi Ôwhoever leaves, leavesÊ=
he/they ran for their livesÕ. As the following Cretan instance shows, Èopu in the
construction is a free relative, since the Cretan version has apu, corresponding
to CSMG pu and not the locative (Ôwherever they left to, they leftÕ):
(34d)

¿dan ükoyse pvq efÃniaja tsÕ Ag
ÿ¼oyq apo´ f´g
ÿei-f´ÿgei
odan ikuse pos efoniaksa ts az&ius apu fiz&i fiz&i
When he heard that I called for the saints, he ran for his life (HDMS
988:140; Eastern Crete)

Relic survivals
Although free relative-pu by itself has died out in most Greek dialects, it has left
behind relic forms, or survivals in restricted contexts, which are important for
the overall development of pu. One is the Èopu fiÄi fiÄi construction just mentioned. Another, more decisive in the overall development of pu, is in optative
constructions. This usage is widespread amongst Greek dialectsÑincluding dialects where the productive free relative has died out:
(35a)

Mavri na fan“ pu se crat“!
mavri na fani pu se krati!
Nera diventi chi ti tiene!
May she that has you turn black! (DGC 102; Chorio di Rochudi, Calabria)

(35b)

Na se xa¼royntai poy sÕ ªxoyn
na se xerunde pu s exun
May those that have you rejoice in you! (HDMS 1076:48; Nisyros,
Dodecanese)

(35c)

anŒu-uema na Õxh apo´ sÕ ükame
anaTùema na xi apu s ikame
May she who gave birth to you be damned! (HDMS 804:145; Elymbos,
Karpathos, Dodecanese)

(35d)

Na züsoyn poy maq antŒmvsan
na zisun pu mas adamosan
May those that have met us live long! (HDMS 1010:138; Mega Peristeri,
Ioannina, Epirus)

Such free relatives can also be associated with single exclamations as matrices:
(36a)

Allo¼mono poy le¼pei ap¿ to gŒmo toy
alimono pu lipi apo to Äamo tu
Woe to him that is absent from his own wedding! (HDMS 524:132; Aegina,
Old Athenian)

(36b)

AnŒuema poy lympiste¼ carŒ kai poylol¿o.
anaTema pu limbisti psara ke puloloo.
Damn her who falls in love with a fisherman or a bird-hunter. (Yannakis 139;
Pyrgi, Chios, Central Aegean)
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AnŒuema poy f´teye mhliŒ ston KŒtv K¿smo.
anaTema pu fiteve milia ston kato kosmo.
Damn him who was planting an apple-tree in the Underworld. (Tarsoulis
158; Pylia, Messenia, Peloponnese)

In such constructions pu is already ambiguous with its function as an emotive
complementiser: cf. alimono pu lipi Ôwoe to him that is absentÕ, krimas pu lipi
Ôwhat a pity that he is absentÕ, lipame pu lipi ÔI regret that he is absentÕ. It thus
represents a salient pathway for reanalysis.28
The following utterance I have heard my (Cypriot) father utter may also constitute a relic survival:
(37a)

«Exei
poy zo´ne,
ªxei
poy de zo´ne
exi
pu
zune,
exi
pu
De zune
it has
who live
it has
who donÕt live
There are those who survive, and there are those who donÕt survive.

This looks like a formulaic expression, with the existential predicate exi Ôit hasÊ=
there areÕ; but as we have seen, Cypriot has hung on to headless pu in productive
use, so this may be a dialect survival.29
In all, the old use of opu as a free relative survives in the periphery of Greek
(Western Cappadocia, Pontic, Propontis Tsakonian), with isolated instances of
productive use scattered amongst more mainstream dialects, and with plentiful
fossilised instances. In constructing a prototype view of pu, with older functions
at the centre of a graph and newer functions in the periphery, the free relative
would be quite near the core, as both an older function and a function which has
engendered several other usages. The elimination of pu as a free relative shows
that what is older, or has more reflexes in the development of a polysemous
word, is not necessarily what is more widely used, or even what survives in use
at all; it is as if the core has been taken out of the prototype diagram, with the
outer shell left standing.
7.2.4.ÊCleft
Clefts are attested throughout Greek. Clefts also occur in Classical Greek,30 so
their diffusion is not surprising. It seems, on the other hand, that clefts are
28But

in CSMG, alimono at least must be accompanied by a clitic indirect object, making the puclause look less like a complementiser:
(36d)
Allo¼mon¿ toy poy pnigü sth prÃth dagkvniŒ
alimono tu pu pniÄi sti proti Dagonia
Woe to him who chokes at the first bite (HDMS 524:132; Aegina, Old
Athenian)
(36e)
Allo¼ toy apoy den ªxei an´xia na jystü!
ali tu apu Den exi anixia na ksisti!
Woe to him who has no nails to scratch himself with! (HDMS 429:14; Karya,
Corinthia, Peloponnese)
29The only example of this construction I have found on Hellas-L from November 1996 to
January 1998 was also written by a Cypriot:
(37b)
Twra bebaia exei pou tous aresei, den eida gw... 3erw gw ti bitsia
exei o ka0enas;
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wholly absent from the Balkans outside Greek and languages in its immediate
orbit (Aroumin) (Feuillet 1987:37). Clefts are thus a distinctive Greek feature.
The only dialect group where clefts do not appear is Cappadocian, and this may
be attributed to Turkish influence. There are a couple of apparent instances of
clefts in the Pharasiot gospel translations, but these are presumably translation
effects:31
(39)

tze seiq e¼ste sÕ Œrga tamŒ toy br¼skete
dze sis iste s arÄa tama tu vriskete
and it is you who are found together in trials/ and you are those who are
found together in trials
æmeÁq dª ¨ste oð diamemenhk¿teq metÕ ¨mo ¨n toÁq peirasmoÁq moy? (Koine original)
hume"ßs de@ este hoi diamemeneùko@tes met emou^ en to"ßs peirasmo"ßs mou;
and you are the stayers ( PARTICIPLE) with me in my trials;
You are those who have continued with me in my trials; (Lagarde 11: Luke
22:28)

Clefts are attested in all other outlier dialects, including Tsakonian:
(40a)

Dekape@nde "Ûøïai tse i Dekape@nde aÄra@mati "Ûøïai peza@kai tan amerits"Û.
Dekapende iøïai tþe i Dekapende aÄramati iøïai p ezakai tan ameritþi.
There were fifteen of them, and it was the fifteen illiterates that went to
America. (Har 163)

Livisi:
(40b)

To´toy toy pid¼n e¼n³im boy maq ijimarmŒrvsin.
tutu tu piDin inim bu mas iksimarmarosin.
It is this lad that has reversed us turning into stone. (MousT 26)

and Pontic. ndo-based clefts in the dialect are discussed elsewhere (¤B.2);
Pontic also builds clefts on pu and pi:
(40c)

Perimªnv se kai ÕkÕ ªrxesai, jªnÕ e¼nai poy perno´ne!
perimeno se ke k erxese, ksen ine pu pernune!
I wait for you and you do not come; it is strangers that go past! (FotM 454)

TÃra bªbaia ªxei poy toyq arªsei, den e¼da gvÉ jªrv gv ti b¼tsia ªxei o kauªnaq;
tora vevea exi pu tus aresi, Den iDa ÄoÉ ksero Äo ti vitsia exi o kaTenas?
Now of course there are those who like it, I canÕt tellÉ How should I know
each personÕs kinks? (Constantine A. Constantinides, Re: me tous tourkous
eimaste una fara una cara? -Reply -Reply; Hellas-L, 1997Ð05Ð07)
30For instance:
(38)
-H poy sof¯q Än Îstiq Ôfasken?/ ÇPrçn Òn ½mfoÁn m uon ½ko´s‘q, o»k ¥n dikŒsaiq.È
e^ù pou sopHo$s e^ùn ho@stis epHasken;/ Òpr"Ýn a@n ampHo"ßn mu^ùtHon akou@seùis, ouk a$n
dika@sais.Ó
He must have been wise that said: ÒBefore you hear the story from both sides,
do not judge.Ó
Never prejudge the issue, they say./ Hear both sides of the argument first. (Ar
V 725)
31Since the Pharasiot gospel was translated from an unknown Turkish translation, this is hard to
confirm directly; but the absence of clefts in any other Cappadocian texts makes this a necessary
conclusion.
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basilªa polyxronemªne, ŒrÕ abo´toq ªnÕ ph ÕkÕ ekrŒtesen thn da-tagü sÕ kai fylŒttÕ
ton k´rÕn atÕ
vasilea polixronemene, ar avutos en pi k ekratesen tin DQtaÄi s ke filat ton kirn at
Your Majesty, it is this person who has not obeyed your order and has kept his
father alive (KandilF 115; Chaldia)

This is interesting, in light of the fact that Pontic does not have cleft exclamatories (¤7.7.5): having clefts in the dialect does not necessitate that its exclamatories also be cleft.
Clefts are well attested in both Apulian (41a) and Calabrian Italiot (41b).
Italiot pu-clefts are also interesting because, unlike Pontic, pu is not extant as a
free relativiser; so despite the Italian gloss in (41a) (quello cheÊ= Ôthat whichÕ), a
free relativiser is not a possible synchronic analysis of the construction.
(41a)

Ene e agˆpi, kal•66a-mu,/ pu Õtikan• oriˆdzi,/ pu d“ dzoi sta prˆmata,/ pu Õa
kanni ola krusˆ.
ene e agapi, kaleêùa mu,/ pu tikane oriadzi,/ pu di dzoi sta pramata,/ pu a kanùi ola
krusa.
EÕ lÕamore, bella mia,/ quello che abbellisce tutto,/ che dˆ vita alle cose,/
che le fa tutte dÕoro.
It is love, my beauty, that commands everything, that gives things life, that
makes everything golden. (Palumbo 47; Calimera, Apulia)

(41b)

TÕ anim‡li immone eg˜ pu to Žspas&a, den ’to tœto karbun‡ro.
t animali imùone ego pu to espaSa, Den ito tuto karbunaro.
Sono io che ho ucciso lÕanimale, non fu questo carbonaio.
The beastÑit was me that killed it, it was not this coalminer. (TNC 161.33;
Roccaforte, Calabria)

Incidentally, the affinity of the cleft to relativisation is shown by the form used
in Calabrian Italiot; clefts use the same morpheme as relativisation. In Roccaforte, where the only relativiser is pu, there are at least 23 instances of pu-clefts
in TNC, whereas for Bova, where the main relativiser is ti, and whose corpus is
0.7 as large as that from Roccaforte, there is only one instance of a pu-cleft.
Clefts are even attested in Macedonia, although the neighbouring Macedonian
Slavonic lacks them; so on this level at least, the two Macedonian languages are
independent:
(42)

Oy Gk¿gkanaq sth GirŒneia kiÕ oy MpalampŒntq sth XÃra, ayto¼ oi dyo ütan p Õ
jisio´koynan toy ntoyniŒ stoy poydŒrÕ nÕ apoykrŒ.
u goganas sti Äirania ki u balabants sti xora, afti i Dio itan p kisiukunan tu dunia stu
puDar n apukra.
Goganas at Gerania and Balabanis in townÑit was those two that made the
world topsy-turvy at Mardi Gras. (Papanaoum 56; Siatista, Kozani)
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Cypriot clefts
Sem anti cs
Of all the Greek dialects, cleft constructions are most prominent in Cypriot.32
Andriotis (1960:143Ð147) contends that Cypriot uses clefts33 Òwhere Standard
Modern Greek and the other dialects use the verb aloneÓ. The examples
Andriotis gives for Cypriot include the following:
(44a)

o tªmpeloq ªnÕ thn kleciŒn poy Õs&ei sthn sylloün toy
o tembelos en tin klepsian pu Si stin silùoin tu
A lazy manÑit is theft that he has in his mind

(44b)

ke¼nh toy GiŒnnh Õen prªpei, toy DiennÕ ªnÕ poy prªpei
kini tu Äianùi en prepi, tu Dienù en pu prepi
She is not for the likes of John; it is the likes of Digenis that she is for34

Andriotis claims clefting occurs in Cypriot without any motivation of contrastive
emphasisÑthat is to say, the cleft in Cypriot is no longer a vehicle of thematic
meaning, unlike other Greek dialects.
AndriotisÕ claim is surprising. Even if pu did undergo obligatorification
(¤2.2.1) in Cypriot, becoming semantically blanched and more frequent in the
construction of verb phrases, it is difficult to credit that the Cypriot cleft is not
synchronically marked in some way, as clefts still constitute the minority of all
clauses. The folksong provenance of all the examples Andriotis gives is also suspect. Text counts in my corpus confirm this suspicion. Even without counting
clefts involving inda ÔwhatÕÑwhich should be considered a separate construction
(Nicholas in prep.)Ñclefts are extremely frequent in the folksong corpus,
Loukas (57 instances in 42,000 words, excluding repeated verses: 1.4ä); and
more often than not, there is indeed no discernable thematic motivation for the
cleft (45a, 45b).
(45a)

O ülioq ªnÕ, pÏdysen, Õgennüuhn to feggŒrin,/ epªzecen o tŒttarhq, di€ toyq to
fermŒnin
o ilios en, po Disen, ÄenùiTin to feNgarin, epezepsen o tatùaris, Dia tus to fermanin.
It was the sun that did set, the moon came out; the courier dismounted from
his horse, he hands them the order (Loukas B9.187)

32These constructions are often actually inverse clefts, given the Cypriot propensity to VSO word

order (Vassiliou 1995). Inverse clefts are occasionally attested for other Greek dialects, but their
underlying SVO order renders them thematically marked, just as in CSMG:
(43)
«Hd a o karabok´rÕq poy Õxe to gr¼po.
ida o karavokirs pu xe to Äripo.
It was THE CAPTAIN that had the dragnet. (HDMS 756:175; Marmara)
33Or, as he puts it, Òperiphrases with the verb en ÔisÕ, the relative pronoun pu and the verb.Ó
34Andriotis also gives the following example:
(44c)
ª to poy xŒraje to fvq na paÕ na jhmerÃsei
e to pu xarakse to fos na pa na ksimerosi
Lo, the dawn has come, it will be day (Cyprus)
But e to pu corresponds to CSMG Èna (to) pu ÔBehold (it)! thatÕ, so that e pu here is a deictic collocation (Nicholas 1998b), and has nothing to do with either copula or a cleft.
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K¿rÕ, etsakk¼sthn to stamn¼n ki»Õ erŒhn to xanŒppin,/ ki»Õ eÃ ner¿n ªnÕ pÏn ªxv esªnan
na gros¼sv?
kor, etsakùistin to stamnin c erain to xanapùin,/ c eo neron en po n exo esenan na
Ärosiso;
Lass, the pitcher has smashed and the cup has cracked, and me, it is water that
I havenÕt got to give you; (Loukas B25.22)

In the prose of Newton, by contrast, there are just 4 cleft instances in 12,000
wordsÑat 0.3ä, over four times less than in folksong. And unlike the folksongs, all prose instances of clefts are well justified thematically:
(45c)

k¤a@ole. en antre@pese ta mu@tra su? enna-n esu@ pu to@-kames.
caole. en antrepese ta mutra su? enùa n esu pu to kames.
Devil! ArenÕt you ashamed to look me in the face (lit. of your face). It must be
you who did it. (Newton ¤7.4.0.4; Yalusa, Karpas, Cyprus)

(45d)

e@. is tim pollin o@ran afu tin ekata@laven oti-tum me ta kala@ tis i kope@lla pu@-xelen,
"Ûpen tis o papa@s
e. is tim polùin oran afu tin ekatalaven oti tum me ta kala tis i kopelùa pu xelen,
ipen tis o papas
Well. After a long time, when he realised about her that it was with her good
(=seriously) that the girl wanted it, the priest said to herÉ
Well, after a long time, since he realized that the girl seriously wanted it, the
priest said to herÉ (Newton ¤7.4.4.11; Karpas, Cyprus)

So the desemanticisation of the cleft is a genre-specific effect only.
Hi story
Andriotis (1960:144) dismisses the obvious potential source for the construction
which differentiates Cypriot from other Greek dialectsÑOld French influence.
Before xviÊAD, the French cleft is used only as an emphatic, and the dethematicisation of the cleft characteristic of Modern French took place only after Cyprus
had already been ceded to the Venetians. Furthermore, as Andriotis also points
out, the cleft is not particularly prominent in Old Cypriot texts; so it must be an
internal development subsequent to the period of French rule. To support this,
Andriotis (1960:145Ð6) supplies instances from other dialects where the cleft
(Òemphatic periphrasisÓ) is used in contexts where Òthe emphasis is more moderateÓ; his list (which consists entirely of folk song verses) is reproduced below:
(46a)

bareiarrvstiŒ e¼nÕ poy Õpesen apŒnv toy
variarostia in pu pesen apano tu
It was a bad disease that befell him (Apiranthos, Naxos, Cyclades)

(46b)

o xŒroq ªÕ poy plŒkvse tsoy kŒmpoyq kaballŒrhq
o xaros e pu plakose tsu kabus kavalaris
It was Death that rode down onto the plains (Lefkada, Heptanesa)

(46c)

SabbŒton egennüuhke, thn Kerekün baft¼sth,/ Deytªran apo´ to pvrn¿ koykkiŒ Õton
poy drako´nie
savùaton eÄenùiTike, tin kerekin vaftisti/ Defteran apu to porno kukùia ton pu
Drakunie
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On Saturday was he born, on Sunday was he christened, on Monday from the
morning on Õtwas beans that he chewed on (Rhodes, Dodecanese)

This list shows that the Cypriot use of clefts is not an isolated phenomenon
amongst Greek dialects, although it has clearly gone further in Cypriot.35 It also
confirms the genre restriction of such clefts already discussed.
So clefting is an established means of emphasis in Cypriot; it is much more
prevalent than in Balkan Greek (cf. the count of 0.3ä for Cypriot prose with
0.01ä for Tahtsis, 0.012ä for Hellas-L,36 0.03ä for MakriyannisÕ Memoirs,
and 0.1ä for Peloponnesian TsakonianÑbut 0.44ä for PsichHLQ, 0.34ä in
PsichV1).37 But the desemanticisation Andriotis found is a stylistic artifice restricted to poetic language, as is the attendant more extensive use of the structure.
Syntax
Notwithstanding, even in prose Cypriot clefting is more flexible syntactically
than in CSMG. The following example is instructive: it involves the clefting of a
clause headed with intalos Ôwhat sortÊ= howÕ:
(46d)

kala@ lal"Û tis c& -o xo@c&as, alla@ pu me@sa tu ela@len "Ûntalos em po-nna e@vro tora@ na yino@
yatro@s.
kala lali tis tS o xotSas, alùa pu mesa tu elalen intalos em po nùa evro tora na jino
jatros.
ÒAll right,Ó the hoja says to her, but to himself (inside him) he was saying,
ÒHow shall I manage (literally, find) now to become a doctor?Ó (Newton
¤7.3.2.1; Tsadha, South Paphos, Cyprus)

The Cypriot literally says Ôhow is it that I will find now to become a doctorÕ.
While such a construction is unremarkable in English, the CSMG equivalent,
*Èpos ine pu Ta katafero tora na Äino Äiatros, is ungrammatical. Similarly, the
following example clefts an adverb, and would again be unacceptable in CSMG:
(46e)

TÕ afentik¿n toy e¼pen toy:Ñ«EsÕ svstŒ poy lale¼q
t afendikon tu ipen tu:Ñes sosta pu lalis.
His boss told him: ÒIt is correctly that you have spokenÓ (=You have spoken
correctly) (HDIC, cited from Kypriakªq Spoydªq 13; Lefkoniko, Nicosia, Cyprus)

35 Whether

the VSO ordering of Cypriot might have encouraged this development in that dialect
in particular, it is difficult to say. The VSP ordering of the Cypriot inverse cleft is the same as the
VSO ordering of the unmarked Cypriot sentenceÑthen again, the SVP ordering of the standard
Greek cleft is the same as its unmarked SVO ordering. So VSO does not seem to be especially
privileged as a source for clefts.
Apiranthos and Rhodes may form part of a more general South-Eastern Greek desemanticisation of the cleft in song; I have not investigated this possibility yet. This would not explain the
Lefkadian song, but I have not investigated that instance in context, and semantic focus is not as
unreasonable for (46b) as it is for (46a) and (46c).
36103 instances of cleft einai pou, htan pou and itan pou from November 1996 to January
1998, a corpus of around 8.5 million words.
37It is tempting to attribute PsichariÕs love of clefting to his being a French national.
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Zero-copula clefts
Cypriot clefting also allows the construction of clefts without the copula:38
(47b)

e@T Te@lo yatro@n, epe@rasem mu,
eT Telo jatron, eperasem mu,

∅
∅

c&e
tSe
and

o@ti c& -an e@paxa
oti tS an epaxa
whatever I suffered

ya
ja
for

llo@ussu
lùousùu
your.sake

to@paxa.
to
paxa.
COPULA
REL it
I.suffered
I donÕt want a doctor, itÕs over, and whatever happened to me was for your
sake. (Newton ¤7.4.4.2; Karpas, Cyprus)
pu
pu

There is no phonological remnant of a copula here: the Cypriot copula en would
give /llousu en pu/Ê> [lùousùu m bu].
The zero-copula cleft is a construction which could cause major expansions in
the functionality of pu: since much of the syntactic marking of the cleft is no
long overt, pu in instances like (47b) has no other obvious function than to connect a focus to a predicate. One could even envision pu developing into a focus
marker in Cypriot, as has happened with other clefts (Harris & Campbell
1995:160). It does not seem that pu has become conventionalised in this role,
however. And outside Cyprus, clefts have undergone no such idiosyncratic or
remarkable developmentÑwith the possible exception of the quÕest-ce queÐcollocation (Nicholas in prep.): they have not contributed significantly to the further functional development of pu, unlike the headless relative.

7.3.ÊComplementiser
7.3.1.ÊSyntactic issues involving pu-complements
pu na-complements
There is an instance in the corpus of what appears to be a pu na-complement:

38 This

claim is made by Andriotis (1960:144), who contends the verb of the Cypriot cleft
ÔphonologicallyÕ disappears; he gives the following example:
(47a)
fternisthrkŒm poy tÕ axtypŒ,
ªkoce s&¼lia m¼llia.
fternistirkam
pu
t axtipa
ekopse Silia milia.
spur-strike
REL it he.strikes
With one strike of his spurs, he rode a thousand miles (Laograf¼a 10:563; cited
in Andriotis 1960:144)
Andriotis clearly analyses the above as /fternistirkan (n) pu/ Ô[it was with] a spur-strike that he
strikes it (his horse)Õ. But the first clause is an adjunct to the second; and it seems easier to analyse this as a pu-temporal clause (Ôwith a spur-strike when he strikes itÕ), with the adjunct
nominal moved to focal position before pu. This occurs routinely with pu-clauses in Pontic, and
is also possible with connectives in Greek in general (CSMG me mia fternia otan to xtipa Ôibid.Õ)Ñ
certainly in folk-song, with its freer word order. It is unnecessary to postulate a zero-copula cleft
here.
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E¼pane
poy dy»o müneq
na
gŒnvme kÕ ekŒnamÕ ªji xr¿ni»a.
ipane
pu
Djo mines
na
ganome k ekanam eksi xroøa.
they said
pu
two months
na
we spend
They said that we were to spend two months, and we spent six years. (HDMS
756:290; Marmara)

This is reminiscent of the frequent use in EMG of oti na-complements. In EMG,
oti na-complements arose out of several factors: na being used as a future
marker, as well as a modal marker; oti being used as a quotative; and oti being
used in linguistic action contexts juxtaposed with the irrealis na, where CSMG
would use na alone. (So EMG would have ton ipa oti na ipaÄi ÔI told him that to
goÕ, where CSMG has tu ipa na pai ÔI told him to goÕ.)
A similar portmanteau between Action na and Linguistic pu (characteristic of
Thracian) is apparent in (48). (48) shows that the modal realis complement pattern is still productive; but pu na- and oti na-complements are very infrequent (I
do not know of another instance of a pu na-complement), and given that
Marmara was dependent on Constantinople, and hardly a dialectal backwater, I
suspect this is a haphazard local reanalysis, rather than an EMG survival.39
The absence of pu na in the Greek complementiser paradigm is significant. It
is not a necessary result that pu and na are in complementary distribution in the
complementiser paradigmÑalthough Christidis and Papadopoulou have portrayed it as inevitable, because of the complementarity of their putative etyma.
In EMG, oti and na were certainly not in complementary distribution; the combination oti na was frequent. The reason why a nesting like oti na was possible is
that na has a double function: as an index of complementation, and as an index
of irrealis modality. In certain EMG contexts, like verbs of commanding, the irrealis modality of na was not incompatible with the the quotativity of oti.
In CSMG pu na is impossible as a complementiser because its pu-complements are factive: they admit no irrealis counterparts. This is a more restrictive
purview for pu than in adjuncts, which is why pu na is extant as an adjunct connective. In other dialects where pu is not so restricted, but holds general dominion over realis complementsÑas in ThracianÑpu na-complements indeed
become possible, just as oti na-complements were possible in EMG. So the fact
that pu and na are mutually exclusive in CSMG is a contingent resultÑas indeed
is the fact that oti and na are also mutually exclusive in the modern language.
This is not an inherent feature of pu or naÑalthough by the same token, the fact
that na grammaticalised much earlier than pu, and is thus bound more tightly to
the verb, has determined the subsequent interaction of the two particles.
Preposed pu-complements
pu-complements are not preposed in CSMG; this is a straightforward consequence of pu-complements in CSMG not being assertive (¤4.4.1). In dialects
39An

alternative analysis of the construction would be that na here is a future marker; but this is
similarly archaic, and unlikely so close to Constantinople.
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where complementiser-pu is in wider use than in CSMG, and is used assertively,
this barrier breaks down. So in the following Corfiot example, not only is a pucomplement preposed, but it is followed immediately by a preposed pos-complement of the same weak assertive:
(49a)

ma poy agapÃ aq piste´eiq!ÑV agaphmªnh Ofªlia, xŒnv to myal¿ moy me aytŒ ta
mªtra? den ªxv thn tªxnh na metrÃ toyq stenagmo´q moy, allŒ pvq sÕ agapÃ esªna,
akrib¿tath, pŒra akrib¿tath, p¼steyª to!
ma pu aÄapo as pistevis!Ño aÄapimeni ofelia, xano to mialo mu me afta ta metra;
Den exo tin texni na metro tus stenaÄmus mu, ala pos s aÄapo esena, akrivotati,
para akrivotati, pisteve to!
But never doubt I love. (here: But that I love, may you believe it.)ÑO dear
Ophelia, I am ill at these numbers. I have not art to reckon my groans. But
that I love thee best, O most best, believe it. (TheotH 91Ð92)

Subject pu-complements in Corfiot can also be preposed:
(49b)

Poy egÃ gia toy patªra soy/ to uŒnato de fta¼v kai poy gia to´to/ katŒkarda
lypiªmai kai ton kla¼v,/ prªpei sto noy soy ol¿isa na xvrªsei/ kauÃq mpa¼nei sta
mŒtia maq h mªra.
pu eÄo Äia tu patera su/ to Tanato De fteo ke pu Äia tuto/ katakarDa lipieme ke ton
kleo,/ prepi sto nu su oloisa na xoresi/ kaTos beni sta matia mas i mera.
That I am guiltless of your fatherÕs death,/ and ∅ am most sensibly in grief
for it,/ it shall as level to your judgement Õpear/ as day does to your eye.
(TheotH 199)

This preposing confirms the breakdown of the pu/pos distinction in Corfiot
(¤6.8): since pu and pos can appear in the same syntactic contexts, and are no
longer differentiated semantically or pragmatically, the other syntactic differences between pu- and pos-complements disappear.
The same tendency turns up in PsichariÑwith the added feature that the preposed complements here, though topicalised, are not only not presupposed, but
are in fact negated:40
(49c)

40There

Poy e¼nai ntropü na grŒf‘ kane¼q thn eunikü toy glÃssa, poy h glÃssa maq e¼nai
bŒrbarh, poioq Graik¿q ua tolmüs‘ pia sümera na to p‘ kai poioq Graik¿q na
t½ko´s‘;
pu ine dropi na Ärafi kanis tin eTniki tu Älosa, pu i Älosa mas ine varvari, pios
Ärekos Ta tolmisi pia simera na to pi ke pios Ärekos na t akusi?
That it is a shame for someone to write in his national language, that our language is barbaricÑwhat Greek would today dare say so, and what Greek would
dare hear it? (PsichHLQ 157)

are instances where preposed pu-complements are ambiguous with other usages of pu.
These present a less severe challenge to the semantic status of pu, relative to CSMG. Thus, in the
following instance in a Cypriot folk song, pu could be analysed as a temporal (Ônow thatÉÕ) as
well as an emotive complementiser:
(49d)
poy fe´kv Õpoy thn geitoni»Œn, tvrŒ xarüte o´loi.
pu fefko pu tin Äitoøan, tora xarite uli.
That I am leaving from the neighbourhood, now all of you rejoice. (Loukas
B17.36)
At any rate, given the freer syntax associated with the metrical constraints on the poetic register,
such examples do not count for much.
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So the syntax of pu changes where its semantics changes, and is not autonomous
from its paradigmatic standing.
7.3.2.ÊSubject complements
While CSMG prefers to oti to introduce subject complements, and nominalisations in general other than predicate complements, colloquial Greek and the
dialects overwhelmingly favour pu in this function:
(50a)

ma Õna kak¿ poy ªkameq syxvremo´q den ªxei:/ poy tro´phseq th f´lakh, thq P´loq
to mpoyntro´mi.
ma na kako pu ekames sixoremus Den exi:/ pu trupises ti filaki, tis pilos to
budrumi.
But one evil deed you have done allows no forgiveness: that you have made a
hole in the gaol, in the dungeon of Pylos. (Tarsoulis 178; Pylia, Messenia,
Peloponnese)

(50b)

Moy Õspase kahmªnh h m¼a podar¼tsa kai de mporÃ na kŒmv doyleiŒ moyÉ Fto´no,
ü poy moy k¿phke kai to skoin¼ toy podariko´ kai de br¼skv kanŒ komposko¼ni na
do janafkeiŒsv
mu spase kaimeni i mia poDaritsa ke De boro na kamo Dulia muÉ ftuno, i pu mu
kopike ke to skini tu poDariku ke De vrisko kana koboskini na do ksanafkiaso
One of my distaffs broke, dear, and I canÕt do my workÉ That, or the fact that
the rope off the leg of my piece of furniture has broken, and I canÕt find a
knotted rope to fix it (HDMS 818:170; Verestia, Triphyllia, Messenia,
Peloponnese)

(50c)

MoynaxŒ Ãra t-q kampŒnaq h´ran mproystŒ toyn kÒtÕ pra?s-nŒdhq, poy Œlloy pÕ
saq lªgoy, t?sÕ Œlloy na t-q blªpath!
munaxa ora ts kabanas ivran brusta tun kat pras&naDis, pu alu p sas leÄu, ts& alu na ts
vlepati!
Only at the hour the bells toll did they find in front of them such greenery, that
it is one thing for me to tell you about it, and another for you to actually see it
(Ôthat it is one thing that I am telling you, and another thing that you should
see themÕ) (Anagnostou 168; Mandamados, Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

(50d)

AmÕ Œlto poy soy to lªmen, tserŒ, tsÕ Œlto na to d‘q.
am alto pu su to lemen, tsera, ts alto na to Dis.
But it is one thing for us to tell you of it, my lady, and another for you to see
it. (DawkD 109; Astypalaea, Dodecanese)

(50e)

HmŒq ªna ütani toy parŒpoyn¿ maq, apÕ argüsami.
imas ena itani tu parapuno mas, ap arÄisami.
There was just one complaint that we had, that we were late. (Rigas 1962:16;
Skiathos, Thessaly)

(50f)

«Ena monaxŒ me skiŒzei, poy es´ den mpore¼q na ide¼q uŒlassa.
ena monaxa me skiazi, pu esi Den boris na iDis Talasa.
Only one thing worries me, that you cannot see the sea. (MinB 455; Lithakia,
Zante, Heptanesa)

(50g)

uŒma ueo´ poy jegl´tvse ap¿ to nayŒgio
Tama Teu pu kseÄlitose apo to navaÄio
[It was] a miracle of God that he survived the shipwreck (HDMS 614:42; Paros,
Cyclades)
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since-constructions
The ÔsinceÕ-construction with an antecedent (exi/ine TIME.LENGTH p u XÊ=
it.has/it.is TIME. LENGTH that X Ôit has been TIME.LENGTH since/that XÕ) appears
in various Greek dialects and CSMG. Here pu is most easily treated as a temporal relativiser (Ôit has been TIME.LENGTH during.which XÕ).
(51a)

E¼nai tÃra dyo-treiq mªreq poy Õxei fagvue¼ me to U¿dvro.
ine tora Dio tris meres pu xi faÄoTi me to ToDoro.
It has been now been two or three days that she has been at odds with
Theodore.
ItÕs two or three days now since sheÕs been fed up with Theodore. (Tah 12)

(51b)

Exei twra gurw sta 5 xrovia pou eimai stnv hellas kai .. gia to
megalutero meros autwv twv 5 xrovwv, ntav polu snmavtikn autn n
nlekrovikn listouda gia' meva.

«Exei tÃra g´rv sta pªnte xr¿nia poy e¼mai sthn Hellas kaiÉ gia to megal´tero
mªroq aytÃn tvn pªnte xr¿nvn, ütan pol´ shmantikü aytü h hlekronikü listo´da gia
mªna.
exi tora Äiro sta pede xronia pu ime stin Hellas keÉ Äia to meÄalitero meros afton
ton pede xronon, itan poli simadiki afti i ilekroniki (sic) listuDa Äia mena.
It has been now been around five years that I have been subscribed to Hellas
andÉ for the greater part of those five years, this little mailing list has been very
important to me. (Elia Petrou: Apoxairetizw…; Hellas-L, 1996Ð05Ð10)

In Apulian Italiot, however, this expression is not always treated as a relativisation: pu is the only relativiser extant in the dialect, yet the construction there
appears, not only with pu (52a), but also with the complementiser ti (52b).
(52a)

«Exei plªo p-poy xr¿no, poy Õe s-se tvrÃ
exi pleo pùu xrono, pu e sùe toro
It has been more than a year that I have not seen you (Karanastasis 1991:poy)

(52b)

Echi tris ore ti o m•no, ce en ertom•na ancora
exi tris ore ti o meno, tSe en ertomena aNkora
Ha tre ore che lo aspetto, e non • venuto
It has been three hours that I have been waiting for him, and he has not
come (Cassoni 1990 [1937]:116)41

However, the non-punctual meaning involved is marked for pu (¤7.4.6), and a
temporal meaning is unattested for ti in Italiot (although ti introduces other adjuncts, such as causals, in both Calabrian and Apulian: ¤B.3.) The most reasonable explanation of ti here, then, is as a subject complementiser.
This is corroborated by the evidence from Cypriot. There is a related construction, popular in that dialect but also extant in CSMG: exi apo X pu Y Ôit.has
41That

the expression appears also with ka is no proof one way or the other of the status of pu,
since ka in Apulian is both a relativiser and a complementiser:
(52c)
P¿son ªxei ka se parakalÃ/ na kŒv nÕ allŒtsv ŒsÕ e¼tta madd¼a;
poson exi ka se parakalo/ na kao n alùatso as itùa maêùia?
P¿soq kair¿q e¼nai poy se parakalÃ/ na dÃsv nÕ agorŒsv aytŒ ta malliŒ;
posos keros ine pu se parakalo/ na Doso n aÄoraso afta ta malia?
How long is it that I beg you/ to let me buy this hair (HellSI 13)
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since X that YÊ= Y has been going on since XÕÑbest described as a special case of
subject complementation. In this instance, the pu-clause is the subject of the
existential predicate exi Ôit hasÕ, interpreted as a temporal predicate: Ôit has been
the caseÕ.42 So in (53a), for instance, Ôbeasts have surrounded meÕ is the subject
of the predicate Ôhas been (the case) since thenÕ.
(53a)

«Esiei poy t¿teq, bre Xarü, poy thn hmªran tzie¼nhn/ poy me dkiazÃnnoysin uerkŒ
eSi pu totes, vre xari, pu tin imeran dZinin,/ pu me Dkiazonùusin Terka
It has been since then, Haris, since that day, that beasts have surrounded me
(Lipertis 233)

(53b)

ÿei»Œ moy.
ªs&ei Õpoy thn AnŒstasin pÏnÕ Œplyta tÕ antz
eSi pu tin anastasin po n aplita t andZja mu.
It has been since Easter that my vessels have been unwashed. (Loukas 43.73)

If this construction involves a complementiser, the closely related exi/ine X pu Y
construction we have been considering can be analysed similarly.
This construction is also in place in Lesbos. Here, however, it has adopted a
much more extensive role, taking part in auxiliary-like formations. Anagnostou
(1903:48) goes so far as to claim that it is the indigenous way of expressing the
past continuous, giving the following examples:
(54a)

ª?xÕ
poy xoyr¼zÕ
vq tÃra
eC
pu
xuriz
os tora
he.has that he.divorces until now
He has divorced two wives by now

(54b)

ªxoy
Õ poy zhmiÃnoym‘
tÃra
tr¼a taje¼dia
exu
pu
zimionumi
tora
tria taksiDia
I.have
that I.am.damaged now
three trips
I have been financially burdened with three trips now

dyo g-na¼tshq
Dio Änetsis
two wives

There are some salient differences between the Lesbian construction and its
CSMG counterpart.
¥ Unlike the exiÉ pu construction in other dialects, the verb exi in
the Lesbian construction agrees with the subject of VERB: thus, exu
pu zimionumi tria taksiDia ÔI.have that I.am.damaged three tripsÕ in
(54b), rather than CSMG exi tria taksiDia pu zimionome Ôit.has
three trips that I.am.damagedÕ. By making exi coindexical with the
following verb, the exi pu VERB combination behaves like a verbal
unit.43
42The

reanalysis proceeds something like this: exi krasi Ôit has wine (object)Õ; exi krasi Ôthere is
wine (subject)Õ; exi Dio mines Ôthere are two months (subject)Õ; exi Dio mines pu irTe Ôthere are
two months (subject) that he has come (temporal adjunct)Õ; exi Dio mines pu irTe Ôthere is for two
months (temporal adjunct) the state that he has come (subject)Õ; exi apo Dio mines pu irTe Ôthere
is since two months (temporal adjunct) the state that he has come (subject)Õ.
43There are temporal exi-expressions in CSMG in which exi agrees with a personal referent: exo
Dio mines na ton Do ÔI.have two months IRR him I.seeÊ= I havenÕt seen him in two monthsÕ. But
this is the na-counterpart to the expression in question, where the temporal expression states
the duration for which an action has not occurred. In the pu-expression, exi is always 3.SG; one
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¥ The notion of temporal duration is rather loosely treated in (54a,
54b); they correspond to something like two wives ago and three
trips ago. Such atypical temporals would not be used in CSMG.
The temporal adjunct in these two instances can also be interpreted as the complement of the verbsÑdirect object (divorce two
wives), or complement of extent (am burdened by three trips).
This interpretation is reinforced by verb agreement: exo pu ÔI.haveÕ
makes it likelier for the adjunct to be interpreted as a direct object
of the ÔhaveÕ-verb (ÔI have two wives that I have divorcedÕ, ÔI have
three trips that I am burdened withÕ), and the adjuncts can be the
objects of relative clauses. If the temporal adjuncts are reanalysed
as complements, then the exi pu VERB combination can be reanalysed as a single verb unit, with the valency of VERB. This would
make it look a lot more like an auxiliary formation.
¥ The Lesbian construction puts the temporal adjunct at the end of
the phrase, rather than between exo and the p u-phrase, as in
CSMG. This is consistent with sentential focus being drawn to the
temporal adjunctÑor alternatively, with the predicate of the
phrase being topicalised. If the construction is indeed on its way to
becoming an auxiliary formation, it would make sense for the verb
to be adjoined to the exi pu element, so that the exi pu VERB phrase
forms a single unit, rather than the verb being contrastively emphasised relative to the exo pu TEMPORAL unit.
Now, while other Greek dialects do have topicalised versions of
the exiÉ pu constructionÑand indeed, of the exoÉ pu construction
(55a), they displace the adjunct to the left of exo, not the right:
(55a)

SarŒnta meron´xtiaÑªxv poy porpatÃ.
saranda meronixtiaÑexo pu porpato.
It has been forty days and nights that I have been walking. (ÔForty days I
have that I walkÕ) (Dieterich 353; Sifnos, Cyclades)

(55b)

L¼a xoy¿ni»a g& ªx&Õ apo´ padªeyÕke
lia xuoøa z& eC apu padeefke
It has been only a few years that he has been married (ÔA few years he has
that he marriedÕ) (HDMS 839:131; Samothrace)

(55c)

StŒuh tªssera xr¿nia eke¼ kiÕ ol¼gon kair¿n ªxei opo´ Õrue.
staTi tesera xronia eki ki oliÄon keron exi opu rTe.
He stayed four years there and it has been a small time that he has came.
He stayed four years there and has only just come back. (MakM 154)

Topicalisations like these are consistent with the temporal expression being reanalysed as the direct object of exi/exo, and thus
fronted. As alluded above, the exo construction, with its non-3.SG
cannot say in CSMG *exo Dio mines pu Den ton vlepo ÔI have two months that I do not see himÊ= I
havenÕt seen him in two monthsÕ.
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subject, also encourages such reanalysis. Moving the putative direct object of exo after the pu-expression, however, would not be
consistent with Greek topicalisation strategies, and points not so
much to a focalised temporal as to a topicalised exo pu VERB.
The peculiarities of the Lesbian construction mean that AnagnostouÕs intuition
seems well-founded: it is a different construction to the collocations considered
until now, in which exo pu VERB behaves as a verbal unit. If so, it is a striking
development for pu: it has become involved (if only as a linking element) in a
Tense-Aspect-Mood marker.44 The example given by Kretschmer (1905: 310),
exo pu xalo ÔI.have that I.destroyÕÊ= ÔI intend to destroyÕ and ÔI have destroyedÕ
strongly suggest that such a development has indeed taken place.
The problem is that KretschmerÕs glosses are different from AnagnostouÕs
Past Continuous; one is an intentional future (cf. English going to), and the
other a present perfect. KretschmerÕs description of the phenomenon is as follows:
Alongside it, yet another paraphrastic expression is used in Lesbos (and elsewhere):45 exu p xaloÊ= exo pu xalo means both ich habe im Sinne zu verderben ÔI
have it in mind (intend) to destroyÕ and ich habe verdorben ÔI have destroyedÕ. The
literal meaning is ÔI have, i.e. I find myself in a situation where I destroyÕ: this can
mean the same as ÔI am willing or inclined to destroyÕ, but also ÔI destroyÕ in the durative sense, ÔI am a destroyerÕ. The connection with exo ÔI have (a situation)Õ gives
xalo a durative meaning, and as a long-lasting action extends from the past into
the present, a perfective meaning can evolve out of a durative: one usually says Ôhe
is a destroyerÕ of someone who has already destroyed something. The Lesbian
expression forms an interesting parallel to [CSMG] exo Ärapsi ÔI.have write.INFÊ= I
have writtenÕ, which originally meant ÔI have to writeÕ but now, as is well known,
means ÔI have writtenÕ. (Kretschmer 1905:310Ð311)

KretschmerÕs analysis of the construction is different to mine: he does not draw
an analogy with the exi X pu Y construction, but analyses exo pu xalo as ÔI have
(a situation) in which I destroyÕ. But Ô(a situation) in whichÕ is much too abstract
to be a reasonable explanation for pu, particularly if the putative head has then
gone missing, and pu as a free relative tends not to have abstract reference. If pu
is a relativiser, one needs to find an expression in which exo, pu, and something
like a relativiser head are present, and then describe a reanalysis in which the
relativiser head was no longer an essential part of the construction.

44The

CSMG exiÉ pu construction is also extant in Lesbos:
EX@ ana@ms Xro@nu, pu "Ûrti s t ma@dra m.
eC anams xronu, pu irti s t madra m.
It has been one and a half years since he came to my sty. (Kretschmer 476)
But the exiÉ pu- and exo pu-constructions could have easily diverged, so this does not disprove
the origin of the former in the latter.
45 I have not found anything like the Lesbian construction attested anywhere else; either
Kretschmer is conflating the Lesbian construction with the more general exiÉ pu construction,
or this is an expression which died out relatively early in the other Greek dialects, before it could
be recorded in the sources I have had access to.
(55d)
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I have given such an account above.46 But there is another way to understand
pu in the constructionÑas a nominaliser; and a comparison with other exobased tenses in Greek is instructive. Both of KretschmerÕs exo pu-tenses, the intentional future and the present perfect, are expressed in Greek with other exoconstructions. The intentional is expressed with exo naÊ+ PERFSÑa form widespread in Italiot, but extant also in other dialects. The perfect is expressed in
two ways, both of which involve verbal nominals: exoÊ+ INFINITIVE, a form extant
in CSMG and preferred in Northern Greek; and exoÊ+ PAST.PASSIVE.PARTICIPLE,
a form preferred in CreteÑand Lesbos, although not as frequent as exo pu in
that dialect according to Kretschmer (1905:310).
We know of an (active) participle calqued by a pu-clause in the Albanian-derived me to pu-Absolutive (Nicholas 1998b) and the Italiot steo pu-construction
(¤6.7). Such a calque may also have taken place here, with a verbal nominal
supplanted by a pu-nominalisation.47 Under this account, the past continuous
would have been derived from this original present perfect exo pu (the reanalysis PRESENT PERFECTÊ↔ PAST CONTINUOUS should be reversible.) And with
exoÊ+ INFINITIVE, exo na, and exoÊ+ PARTICIPLE all extant tenses, it would not be
surprising if exo pu also expanded to other tenses in the exo-tense paradigm,
supplanting exo na as an intentional future, with the semantic distinction between exo pu and exo na erodedÑparticularly in the case of exo pu IMPFS, a
tense common to realis and irrealis in Greek.
So there are two possible reanalyses producing KretschmerÕs forms as an
endpoint; they would have run something like this:
(a) Reanalysis of exiÉ pu
it.has
TEMPORAL ADJUNCT
↓
it.has
pu
VERB.1SG
↓
it.has
pu
VERB.1SG
↓
I.have
pu
VERB.1SG
↓
I.have
pu
VERB.1SG
↓
I.have
pu
VERB.1SG
↓
I.have
pu
VERB.1SG
(b) Reanalysis of participial perfect
I.have PAST PASSIVE PARTICIPLE
↓
I.have
pu
VERB.1SG
46AnagnostouÕs

V ERB.1SG
(52a)
topicalisation of verb
TEMPORAL A DJUNCT
reanalysis of adjunct as verb complement
COMPLEMENT
(54a)
reanalysis of verb phrase as single unit
COMPLEMENT
(54b)
dropping of optional verb complement
Ñ
Past Continuous (Anagnostou)
reanalysis preserving stativity
Ñ
Perfect (Kretschmer)
analogy with exo na formations?
Ñ
Intentional (Kretschmer)
pu

reformulation of participle as relative clause
Ñ
Perfect (Kretschmer)

Continuous exo pu is included in KrestchmerÕs account, as an antecedent of the
Present Perfect; bypassing the temporal particulars of the two (AnagnostouÕs is a past tense,
KretschmerÕs reconstruction a present), it suffices to appeal to stativity as the common link between the Past Continuous and the Present Perfect.
47 Admittedly, the passive adjectival participle survives in Greek where its active counterpart did
not (cf. exoÊ+ PAST.PASSIVE.PARTICIPLE); so the motivation for the calque is not as great.
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↓
I.have

pu

VERB.1SG

I.have

pu

VERB.1SG

↓
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reanalysis preserving stativity
Ñ
Past Continuous (Anagnostou)
analogy with exo na formations?
Ñ
Intentional (Kretschmer)48

7.4.ÊAdjunct-pu
The use of pu as a connective introducing adjuncts is a characteristic of informal
CSMG and Greek dialects. Conversely, it is drastically curtailed in more formal
CSMG: temporal, causal and contrast pu-adjuncts make up 0.8ä of MakriyannisÕ text, but only 0.07ä in TahtsisÕ text. The old tendency to use pu to
loosely string together clauses, so noticeable in Makriyannis, is in abeyance in
written CSMG. In Puristic there is a clear preference for more explicit markers
of semantic relations; this can be assumed to have affected higher-register
CSMG. The only connective to have survived this onslaught in CSMG is resultative-pu; even there its use is explicitly signalled textually by a correlative.
7.4.1.ÊIntroducing cause or reason clauses
Causal-pu is attested widely amongst Greek dialects, including Tsakonian and
Italiot:
(56a)

Ts^Õ o ko´e edŒts^e me tan kolio´ra p\h n^Õ anemo´kaÝ ts
^ i n^Õ ek\ak¼ts^e p\Õ ªki keino´, ts^Õ
edŒts^e ts^Õ ªki koy‚zoy.
tþ o kue eDatþe me tan ko´ura pHi ø anemukai tþi ø ekHakitþe pH eki kinu, tþ eDatþe
tþ eki kuizu.
And the dog got burnt by the cake they threw it, and it swallowed it because it
was hungry, and it got burnt and was howling. (CostS ¤4; Lenidi, Southern
Tsakonia)

(56b)

anas&iporŽi e©’nose na su d—i kan• ind’tsyo, pu • plŽo vŽc
= c= ose p‡ra emmŽna.
anaSiporei etSinose na su Doi kane inditsjo, pu e pleo vecùose para emùena.
saprˆ egli darti qualche indizio, poichŽ • pi• vecchio di me.
I know heÕll be able to give you some clues, because heÕs older than me (TNC
43.10; Roccaforte, Calabria)

In Cappadocia there is only one instance of causal op (¤B.1); given the restricted
distribution of pu-cognates in Cappadocian, this is not surprising. Perhaps more
surprising is the absence of causal-pu from the Pontic corpus, although there are
instances of causal ndo (¤B.2). There is no intrinsic reason why ndo would develop to become a fully-fledged causal connective, but pu would not; this is indicative of the preponderance of ndo over pu in general in the dialect, and given
the infrequent appearance of causal-ndo, causal-pu may well also be marginally
present in the dialect.

48 exo

pu-tenses are not represented in text available to me: neither AnagnostouÕs nor
KretschmerÕs texts (14,000 and 32,000 words respectively) have any examples, although the
latter has four instances of an exo/imeÊ+ PARTICIPLE perfect, the verb form exo pu is supposed to
have supplanted. (imeÊ+ PARTICIPLE, using the copula ime, is the passive counterpart to exoÊ+
PARTICIPLE.) So frustratingly, the only evidence we have at hand for the existence of the construction lies in grammars, and not in autonomous texts.
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This does, however, indicate that the causal function is less widespread for pu
in Pontic than other adjunct functions, and this is result holds for Greek in general:
Makriyannis
Tahtsis
Psichari: My Voyage
Peloponnesian Tsakonian
Pontic
Apulian Italiot
Calabrian Italiot

Causal
61
8
2
3
0
2
>5

Temp.
28
2
4
35
4
11
11

Circum.
32
15
4
11
5
3
>3

Result
15
26
15
0
1
16
>29

Corpus Size
143,000
118,000
65,000
19,000
200,000
26,000
104,000

Table 22. Corpus counts of realis adjunct-pu

With the exception of Makriyannis and Tahtsis, causal-pu is overall the least
prominent of the four adjunct functions; and the CSMG text, Tahtsis, with its
decimation of temporal-pu, is unusual by Greek dialect standards. The only real
exception to the trend, which is probably idiosyncratic, is Makriyannis.
As a result of causal-pu having a reduced foothold in Greek, there has been
less autonomous development of causal-pu than for other adjunct functions.
Most instances of causal-pu behave in a way consistent with CSMG, and indicative of arrested grammaticalisation: causal pu-adjuncts are not free of their matrix, and are often reminiscent of dislocated relative clauses. This is a significant
contrast with temporal-pu, where a good deal of autonomous development may
be observed (¤7.4.6).
So although there are instances of causal-pu attested from many mainstream
dialects,49 few of them display any noteworthy features relative to CSMG. For
instance, as discussed in ¤3.4.1, pu-causals in CSMG are more tightly bound to
their matrix than epiDi- or Äiati-causals, and (I would contend) more than other
pu-adjuncts; they cannot be preposed, clefted, or otherwise separated from their
matrix. It goes without saying, then, that a pu-clause cannot answer a ÔwhyÕquestion. There is slight evidence that this binding is relaxed in Greek dialectsÑ
Thracian in particular, possibly linked with the expansion of complementiser-pu
there:
(57a)

ÇI»at¼ den üruiq;È ÇAp den e¼xa parŒdiq.È
Òjati Den irTis?Ó Òap Den ixa paraDis.Ó
ÒWhy didnÕt you come?Ó ÒBecause I didnÕt have any money.Ó (HDMS
1268:269; Kavakli, Eastern Rumelia)

(57b) shows a preposed pu-cause; but the syntactic complexity of the example,
involving both coordination and an embedded predicate, make this a minor infringement on the CSMG distribution.

49These

include Cyprus (Aetos 197, Netwon ¤7.4.4.9), Lesbos (Anagnostou 199), the Dodecanese
(Dawk 138), Macedonia (HDMS 1082:67), the Heptanesa (HDMS 805A:56), Roumeli (HDMS
1007:152), and Apiranthos (HDMS 571:501).
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Ke¼noq o makŒrgioq de b¼steye t¼pota kai, lªei, poy de b¼steye, kataxvni»Œsthke kai
ke¼noq o ¼dioq
kinos o makarÄios De bisteve tipota ke, lei, pu De bisteve, kataxoøastike ke kinos o
iDios
God rest his soul, he did not believe in anything; and, so they say, because he
did not believe, he himself ended up buried (HDMS 738:106; Verestia,
Triphyllia, Messenia, Peloponnese)

The meaning of causal-pu does not display any remarkable variation diatopically, either. The semantic differentiation between pu and its competitors is relevant in determining the semantics of pu, as discussed in ¤3.4.1: afu ÔsinceÕ and
pu express unique cause, while Äiati ÔbecauseÕ expresses simple causation. This is
not surprising: afu is originally temporal, and pu is ambiguous between temporal and causal; causality is a tree-structure (multiple causes and effects),
while time is linear, so the notion of a unique temporal precedent carries over
into a unique causal precedent.
With afu, the carry-over is etymological, an instance of persistence. The temporal meaning of pu is not in any sense prior to its causal sense, however, and
this is far more likely an instance of contaminationÑthe temporal meaning of pu
informs its causal use, something which can occur simply if the two meanings
coexist in the paradigm. Contamination is likely to be important in determining
where causal-pu appears in generalÑparticularly contamination from the emotive complementiser, where pu introduces a cause, and the causation is instantaneous (emotive reactions tend to be immediate), uncontrolled and direct. This
is why the following instance of causal-pu is odd by CSMG standards, even
though it expresses unique causationÑthe causation is not immediate, and deliberation is involved:
(58a)

kai se ligŒki efŒnhken ªnaq ompr¿q toy kai zhto´se na tom proskynüs‘, opo{de pvq
üpi»ase to mŒrmaron ¿poy r¼xnan oi pi»o mprostŒ dy9o toy s´ntrofoi me d´nam¼n toq
pollün.
ke se liÄaki efaniken enas ombros tu ke zituse na tom proskinisi, opu De pos ipjase
to marmaron Èopu rixnan i pjo mbrosta Djo tu sindrofi me Dinamin tos polùin.
and in a little while one of them appears before the prince and begged to do
him homage, for he had seen how he had caught the marble slab which the
two foremost of his comrades were using all their strength to pitch. (DawkD
138; Asfendiou, Kos, Dodecanese)

It also explains why the following is acceptable in CSMG: causation is not immediate here either (the beardless men have to be hunted down before they are
lynched), and deliberation is involved, but the matrix is presented as an emotive
response to the pu-cause, so that the analogy to the emotive complementiser is
strong:
(58b)

E¼dan oi spano¼ toy parakak¿, ?s-koyuükan, f´gan, gianŒ mh t-q krhmŒshn, Õpoy
kŒnan foy?n-k¿.
iDan i spani tu parakako, s&kuTikan, fiÄan, Äiana mi ts krimasin, pu kanan foøko.
The beardless men saw the disaster, got up, and left, to avoid being hanged for
committing murder. (Anagnostou 199; Lesbos, Northern Aegean)
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Another function of pu may play a similar role: circumstance-pu may inform the
use of pu introducing causes whichÑconversely to those discussed aboveÑare
indirect, and involve background causation:
(58c)

JªrÕq, na doy bo´mi Gi»Œn&n&Õ pÏx&Õ poyllªq gi»oyrtŒdiq th xroyni»Œ tÕ Œi-Gi»anni»o´
ksers, na du bumi Æaø po C pules ÆurtaDis ti xruøa t ai Æaøu
You know, we should call him John, as there are many feast days in the year for
St John (Anagnostou 199; Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

ine pu
Like causal-pu, the collocation ine pu ÔitÕs that, itÕs becauseÕ holds few surprises;
it is attested throughout mainstream Greek, and is particularly prominent in
Cypriot:
(59)

tziÕ an sÕ Œfhken na f´‘q poy kontŒ toy,/ ªn poy to skªfthken Õq thn ysterkŒn.
dZ an s afiken na fiis pu konda tu,/ en pu to skeftiken s tin isterkan.
and if He let you leave from His side, itÕs because He thought it latterly
(=afterthought) (Lipertis 241; Cyprus)

In all, the causal is not one of the more salient functions of pu; its development
compared to temporal-pu is limited, and pu is not as autonomous from its matrix as with other functions. One might argue that the development of adjunctpu in general is restricted; with the exception of the resultative and the circumstance, pu is not the major connective for any adjunct class in most Greek dialects. While pu naturally flows into adjunct functions through the intrinsic
modality of relative clauses (causal, temporal, contrastive relativisation, etc.), its
ambiguity gives it little communicative advantage over unambiguous connectives such as Äiati and temporal otan.
This cannot be a complete solution, however, since pu has become entrenched
in the resultative paradigm;50 and it does not explain why causal-pu has fared
worse than temporal-pu. The ill-defined semantics of pu may be important here:
as discussed with (58a) and (58c), causal-pu may be susceptible to contamination from its other functions, and these can in fact lend causal-pu contradictory
meanings. This means that causal-pu is particularly unsuccessful as a distinctive
linguistic sign; and though this might not preclude causal-pu developing successfully in some dialects, it is consistent with its overall retardation.
7.4.2.ÊIntroducing circumstance clauses
The circumstance class of pu is a grab-bag by definition: it includes all those
adjuncts to which none of the more well-defined semantic relations (causality,
temporality, contrast, result) apply. In contrast to causal-pu, where vagueness
seems to have interfered with its further spread, vagueness is an advantage for
this function; a more semantically explicit connective would be misleading in
expressing such a tenuous connection between adjunct and matrix. Where
50But

see further discussion in ¤7.4.3.
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English would use such semantically explicit connectives as when or in that to
introduce circumstances, Greek uniformly uses pu, and pre-literary language at
least does not conscript other connectives for the job (as against e.g. Puristic eno
ÔwhileÕ.)
Justify-pu
That said, a few subclasses of circumstance-pu are well-delimited, and can be
discussed separately. Foremost amongst these is Justify-pu, introducing the illocutionary cause of a non-declarative speech act. This class is widespread
(counting for 24 out of the 37 unambiguous instances of circumstance-pu in my
HDMS corpus), including instances from Pontic (60a), Italiot (60b), and
Tsakonian (60cÑprobably a CSMG calque):
(60a)

Koytro´m kai sirats&Œn na ebgŒllÕne ta glÃssaq atoyn poy epr¿ftasan kai
estyxar¼asan aton.
kutrum ke siratSan na evÄalne ta Älosas atun pu eproftasan ke estixariasan aton.
May their tongues give forth pitch and pus, for going up and congratulating
him. (FotM 516; Pontic)

(60b)

Ka p—se fŽgwome, pu san delŽgwete o © œrimmu, mas imbŽnni tÕ ap’ssu ©e, po
mmas arrivŽgwi, mas tr—g= i?
ka pose fegwome, pu san delegwete o tSuri mùu, mas imbenùi t apisùu tSe, po mùas
arùivegwi, mas troïi?
Come possiamo fuggire, poichŽ, quando ritorna mio padre, ci viene appresso
e, come ci raggiunge, ci mangia?
How can we run away, when as soon as my father returns, he will chase after
us and, when he catches up to us, he will eat us? (TNC 78.7; Roccaforte,
Calabria)

(60c)

ÒtsH"Û na mba@uÓ øepe@ka ÒpHo@øe@xu Deka@ra.Ó
Òtsi na mbauÓ ø epeka ÒpH oø exu Dekara.Ó
ÒTi na mpvÓ toy e¼pa Òpoy den ªxv dekŒra.Ó
Òti na boÓ tu ipa Òpu Den exo DekaraÓ
ÒHow am I supposed to go in,Ó I told him, Òwhen I donÕt have a dime?Ó (Har
156; Vaskina, Southern Tsakonia)

This distribution shows that Justify-pu is an old component of Modern Greek;
its absence in Cappadocian is presumably a Turkism.
Since Justify-pu has an unconventional illocutionary range of matrices (nondeclarative), and its link to its matrix is illocutionary rather than formal-semantic, the morphosyntax of its matrix can also be unusual compared to the
usual environment for pu. The matrix of Justify-pu can indeed be reduced to a
single-word interjection:
(61a)

«Axoy, gi»o´ka moy, poy pªrasÕ apÕ atŒ ªna palthkarŒtsin Ãmorfo san esªna tsai
san thn n´ffhn Tsyra-selünh
axu, Æuka mu, pu peras ap ata ena paltikaratsin omorfo san esena tse san tin nifùin
tsira selini
Alas, my son, ∅ there has come this way a young lad as handsome as you are
and my daughter-in-law the Lady Moon; (DawkD 36; Astypalaea,
Dodecanese)
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«Axxoy , gi»o´ka moy, poy moy Õp¿meine tÕ argkŒrti moy mªsa.
axùu, Æuka mu, pu mu pomine t arNgarti mu mesa.
Oh, my son, ∅ I have left my spindle inside him. (DawkD 176; Antimahia, Kos,
Dodecanese)

And the matrix can be an echoic citation of anotherÕs opinion, contradicted by
the pu-clause which justifies the citation.
(61c)

Ti adrefü t¼mia ªxeiq, poy egÃ op¿te uªlv thn ªxv!
ti aDrefi timia exis, pu eÄo opote Telo tin exo!
What sort of an honourable sister do you have, when I can have her whenever I
please! (MinA 389; Zante, Heptanesa)

The semantic distance between adjunct and matrix, on the one hand, and the
reduction of the matrix to a non-clausal entity, on the other, make Justify-pu a
class where the pu-clause goes a long way towards being fully separate from any
matrix. Only pu na-optatives (¤7.7.4) display a greater extent of clausal independence.
Tautologous relativisations
Another distinct class of circumstance-pu involves clauses which syntactically
are identical to relative clauses, in that they have nominal heads, with copula
predicates. Semantically, however, they are implausible as relativisations: the
copula connects the head to another nominal giving information about the
head, but the information is not only already known (62a), but most often
tautological, with the predicative complement identical to the head. For example, (62b): dZe to xtinon po ni xtinon Ôeven a beast that is a beastÉÕ
(62a)

e ta kope@llya kse@ni pu-tun epina@sasi, ep"Ûan c&e c&"Ûni na fa@si.
e ta kope´ùa kseni pu tun epinasasi, epian tSe tSini na fasi.
Well, the boys, strangers that they were, were hungry and they went also to
eat. (Newton ¤7.4.5.16; Karpas, Cyprus)

(62b)

tziai to xthn¿n p~ni xthn¿n thq mŒnaq toy kloyu€ thq.
dZe to xtinon po ni xtinon tis manas tu kluTa tis.
Even a beast, beast that it is, follows its mother. (Lipertis 237, Cyprus)

(62c)

Kai ta poyliŒ, po{nai poyliŒ, kai Õke¼na ªxoyn pŒuh
ke ta pulia, pu ne pulia, ke kina exun paTi
Even birds, birds that they are, have passions (Vlahou 1975 [1894]:77; Hili,
Constantinople)

(62d)

O Ue¿q po{ne Ue¿q syxxvr€ kai gap€, kai sy uªleiq na parako´s‘q kai na parab’q
ta ueotikŒ;
o Teos pu ne Teos sixùora ke Äapa, ke si Telis na parakusis ke na paravis ta
Teotika?
God, who is God indeed, gives pardon and love, and can you wish to disobey
and go beyond the ways of God? (DawkD 140; Asfendiou, Kos, Dodecanese)

(62e)

O asile9Œq poybÕ basile9Œq, tsai Õr¼zei ta nhsi»Œ maq,/ ªn ªxei thp parªa maq, müe ths
syntorfi»Œ maq.
o asile9as pu v vasile9as, tse rizùi ta nisja mas,/ en exi tip parea mas, mie tis sindorfja
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mas.
Even the king, who is the king and rules our islands, has not our company and
our fellowship. (Mih-Nou 234; Central Karpathos, Dodecanese)

So although these are structurally relativisations, they do not fulfil the relativiser function. Their function is rather to highlight that the predicative complement is germane to the matrix claim: a beast is a beast indeed (i.e. irrational), yet it still has filial instincts; God is God indeed (i.e. omnipotent), yet He
still gives pardon. The emphasis on the predicative complement being germane
is explicit in (62a), the only example where the predicative complement is not
identical to the antecedent: the complement kseni ÔstrangersÕ is placed in focus
position before the copula.
This class is similar to the CSMG sanÉ pu collocation (Ôlike theÉ that s/he isÕ),
which also highlights a germane predicative complement (Nicholas 1998b). In
sanÉ pu, however, the predicative complement, while given, is not tautologous.
And in the instances considered here, the tautologous relativisation is akin to
nominal emphasis: to xtinon po ni xtinonÊ= the beast that is a beastÊ= even a
beastÕ; this is confirmed in (62b, 62c), where the emphatic ke Ôand; even; alsoÕ
precedes the constructionÕs antecedent.
There is another semantic field the tautologous relativisation comes close to:
contrast. This is evident in (62b): even a beast, though it is irrational, has filial
instincts. Contrast is less evident in (62d), where the meaning is perhaps more
ÔGod also, who is a paragon, gives pardonÕ than Ôalthough God is omnipotent, He
still gives pardonÕ; then again, the formal semantics of EVEN has an inherent
notion of contrast. 51

51 I

am reticent to call this construction contrastive, if only because (62a) is not contrastive; then
again, (62a) may not be an instance of tautological relativisation at all.
The construction is also reminiscentÑand possibly relatedÑto demonstrative circumstances like
tetios pu ine Ôsuch that he isÕ (¤3.4.2).
The same expression turns up in Pharasa and the Pontus, but there it uses the temporals fotes
and sitQ ÔwhenÕ:
(63a)
To Õrn>¼ui, f¿tez ªn Õrn>¼ui, p¼n>ei ner¿, ts&ai gre´ei panoyf¿roy to Ue¿.
to rniTi, fotez en rniTi, pini nero, tSe Ärevi panuforu to Teo.
H k¿ta, poy e¼nai k¿ta, p¼nei ner¿ kai koitŒzei chlŒ to Ue¿.
i kota, pu ine kota, pini nero ke kitazi psila to Teo.
The hen, hen that she is, drinks water and looks up to God. (LoucLouc 325)
(63b)
H peuerŒ, se¼tia ªnÕ peuerŒ, asÕ atªn pollŒ diŒkrishn ex&!
i peTera, sitia en peTera, as aten pola Diakrisin eS!
H peuerŒ, an kai e¼nai peuerŒ, ªxei periss¿terh diakritik¿thta apÕ aytün!
i peTera, an ke ine peTera, exi perisoteri Diakritikotita ap aftin!
A mother-in-law, mother-in-law that she is, has more discretion than her!
(FotM 450)
The contrastive nature of the construction is highlighted by the CSMG gloss of (63b), which uses
the explicit concessive an ke. While the Anatolian temporal is equivalent to the tautologous relativisation, I do not think this warrants analysing pu in the latter as a temporal; a temporal makes
no more sense in the construction than a causal or a relativiser.
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Underspecified circumstances
Besides these well-defined classes of circumstance-pu, the more vague instances
of the circumstance connective are also in wide use, including in Pontic and
Italiot:
(64a)

ki at¿son ªmorfoq poy ªson kai gyna¼ka na ªlepen aten uÕ ezªleyen aten.
ki atoson emorfos pu eson ke Äineka na elepen aten T ezeleven aten.
And as she was so beautiful, even if a woman saw her, she would envy her.
(KandilF 110; Chaldia, Pontus)

(64b)

Na kuo kan• fsema/ pu •Õ nna pis es•,/ pu fs•mata Õo llem˜/ ©e Õa ammˆddia
exiÕ Õngomˆta?
na kuo kane fsema/ pu e nùa pis esu,/ pu fsemata o lùemo/ tSe a amùadùia exi
Ngomata?
udire qualche bugia/ che mi dirai tu,/ che di bugie hai tutti pieni/ gli occhi e la
bocca?
Am I to hear some lie you might tell me, when your eyes and mouth are full of
lies? (Palumbo 77; Calimera, Apulia)

The use of circumstance-pu is particularly characteristic of Makriyannis, and no
doubt has greatly contributed to the perception of his work as quintessentially
demotic; it thus points to a more general characteristic of pre-literary discourse
style. In the text, opu is used to loosely link up factive adjuncts to a main phrase,
without the connection being made explicit:
(65a)

(1829)
Potª den mol´nuhkan tÕ arxe¼a thq patr¼doq moy? o´te eiq thn kybªrnhsin, o´te eiq
eparx¼eq, o´te eiq Œtoma, opo´ agvnistükame eiq thn Ro´melh, Pelop¿nnhson kai
nhsiŒ kai SpŒrth, den e¼nai poyuenŒ kathgor¼a paramikrü dia emŒq.
pote Den molinTikan t arxia tis patriDos mu; ute is tin kivernisin, ute is eparxies,
ute is atoma, opu aÄonistikamen is tin rumeli, peloponison ke nisia ke sparti, Den
ine puTena katiÄoria paramikri Dia emas.
The archives of my country were never sullied; neither in the government, nor
in the districts, nor in individuals, when we fought in Roumeli, the
Peloponnese and the islands and Sparta, nowhere is there the slightest accusation against us.
And we have never befouled the pages of our countryÕs history. In our conduct
to the Government, to the provinces, to individuals, when we fought in
Roumeli and the Peloponnese and the islands and Sparta, not the slightest accusation can be made against us. (MakM 7)

(65b)

(1829Ð1840)
«Ekame na r¼jh to ner¿ kŒtoy eiq ton dr¿mo, h kakü t´xh pªrnage eke¼nh thn Ãra o
mpoyrlotiªrhq, opo´ t¿te sÕ eke¼nh thn per¼stasin o kŒue mpoyrlotiªrhq ütan mis¿q
ue¿q, to ner¿n opo´ Õrrice to paid¼ ªpese apŒnoy eiq ton mpoyrlotiªrh, xvr¼q na ton
idü to paid¼.
ekame na riksi to nero katu is ton Dromo, i kaki tixi pernaÄe ekini tin ora o
burlotieris, opu tote s ekini tin peristasin o kaTe burlotieris itan misos Teos, to
neron opu ripse to peDi epese apanu is ton burlotierin, xoris na ton iDi to peDi.
He went to throw the water onto the street; unfortunately, at that time the bruloteer was passing by, where in that situation at the time, each bruloteer was
half a god; the water the child threw fell onto the bruloteer, without the child
seeing him.
He went to throw the water down into the street and as ill-luck would have it
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at that moment this bruloteer was passing. ∅ At that time in our state of affairs every bruloteer was a demi-god; and that water the lad threw out fell on
the bruloteer without his seeing the lad. (MakM 121)

Although circumstance-pu is semantically underspecified, there are still some
meanings it does not normally extend to. Thus, unlike the ancient participle, pu
does not introduce manner adjuncts; the following is the closest one gets in the
corpus, and could easily refer to time rather than manner:
(66)

Tsai t¿te na kryft’ mªsa Õq thn ts&oiltsŒn tÕ aloatatso´, tsai to pŒroysi Õq ton
p´rgkon thq, na fts‘ poy ua no¼j‘ me thn tr¼xa, tsai me teq marntzoltsªq toy na
tsernt¼s‘ thm ParŒmorfhn.
tse tote na krifti mesa s tin ts&iltsan t aloatatsu, tse to parusi s ton pirNgon tis, na ftsi
pu Ta niksi me tin trixa, tse me tes marndzoltses tu na tserndisi tim paramorfin.
Then he must conceal himself in the belly of the little horse, and they bring it
into her tower, and he come out, opening it by the spring, and then by his
cunning he will win the Most Fair. (DawkD 46; Astypalaea, Dodecanese)

Circumstance-pu offers many ambiguous examples allowing reanalysis. For instance, there is a clear pathway from the reanalysis-rich optative free relatives
(¤7.2.3) to Justify-pu:
(67a)

na koytsauü poy tÒsperne/ kai poy ta ma(g)ere´gei.
na kutsaTi pu ta sperne/ ke pu ta maerevÄi.
May he who sowed them and who cooks them become lame/ May he become
lame for sowing them and for cooking them. (Yannakou 210; Rhodes,
Dodecanese)

(67b)

Na ka’ ta xe¼lh toy, poy uªlei se filüsei
na kai ta xili tu, pu Teli se filisi
May his lips be burned who would kiss you (MinA 403; Mouzaki, Zante,
Heptanesa)

Another such pathway is from justifications of incredulity exclamations to irrealis-pu (¤7.8):
(67c)

Na k′mhuÃ, lªei, apÕ ua mi fŒ‘ oy patªraq sÕ;
na cmiTo, lei, ap Ta mi fai u pateras s?
ÒAm I to fall asleep,Ó he says, Òwhen your father is going to eat me?Ó (Rigas
1962:17; Skiathos, Thessaly)

And in the following, there is a three-way ambiguity between linguistic complement (Ôa telegram came, saying thatÉÕ), circumstance (Ôa telegram came for the
prince to go, where if he did not goÉÕ), and relativiser (Ôa telegram came for the
prince to go, who, if he did not go, would loseÉÕ):
(67d)

EkoretŒrhse gia d´o xr¿nia, vq poy ürue ªna thlegrŒfhma na pŒ‘ to basil¿poylo,
poy an den pŒ‘, xŒnei thn kal´terü toy xÃra, ki a pŒ‘, thn kerd¼zei.
ekoretarise Äia Dio xronia, os pu irTe ena tileÄrafima na pai to vasilopulo, pu an
Den pai, xani tin kaliteri tu xora, ki a pai, tin kerDizi.
He stayed in mourning for two years, until a telegram came for the prince to go,
that if he did not go, he would lose his best territory, and if he did go, he would
gain it. (MinA 389; Volimes, Zante, Heptanesa)
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In the right contexts, finally, a headed relative clause can behave as a circumstance. This has already been seen for tautologous relativisations; but the following is not such a relativisation, and the noun phrase ta kavatþa pi ftQkat Ôthe
somersaults that you madeÕ seems to be missing the prepositional equivalent of
a circumstance marker, me ÔwithÕ. The fact that pu is a circumstance marker as
well as a relativiser presumably led to pu functioning as a portmanteau of the
two in this instance:
(67e)

Tsa oy na perŒmÕ; De ma pinit\o´mÕ; Eme¼ne ta kabŒts|a ph fta?katÕ de ua pinht\ªtÕ.
tsa u na peram? De ma pinitHum? emine ta kavatþa pi ftQkat De Ta pinitHet.
PÃq ua perŒsoyme; De ua pnigo´me; Ese¼q tiq to´mpeq poy kŒnate de ua pnigüte.
Èpos Ta perasume? De Ta pniÄume? esis tis tubes pu kanate De Ta pniÄite.
How will we go across? WonÕt we drown? You, (with) the somersaults that you
made, you wonÕt drown. (HDMS 754:33; Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)52

There exist types of adjunct-pu which have no well-defined semantics; this fact
underlies the claim that adjunct-pu is not polysemous, with a range of established distinct meanings, but semantically underspecified, with a minimal
meaning encompassing that range as well as these less well-defined instances.
Underspecification is a central synchronic property of adjunct-pu, and it inheres
in the circumstance function. It is also a central synchronic property of several
other connectives seen in this work, such as Modern Greek ke (Canakis 1995;
Ingria in prep.) and Ancient Greek hoùs (¤5.3.2).
Yet underspecification need not be a diachronic reality; pu did not become reanalysed all at once from a relativiser into a vague adjunct connective, encompassing temporal, causal and resultative meanings as well as contrasts and circumstances. It is much likelier that pu was first reanalysed into specific connectives: causal, temporal, contrast, background. It is only after the eventÑand the
intervention of some analogical levellingÑthat a semantic common class
emerged between the sundry instances of adjunct-pu, and one could start
speaking of an underspecified connective.
7.4.3.ÊIntroducing result clauses
In preliterary/dialectal Greek, result adjuncts often appear without a preceeding
correlative; this is unusual for CSMG. Thus, in The Third Wedding, 23 of the 26
resultative pu are preceded by a demonstrative correlative, while the remaining
3 are preceded by an antecedent with the indefinite article, which acts as a
quasi-demonstrative (ÔaÕÊ= Ôsuch aÕ). By contrast, 5 of the 15 resultatives in My
Voyage have no correlative, as do 3 of the 11 resultatives in CatargiÕs Essays.
Resultatives without correlatives also persist in dialectal texts:
(68a)

52 This

Gi»a na mhn ta polylogo´me kŒuoyntai kai ta mel¼ssi»a kai fŒgane kai jegl´cane
o´la ta piuŒri»a to mªli, poy an ªbane k½ne¼q gi»a dokimü eke¼ th glÃssŒ toy de ua
katalŒbaine kau¿loy pvq prÃta ütane Õkei mªsa mªli.
Æa na min ta poliloÄume kaTude ke ta melisja ke faÄane ke kseÄlipsane ula ta

is acceptable in English (and CSMG) as an elliptical expression.
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piTarja to meli, pu an evane kanis Æa Dokimi eki ti Älosa tu De Ta katalavene kaTolu
pos prota itane ki mesa meli.
To cut a long story short, the bees also set off and ate and licked out all the barrels of honey, so that if someone stuck their tongue there to check, they would
not realise at all that there used to be honey in there. (ParnassosA 54;
Peloponnese)
(68b)

Se agapÃ, poy xŒnomai,/ ma na sto pv de uªlv
se aÄapo, pu xanome,/ ma na s to po De Telo
I love you so much that I perish, but I do not want to tell you (HDMS
780:222; Folegandros, Cyclades)

CSMG has no such correlative requirement for irrealis resultatives. Presumably,
the pu na combination is adequate by itself to flag the construction as resultative; overall pu na has a much narrower range of functions than realis pu.
Resultative-pu is the only adjunct-pu which survives in wide usage in CSMG;
indeed, whereas in other domains Puristic connectives have supplanted pu, this
has not happened with the resultative.53 The disambiguating correlative must
have contributed to the survival of resultative-pu; resultative-pu with no correlative has died out in CSMG.
By contrast, the resultative is one of the less widely distributed functions of
adjunct-pu amongst Greek dialects. However, this probably has more to do with
the influence of Turkish than any relative newness of the resultative. The resultative is present in the two outlier dialects not in contact with Turkish. While
there are no instances of resultative-pu in my Tsakonian corpus, both DeffnerÕs
(1923) and CostakisÕ (1986) dictionaries give resultative instances:
(69a)

To mŒ„i ªkh t¿soy farmakoytª, op\ü, an ªsa ts&oy, t\a stigmü ªsa penŒk\oy
to mali eki tosu farmakute, opHi, an esa tSu, tHa stiÄmi esa penakHu
The apple was so poisoned that, if you ate it, you would die instantly (Deffner
1923:op„h)54

(69b)

TsÕ efaüts^ere p\Õ ªsi ¿lioy reggo´mene
ts efaitþere pH esi o´u reNgumene
What have you eaten so that you keep burping? (Costakis 1986:ph)

While DeffnerÕs two examples have a correlative, CostakisÕ two instances do not;
so the CSMG pressure to have a correlative with resultatives is likely alien to
Tsakonian.
Resultative pu also occurs in Italiot, both with (70a, 70b) and without a correlative (70c, 70d). The latter two cases would be unacceptable in CSMG.

53 The

Puristic resultative oste occurs only twice in MakriyannisÕ text, constituting 12% of all resultatives. In TahtsisÕ text, which can be taken to represent CSMG, oste occurs 14 times, and in 8
of those instances, it is a sentence-initial discourse connective (ÔsoÕ), and not a resultative at all.
Resultative pu, on the other hand, occurs 24 times; thus, oste still comprises only 20% of all resultatives.
54 This example is suspectÑas with much of DeffnerÕs work: it has opHi, which is not certain to
have ever existed in Tsakonian (Nicholas 1998f), and the CSMG loanword stiÄmi.
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(70a)

’ssa t—ssese i bell’ttsese as&’ndim billŽtta pu tos Žperre tim b’sta to
xx ristyan—ne.
isùa tosùese i belùitùsese aSindim bilùetùa pu tos eperùe tim bista to xùristjanone.
erano tante le bellezze di quella villetta che toglieva la vista ai cristiani.
there were so many beauties in that villa that it took the peopleÕs breath
away. (TNC 48.27; Roccaforte, Calabria)

(70b)

Ta l˜i»a pu su mžpe ÕtÕ a66on vrai/ isaÕ ttosso kkal•66ia ©e gli©•a/ pu kˆmaa
quasi quasi na mu pai/ aÕtti kkard“a e p•na-mu pal•a.
ta loja pu su mu pe t aêùon vrai/ isa tùosùo kùaluêùia tSe glitSea/ pu kamaa kwazi
kwazi na mu pai/ a tùi kùardia e pena mu palea.
Le parole che tu mi dicesti lÕaltra sera/ erano cos“ graziose e dolci/ che quasi
quasi mi fecero andar via/ dal cuore lÕantica mia pena.
The words you spoke to me the other night were so gracious and sweet that
they almost made my ancient sorrow pass from my heart. (Palumbo 31;
Calimera, Apulia)

(70c)

Ma pœpote tin ’vre, ©e tin Žperre p‡nda kl—nda, pu ta d‡klya tu ekatevŽnnai
p—se katevŽnnusi d’o kannœl«a ner—ne.
ma pupote tin ivre, tSe tin eperùe panda klonda, pu ta Daklja tu ekatevenùai pose
katevenùusi Dio kanùu´a nerone.
Ma non la potŽ trovare in nessun luogo, e se la passava sempre piangendo,
cos“ che le lacrime gli scendevano come due canali dÕacqua.
But he couldnÕt find her anywhere, and he was always overcome by tears, such
that his tears flowed like two canals of water. (TNC 48.27; Roccaforte,
Calabria)

(70d)

ÕE mmil“s, Õen g
ÿ elˆÕ,/ steiÕ mmÕ Õi ©©ofˆli a66•,/ pu pist•o Õti votˆÕ,/ nna pis:
ÇAmo Õpu ttuÈ.
e mùilis, en ïela,/ stei mù i tùSofali aêùu,/ pu pisteo ti vota,/ nùa pis Òamo pu tùu.Ó
Non parli, non ridi,/ stai con la testa altrove,/ si che mi sembra che ti volga/
per dirmi: ÇVai via di qui!È
You do not speak, you do not laugh, you stand with your mind somewhere else,
so that I believe that you wish to say to me ÒGo away!Ó (Palumbo 65; Calimera,
Apulia)

In the outliers in contact with Turkish, on the other hand, resultative connectives are conspicuous by their absence. But for a single instance of op in Ulaga•
(¤B.1), pu is not used as a resultative in Cappadocia; Cappadocian resultatives
are introduced either with a zero connective, paratactically with tSe ÔandÕ, or with
the Turkish particle ki (Anastasiadis 1976:235):
(71a)

Ma peinŒnúk\ame ats-tsª, ∅ na cofüsoymÕ ÕqÕ thn pe¼na.
ma pinankHame atùse, ∅ na psofisum s tin pina.
We were not so hungry that we would starve to death. (Anastasiadis
1976:235)

(71b)

D¼teiq d¼teiq son k¿smon ts
^ ai se sªnÕ t¼poq tz^o Õp¿meinúin.
Ditis Ditis son kosmon tSe se sen tipos dZo pominin.
You keep giving and giving to people and/so that there is nothing left for you.
(Anastasiadis 1976:235)

(71c)

ú i, a bkv ÕpoypoykŒtoy.
ÕGv e¼mai ŒÕ ÕnomŒt\Õq k\i, ts
^ ap ÕŒ shkÃshq ŒÕ uŒl
Äo ime a nomatHs kHi, tSap a sikosis a Tali, a vko pupukatu.
I am such a man that, any stone you uncover, I will emerge underneath it.
(Anastasiadis 1976:235)
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Pontic likewise tends not to use a resultative marker; results are consistently
marked by simple parataxis, with either zero (by far the most frequent strategy)
or ke ÔandÕ connecting the two clauses. This development is distinct from the
rest of Greek, in which a resultative marker is obligatory.55
(72a)

epüen epl´sten kalŒ kalŒ kÕ ªruen ef¿resen kÕ enªllajen ki at¿son kÕ ªmorfoq
ªenton, eke¼nÕ tÕ apªsÕ ªstracen aq shn emorfŒ-dan atÕq.
epien eplisten kala kala k erTen eforesen k enelaksen ki atoson k emorfos eendon,
∅ ekin t apes estrapsen as sin emorfQDan ats.
She went and washed thoroughly, and came and changed and put those clothes
on, and she became so beautiful that the house shone from her beauty. (FostA
185; Imera)

(72b)

Es´ tªren LazŒraga, aªtsÕ ªmorfa ua da¬s&ke´v to korts¿pon ki arto´x monax¿n na
ªrtai ro´z Õq shn agkŒlia sÕ.
esi teren lazaraÄa, aets emorfa Ta DQSkevo to kortsopon ki artux monaxon na erte
ruz s sin aNgalia s.
You watch me Lazaraga, and I will instruct the girl so well that she will come of
her own will and fall into your embrace. (FotD 282)

There are few exceptions to this generalisation for Pontic; resultative-pu turns
up only twice in my corpus, and only (72d) is certain; (72c) is probably better
analysed as a relativisation:56
(72c)

OgÃ aq pŒgv aq impÃ Õq soy basilªa k¿rhq Õq shn koil¼a, tarŒzv to kai d¼gv to ªna
p¿no poy Õki pore¼ na to giatrªc‘ kane¼q giatr¿q.
oÄo as paÄo as imbo s su vasilea koris s sin kilia, tarazo to ke DiÄo to ena pono pu
ki pori na to Äiatrepsi kanis Äiatros.
Let me go and enter the kingÕs daughterÕs belly; I will upset it and give her
(such) a pain that no doctor can cure it. (Valav 116; Upper Amisos)

(72d)

Ate¼noi at¿son megŒloi ªtan, poy aq shn r¼zan toy boyâino´ eftŒnenan vq thn korfün
atini atoson meÄali etan, pu as sin rizan tu vujnu eftanenan os tin korfin
They were so big that they reached from the foot of the mountain to its peak
(Papadopoulos 1955:192; Kerasunta)57

Athanasiadis (1977:113) confirms that resultative-pu is extant in Pontic, giving
as an example the (unattributed) sentence eÄapanen aten atoson, pu k eTelnen na
tirQniz Qten kamian Ôhe loved her so much, that he never wanted to torment
herÕ; likewise, Drettas (1997:351) speaks of a consecutive atoson pu Ôso much
55 Pontic

resultative clauses are frequently introduced by the adverb artuxÊ < Turkish artõk
ÔfinallyÕ. It is unlikely artux itself is a resultative connective, since it can occur in combination
with the paratactic ki (72b), and it is a member of the same class as ar ÔthereforeÕ in introducing
logical contingency. According to Papadopoulos (1955b:172), Pontic very rarely uses the explicit
resultative oste (Athanasiadis (1977:102) concurs), and frequently makes use of connectives expressing logical contingency instead, such as ar ÔthereforeÕ and artux.
56 Recall that in CSMG an emphatic indefinite article can behave as a demonstrative; it is hard to
tell whether there is such emphasis in (72c), and the sentence is entirely acceptable with pu as a
relativiser.
57(72d) was collected by I. Valavanis, who died in 1899; so it represents Kerasunta Pontic in
situ. However, influence from Standard (Constantinopolitan) Greek cannot be ruled out, particularly if the text was collected from the town itself, as opposed to the surrounding countryside.
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thatÕ collocation, although his example is more of a circumstance: i peTeram
atoson kakesa pu etone, sa selenQ voskison lejme ke sa rakanQ menon Ômy
mother-in-law, so cruel that she was, she told me: go graze at the slopes and
stay at the mountaintopsÕ.
Yet for all that, resultative-pu is remarkably infrequent in Pontic, compared to
other Greek dialects. Given the circumstances of Pontic and Cappadocian, and
the vestigial presence of resultative-pu in Pontic, the omission of a resultative
marker is probably an innovation in the direction of Turkish.
Resultative-pu is presumably of comparable antiquity to the other adjunct
functions of pu; there is no inherent reason why it should develop any differently from temporal or causal-pu. That it has been so successful in CSMG, and
so unsuccessful in Pontic and Cappadocian, has to do with the linguistic systems
it found itself in, and not with any inherent properties of pu: in Anatolian, contact with Turkish (note that ndo, the other Pontic relativiser, is also not used as a
resultative); in CSMG, the requirement of perspicacity on a literary language,
satisfied by correlative resultative-pu alone amongst all adjunct-pu.58
7.4.4.ÊIntroducing contrast clauses
Contrast-pu turns up in most, but not all Greek dialects. I have no evidence for
it in Tsakonian, and only one Ulaga• instance for Cappadocian; as the usage is
generally infrequent in Greek, this is not cause for alarm. There is at least incipient use of pu as a contrast marker in Pontic:
(74)

ArŒpÕq pÕ ªsyren to spau¼n atÕ aq sÕ hmÕs¿n to uekŒrÕ esªgken ato ka
araps p esiren to spaTin at as s imson to Tekar eseNgen ato ka
The black man, who had drawn his sword halfway out of his scabbard, put it
down (KandilF 110; Chaldia)

However, this instance is still too close to a relativisation for one to speak of an
established contrast-pu in Pontic.
Contrast-pu is entrenched in all other dialects. It turns up in ItaliotÑclearcut
in (75a), while in (75b) the context points more to a concessive (although the
explicit concessive ke pu would be unacceptable in CSMG here):
(75a)

Ti pr‡ma • ettepurr˜ ©e Žkras&e dœppyo kaf• ©e gli© ’a ©e eyŽrti t—sso s’rma, pu
em’se eyerr—masto d’o —rese imŽra, ©e e©’ni e© um‡to
ti prama e etùepurùo tSe ekraSe dupùjo kafe tSe glitSia tSe ejerti tosùo sirma, pu emise
ejerùomasto Dio orese imera, tSe etSini etSumato
Che cosa accade questa mattina che ha ordinato doppio caff• e dolci e si •

58Resultative

pu faces competition from the older form oste in the Greek mainland:
Nia boylŒ e¼xe rmÃsÕ oy t¿poyq ki g¼n′ki o´loy dŒsoyq, o´loy pykn¿, t¿soy pykn¿,
Ãsti ªna klar¼ na ªs′giq seiªtan o´loy toy dŒsoyq.
nia vula ixe rmos u topus ki Äiøki ulu Dasus, ulu pikno, tosu pikno, osti ena klari
na esJÄis sietan ulu tu Dasus.
Once the place was deserted and became all forest, all denseÑso dense that if
you shook one branch, the entire forest would shake. (LoucA 18; Lampiris,
Aetolia, Roumeli)
This competition has engendered the hybrid oste pu (Nicholas 1998b).
(73)
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scvegliata cos“ presto, mentre noi ci svegliavamo due ore prima di giorno, ed
essa dormiva
What has happened this morning to have made her order a double coffee and
sweets and have woken up so soon, whereas we would normally awake two
hours before dawn while she still slept (TNC 202.12; Roccaforte, Calabria)
(75b)

Yat“ Žrc= esso na mu f‡ise te kk—ftese, pu emmŽna tœtese ŽnÕ i sper‡ntsamu na
z’o to x&x&im—na?
jati ercesùo na mu faise te kùoftese, pu emùena tutese en i sperantsa mu na zio to
Cùimona?
PerchŽ venivi a mangiarmi le pere secche, che per me sono la speranza di
vivere nellÕinverno?
Why have you come to eat my dry pears, which/though they are my only
hope to survive winter? (TNC 24.6; Roccaforte, Calabria)

Contrast also turns up in Cypriot, with (76b) moving close to a concessive
(ÔalthoughÕ):
(76a)

siast¼zv, p~ n esiŒstisa pottª moy.
Sastizo, po n eSastisa potùe mu.
I am stunnedÑwhereas I have never been stunned before. (Lipertis 238)

(76b)

ask¿pa to´ta ta dentrŒ ta dy9o tÕ agaphmªna,/ pÏn efilo´san zvntanŒ, filo´sin
pouammªna.
askopa tuta ta Dendra ta Djo t aÄapimena,/ po n efilusan zondana, filusin
poTamùena.
Look at these two beloved trees; although/whereas they did not kiss while
still alive, they kiss now that they are dead. (Loukas 25.59)

Likewise in Cretan:
(77a)

Fain¿tanª ntoy parŒjeno toy mitso´ Kvstantü poy den euÃrie sto xvri¿ ntoyq
basiliko´q, apo´ allo´ plat´fylloi kai sgoyro¼ auo´san kai moskomyr¼zane
tsoi t¿poyq.
fenotane du parakseno tu mitsu kostadi pu Den eTorie sto xorio dus vasilikus, apu
alu platifili ke sÄuri aTusan ke moskomirizane tsi topus.
It seemed strange to Kostandis that he did not see any basil in the village,
whereas elsewhere they flowered wide-leaved and dense, and perfumed the
place. (GrigB 3; Hania)

(77b)

GiŒda ÕpozygÃneiq to kopªli moy apo´ Õnai mik
ÿi¿;
Äiada poziÄonis to kopeli mu apu ne mits&io?
Why do you persecute my child though it is small? (HDMS 988:47; Eastern
Crete)

And the contrast meaning is widespread amongst mainstream Greek dialects:
(78a)

Maq ¿kamiq toy skyll¼, maq ¿kamiq toy gat¼, tÃra maq ¿kamiq ki toyn oyxtr¿, apÕ
ualŒ kŒmq ta ja ki ta joymil′gŒta pidiŒ.
mas okamis tu skili, mas okamis tu Äati, tora mas okamis ki tun uxtro, ap Tala
kams ta ksa ki ta ksumi´gata piDia.
You have given birth to the dog, you have given birth to the cat, now you have
given birth to the serpent, whereas you were supposed to have given brith to
the golden and gold-templed children. (Rigas 1962:12; Skiathos, Thessaly)

(78b)

Ti kayxiªsai pvq ªxeiq thn timi¿terh gyna¼ka tsh xÃraq, poy egÃ ªxv to daxtyl¼di tsh
kai th xrysü tr¼xa, poy e¼xe sthn amasxŒlh.
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ti kafxiese pos exis tin timioteri Äineka tsi xoras, pu eÄo exo to DaxtiliDi tsi ke ti
xrisi trixa, pu ixe stin amasxali.
How can you boast that you have the most honest wife in the land, when I have
her ring and the golden hair she had in her armpit? (MinA 392; Volimes, Zante,
Heptanesa)

(78c)

gi»at¼ den paq ton ¼si»o dr¿mo, poy paq to strab¿;
Æati Den pas ton isjo Dromo, pu pas to stravo?
Why wonÕt you go on the straight path, in going down the crooked path instead? (HDMS 587:129; ÔPallpoul.Õ (Pappoulia, Messenia?), Peloponnese)

(78d)

ÕIª x¼rsa na ta xŒnoy. Poy h F¼loy sta neiŒta tÕq, ta e¼xin titrak¿s&iaÉ
ie xirsa na ta xanu. pu i filu sta niata ts, ta ixin titrakos&iaÉ
Look, IÕve started to forget things. Whereas Filo (=ÊI) in her youth was so
smartÉ (HDMS 955:53; Roumlouki, Imathia, Macedonia)

Both (78b) and (78c) are ambiguous between contrast and circumstance, and
this points to the most salient characteristic of contrast-pu: it has come into
such wide use, not as a distinct function of pu, but as a straightforward semantic
extension of extant usages of the particle; contrastive pu-clauses are little more
than relative or circumstance clauses whose content happens to contrast with
the matrix. It does not represent a significant semantic enrichment in pu, and
with the arguable exception of tautologous relativisations, has not become conventionalised.
7.4.5.ÊIntroducing realis concessive clauses
The notion of concession inheres in that of contrast, and since contrast-pu is so
widespread in Greek, one would expect the reanalysis of contrast to concession
to also be widely attested. Some incipient cases of this have already been seen in
¤7.4.4.
In CSMG, the concessive meaning of connectives is made explicit by prefixing
the focus particle ke (ke puÊ= Ôeven thoughÕ, after ke na, ke as, ke an); so one
would expect concessive instances both with and without ke amongst Greek dialects. But as discussed in ¤3.4.5, ke pu holds a restricted niche amongst the
many Greek concessive markers: it is illocutionary, like ke as, but asserts the potential relevance of antecedent to consequent, unlike ke as. This restricted niche
is borne out in the distribution of ke pu, and pu as a concessive marker on its
own: (76b) is the closest to a concessive-pu in my dialectal corpus, and ke pu is
not in evidence at all. There are no instances of ke pu in Makriyannis or Tahtsis,
and in the corpus of Hellas-L from November 1996 to January 1998, there are
just 4 potential instances of concessive kai pou from a corpus of around 8.5
million words.59 So ke pu is severely underused.
The four instances of ke pu are worth citing, to gain a clearer picture of why it
is so infrequent:

59 This

contrasts markedly with the counts for other explicit concessive markersÑ812 for an
kai, and 214 for kai as in particular.
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pare to tsimpoukaki sto stoma esu kai to Dallas olo giati kai pou sas
paizoume xarh sas kanoume.

pŒre to tsimpoykŒki sto st¿ma es´ kai to Dallas ¿lo giat¼ kai poy saq pa¼zoyme
xŒrh saq kŒnoyme.
pare to tsibukaki sto stoma esi ke to Dallas olo Äiati ke pu sas pezume xari sas
kanume.
You and the whole of Dallas can suck my dick, because weÕre doing you a favour
even by playing your team. (Vasilios Pierre Iskos, Re: 37-10 baby!; Hellas-L,
1996Ð12-22)
(79b)

Kai pou Brizete ton Troxava ti exete petyxei?

Kai poy br¼zete ton TroxanŒ ti ªxete pet´xei;
ke pu vrizete ton troxana ti exete petixi?
And in swearing at Trohanas, what have you accomplished? (Nick Triandos,
Re: AEK-Bayevic Sxolia; Hellas-L, 1997Ð01Ð11)
(79c)

Giannh, an se apokaloun "Amerikanaki" mh to dineis kai poly shmasia.
Kai pou se lene etsi, ti egine? Epese to cashe sou?

GiŒnnh, an se apokalo´n ÇAmerikanŒkiÈ mh to d¼neiq kai pol´ shmas¼a. Kai poy se
lªne ªtsi, ti ªgine; «Epese to cashŽ soy;
Äiani, an se apokalun ÔamerikanakiÕ mi to Dinis ke poli simasia. ke pu se lene etsi,
ti eÄine? epese to cashŽ (sic) su?
John, if they call you a dumb Yank, donÕt pay it too much mind. Even if they
call you that, so what? Has your cachet fallen? (Costa Flocas, Re: ELLADA n'
AMERIKH; Hellas-L, 1997Ð08Ð28)
(79d)

Kai pou tis dineis to id sou gkiouleka na leei tetoies malakies, Qa
eprepe na ntrepesai.

Kai poy thq d¼neiq to ID soy Gkioylªka na lªei tªtoieq malak¼eq, ua ªprepe na
ntrªpesai.
ke pu tis Dinis to ID su giuleka na lei teties malakies, Ta eprepe na drepese.
Just for giving her your account, Gioulekas, to post bullshit like that, you
should be ashamed of yourself. (Nick Gavrielatos, gamhmenoi turks; Hellas-L,
1997Ð10Ð16)

The examples show well that ke pu has not taken off in Greek as a concessive.60
This is apparent in the semantics of the examples. There is a significant semantic difference between conditional an and concessive an ke or akoma ke an,
and between hortative as and concessive ki as: the concessive forms are semantically enriched relative to their non-concessive, non-focussed counterparts. By
contrast, ke pu in these examples is entirely compositional. But for a difference
in thematic meaning, brought about by the focus particle ke (hand-in-hand with
the preposed pu-clause), these sentences are not very different from their circumstance-pu equivalents.61
60One

might compare it to Harris & CampbellÕs (1995:72Ð75) exploratory constructions, the
precursors to linguistic innovations which do not always prosper in a language.
61Thus, xari sas kanume pu sas pezume ÔweÕre doing you a favour by playing your teamÕ; ti exete
petixi pu vrizete ton troxana Ôwhat have you gained by swearing at Trohanas?Õ; ti eÄine pu se lene
etsi Ôso what if (given that) they call you that?Õ
For (79d), we could even call the pu-clause a preposed emotive complement; but without ke, the
sentence is ungrammatical in CSMG, which does not allow preposed pu-complements, and the
matrix of (79d) could just as easily be Dixnis poso afelis ise Ôyou show how naive you areÕ, a nonemotive predicate which does not take a pu-complement. So ke pu in this instance is best analysed as a focussed causal.
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There is a difference between ke pu and pu; ke pu makes (79d) grammatical,
and makes it easier in all instances for the pu-circumstances to be preposed. But
even in these instances with ke, all we have are focussed circumstances and
causes: Ôeven by playingÕ, Ôeven for givingÕ.62 And the examples do not have uniformly concessive force. So a sentence like (79c) or (79e) is reasonably close to
being concessive.
(79e)

Kai poy püga kai ton parakŒlesa, t¼pote de uªlhse na moy kŒmh.
ke pu piÄa ke ton parakalesa, tipote De Telise na mu kami.
Even though I went and asked him, he was unwilling to do anything for me.
(Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 4; unattributed)

On the other hand, there is little concessive force in (79a) and (79d).63
The best proof of these instances of ke pu not being strongly concessive is by
substitution: both an ke and ke as would only be acceptable for (79c) and (79e).
In the other sentences, they would be rather akin to Ômissing the jokeÕ; for example, in (79a), an ke sas pezume, xari sas kanume Ôalthough weÕre playing your
team, weÕre doing you a favourÕ makes Ôplaying your teamÕ sound like a grudging
admission, as opposed to the intended flippant comment.
Clearly, ke pu is not a conventionalised concessive like an ke, akoma ke an, or
even ke as. With only one clear instance (79c) in an 8.5 million word corpus,
and with such compositionality in its semantics making it little more than a focussed circumstanceÑnot to mention the semantic restrictions placed on the
connective as discussed in ¤3.4.5Ñke pu is not a significant component of the
concessive paradigm. Concessiveness in turn is a marginal feature of contrastpu and circumstance-pu, and has nowhere become semanticised to the extent it
has for temporal, resultative, or even causal meanings; so concession is not a
salient characteristic of pu.64
The failure of pu to take hold as a concessive undermines the underspecification view of adjunct-pu. If p u is underspecified and covers all realis adjuncts,
concession is a realis function pu should be taking on. This shows that there is a
difference between the latency of a function in underspecification, and its explicit expression in a way salient to the paradigm. Concession does indeed inhere in contrast, circumstance, and relativisation; but for pu or ke pu to become
62In

(79c) and (79d), there is not even much of a consequent to have been made unexpected by
the ÔconcessiveÕ antecedent: the consequent is in fact a questionÑalthough, admittedly, a
rhetorical question.
63(79a) is arguably concessive on the illocutionary level (Ôgranted, weÕre playing your team; but
weÕre just doing you a favourÕ). (79d) is barely concessive even on that level (Ôyour sin was only
allowing your girlfriend terminal access; I will still claim, though, that you should be ashamed of
yourselfÕ); given the context (Lefteris GioulekasÕ anti-nationalist statements have made him as
much of a pariah on the mailing list as his Turkish girlfriend posting anti-Greek messages), Ôyou
should be ashamed of yourself also for giving her accessÕ is likelier, and ÔalsoÕ involves focus,
not concession.
64Oddly, concession is salient in its irrealis garb: the unrealisable concessive (¤7.7.3) may not be
that much more frequent in text than concessive-ke pu, but it cannot be mistaken for any other
pu na-function, and it occurs in very distinctive contexts.
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salient expressions of concession, they need to establish a distinct semantic
niche or paradigmatic preponderance. The Greek concessive paradigm is rich,
particularly as concession is a less ÔbasicÕ semantic relation than time or cause,
and thus experiences less functional pressure for paradigmatic refinement. And
unlike the pu na-concessive, (ke) pu has no distinctive semantic niche. So pu has
not prospered as a concessive; and the reason lies in the linguistic system it is
enmeshed into, and not its external or original history.
7.4.6.ÊIntroducing temporal clauses
Temporal-pu is entrenched in Greek dialects, including Cappadocian (¤B.1),
Tsakonian (see below), Pontic (rarely),65 and Italiot:
(80a)

aq sÕ ¿lon op¼soy Õpoy na eko´pizan apŒnÕ atoy tr¼a tŒs&a ner¿, eke¼na ta tr¼a
ÿ´niskan ata Õq so
tasªeq ta nerŒ an ÕkÕ esta´rvnan ata me thn plŒkan atoyna, ÕkÕ ej
mvr¿n atoyna apŒnoy.
as s olon opisu pu na ekupizan apan atu tria taSa nero, ekina ta tria tasees ta nera
an k estavronan ata me tin plakan atuna, k ekSiniskan ata s so moron atuna apanu.
Last of all, when they were to pour onto the baby three cupfuls of water, they
would not pour them onto the baby unless they crossed them with their palm.
(Siviridis 1938:210; Oinoe, Pontus)

(80b)

kÕ oi kaloªrÕ Õq ªnan xr¿non apŒnÕ epo¼kan aton tsalparatsün, kªllaron, ep¼tropon,
oikon¿mon ki ¿lvn ´stera pÕ ekoimüuhken o go´menon epo¼kan aton kai go´menon.
k i kaloer s enan xronon apan epikan aton tsalparatsin, kelaron, epitropon,
ikonomon ki olon istera p ekimiTiken o Äumenon epikan aton ke Äumenon.
and in one year the monks made him bell-ringer, cellarer, church warden, head
priest, and finally when the abbot passed away, they made him the abbot.
(KandilB 192; Chaldia, Pontus)

(80c)

éftase pu stee •ggu9enne Õasterˆi,/ ©e pirteÑÕti nnor“dzato kkalˆÑ/ t‰rt•a sto
ff“lo
eftase pu stee egùwenùe asterai,/ tSe pirteÑti nùoridzato kùalaÑ/ta rtea sto fùilo
Giunse quando stava per spuntare per spuntare la stella del mattino/ e and˜
direttamenteÑch• conosceva bene il luogoÑ/ verso lÕamico
He arrived when the morning star had started coming out, and he went directlyÑfor he knew the place wellÑto a friend (Palumbo 135; Calimera, Apulia)

(80d)

San epassŽspai ‡66e dd’o, tr’sÕ imŽri, pu o dy‡volo ’s&ere ti i n&œratu ’to
proparŽsponda ta sekœnda fag= ’a, pu ’x&e na f‡i o m—nako, tu ’pe tu n&œritu
san epasùespai aêùe dùio, tris imeri, pu o Djavolo iSere ti i øuratu ito proparesponda

65 Contrary

to other dialects considered here, temporal-pu is extremely infrequent in PonticÑ
four examples in a corpus of 200,000 words (0.02ä), of which only (80a), from the westerly
Oinuntiac, is a clearcut example. Indicative of this avoidance of temporal-pu is an instance
where Pontic avoids a use of pu universal in Greek, extending even to Tsakonian and Cappadocian. A phrase present in almost every Greek fairy tale (with attendant dialectal variation) is
sto Dromo pu piÄene Ôon the road as (where, on which) s/he wentÉÕ, used to introduce a problem
in the story as the protagonist encounters a deuteragonist. In this phrase, pu is ambiguous
between being locative and temporal. In at least two instances, a Pontic tale replaces pu with the
explicit temporal sitQ; this is unheard of in other Greek dialects:
(81)
Sh strŒtan s¼te epünen, epüren ªnan loyxo´mÕ kai e¼penÉ
si stratan site epinen, epiren enan luxum ke ipenÉ
As he was going on his way, he took a Turkish delight out and saidÉ (Fosteris
1959:286; Buga Madeni)
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ta sekunda faïia, pu iCe na fai o monako, tu ipe tu øuritu
Quando passarono altri due, tre giorni, allorchŽ il diavolo seppe che la
padrona aveva preparato il secondo pranzo, che doveva mangiare il monaco,
disse al padrone
When another two or three days had passed, when the devil knew that the mistress has prepared the second meal the monk was to eat, he told the master
(TNC 137.7; Roccaforte, Calabria)

Tsakonian
While temporal-pu is attested widely, there is more heterogeny amongst Greek
dialects in the extent pu spreads into the temporal paradigm than for any other
adjunct function. The temporal paradigm is the only one for which Èopu has an
appreciable presence in Cappadocia (¤B.1), making it the unmarked temporal in
Ulaga•. The Tsakonian temporal connective paradigm is also quite different to
that of CSMG. Whereas CSMG mostly uses otan and ama as temporal connectives, Tsakonian mostly uses ama and pHi.66
Temporal pHi stands out in two regards. First, it is much more frequent in
Tsakonian than in CSMG. In MakriyannisÕ Memoirs (a text which favours adjunct-pu compared to CSMG texts) temporal pu occurs as 0.19ä of all words; in
Peloponnesian Tsakonian temporal pHi occurs ten times more oftenÑ1.8ä; in
Propontis Tsakonian, the count is 1.5ä.
The other salient property of Tsakonian temporal pHi is that it is frequently
sentence-initial. This contrasts with CSMG, where sentence-initial temporal-pu
is at best marginal. Seven of the 35 Peloponnesian Tsakonian instances are sentence-initial, compared with none of the 28 instances in Makriyannis. In most
of those instances, pHi is glossed in CSMG as ama or otan, rather than puÑconfirming that this behaviour is uncharacteristic of CSMG pu:
(82a)

\ Õ ªnÕ ªgga a manü, n^Õ ªnúi d¼a ligŒts^i kanªa, garo´fa
P
pH en eNga a maøi, ø eni Dia liÄatþi kanea, Äarufa
Poy (=¿tan) pŒei h mamü, thq d¼nei l¼gh kanªla, gar¼fala
pu (=otan) pai i mami, tis Dini liÄi kanela, Äarifala
When the midwife goes, she gives her some cinnamon, some cloves (CostD
¤3a; Pragmatefti, Southern Tsakonia)

Furthermore, 28 of the 35 Peloponnesian instances precede their matrix, as
against only 3 of the 28 instances in Makriyannis. So while both in CSMG pu
and Tsakonian pHi has been reanalysed as a temporal connective, the reanalysis
has progressed much further than in CSMG, where the adjunct still tends to
follow a putative antecedent, like relativiser-pu does. This discrepancy means
that sentences like the following would be misunderstood in CSMG, which
would associate the pu-adjunct with the preceding if-clause, rather than the ensuing consequent.

66The

use of ama in CSMG is constrained by its polysemy as a conditional marker. These constraints do not operate in Tsakonian, so that ama is often used in contexts it would be avoided in
CSMG, presumably for fear of ambiguity.
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na zŒre tsai sÕ ejexŒre, p\oi na m¿lere t\a misŒ ta por
ÿe¼a na stamaküsh to bap¿r
ÿi
tsai na mhn bor
ÿünere na tajidªcere
na zare tse s eksexare, pHi na molere tHa misa ta poZia na stamakisi to bapoZi tse na
min boZinere na taksiDepsere
if you go and forget them, when you have come half your way, may the boat
stop, and may you not be able to travel (Scutt 19; Lenidi, Southern Tsakonia)

Cypriot
Cypriot resembles Tsakonian with regard to preposing, although pu is not quite
as widespread in that dialect. Like Tsakonian pHi, Cypriot pu is at times sentence-initial: in the prose corpus (Aetos, Newton), 3 of the 19 instances are sentence-initial (83).
(83)

lali tu c&e c&inos pu-nna ppe@sis pu kaÉ ka@to pu to Dentro@n, naÉ enna se pa@run na se
xa@psun, enna pexa@nis.
lali tu tSe tSinos pu nùa pùesis pu kaÉ kato pu to Dentron, naÉ enùa se parun na se
xapsun, enùa pexanis.
The other says to him, ÒWhen you fall downÉ down from the treeÉ they will
take you to bury you. You will die.Ó (Newton ¤7.3.3; Tsadha, South Paphos,
Cyprus)

Furthermore, there are 19 temporal instances in a prose corpus of some 21,000
words (0.90ä); this is not far from the Tsakonian figure of 1.5Ð1.8ä, compared to the proportions in other Greek dialects.
Preposed temporals: other dialects
By contrast, in other Greek dialects preposed temporal-pu is infrequent. To
work out the diatopy of temporal-pu, I analyse in detail its distribution in my
HDMS corpus.
Of the 45 HDMS instances of temporal-pu outside Tsakonian, Cappadocian
and Cypriot with adequate context provided, 20 are preposed, and 9 are sentence-initial.67 Now, of these examples, 6 are preceded by nominals or temporal
adverbs, and are straightforward reanalyses of relative clauses:
(84a)

Oi noyno¼ pÕ bŒftÕzan ta pidgiŒ gnÃrÕzan ti ¿noyma ua tÕ bgŒlÕn
i nuni p vaftzan ta piDÄia Änorzan ti onuma Ta t vÄaln
Godfathers, when they (or: who) christened children, knew what name they
would give them (HDMS 1203:26; Artopoula, Ioannina, Epirus)

Two others display idiosyncratic formations: the opo rTi Ôwhen it comesÕ designation of an upcoming holiday in Apiranthos, and the temporal/conditional Èopu
from Cythera (¤7.6); these are local innovations, with no global implications.
Another two examples can be ruled out as being conventionalised; one is a
proverb (HDMS 1069:119; Chios, Central Aegean), and another a folk song

67 As

the compilers of the HDMS indexcards concentrated on exceptional instances of commonplace words, sentence-initialÐpu would be expected to be overrepresented in the indexcards.
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(CPMS 282:44; Tilos, Dodecanese), so that their word order is not subject to
normal prose rules.
There remain ten examples of preposed temporal-pu, and their distribution
points again to local effects; two are from Messenia in the Peloponnese, two
from Othoni in the Heptanesa, and three from ApuliaÑall areas already noted
as featuring idiosyncratic usage of pu:
(84b)

Poy ua kŒnoyme gŒmo sta lebªtia ta brŒzoyme ta fagiŒ
pu Ta kanume Äamo sta levetia ta vrazume ta faÄia
When we hold a marriage, itÕs in the cauldrons that we boil the food (HDMS
622:54; Messenia, Peloponnese)

(84c)

«Opoy me püre h Koydªsaina ªflaga tsi xüneq
Èopu me pire i kudesena eflaÄa tsi xines
When KoudesisÕ wife found me I was minding the geese (HDMS 793:205;
Othoni, Heptanesa)

(84d)

Kair¿m br¼ta, san üm-mom blªn gi»¿bano, poy üsvn-na, ªsper-ra, Œloyn-na me ta boy
kerom brita, san imùom blen ïovano, pu isonùa, esperùa, alunùa me ta vu
Pol´ kair¿ prin, ¿tan ümoyn pio nªoq, poy mporo´sa (e¼xa dynŒmeiq), ªsperna,
Ãrgvna me ta b¿dia
polu kairo prin, otan imun pio neos, pu borusa (ixa Dinamis), esperna, orÄona me
ta voDia
A long time ago, when I was younger, when I was physically able, I sowed, I
ploughed with the oxen (HDMS 924:5; Martano, Apulia)

This data seems to show that, while the phenomenon of preposing a temporal
pu-clause is not unknown to mainstream Greek, instances where there is full
preposing (i.e. the pu-clause is not just a reanalysed relative clause) are infrequent, and many of them (though by no means all) represent local developments.68
Irrealis temporals
Amongst the many possible developments for a temporal, one that is cross-linguistically common is the transition from temporal to conditional. This occurs
in CSMG for ama Ôwhen; ifÕÊ< ha@ma Ôat the same time, jointly withÕ. Temporal-pu
is a candidate for such a reanalysis, but the transition of pu into irrealis territory
would violate the factivity so characteristic of its distribution in most Greek dialects. The transition has occurred (for some examples, see ¤7.6 and ¤B.1), but is

68 There

is a preposed temporal collocation in Apulian Italiot which is peculiar compared to
other Greek collocations: pu is combined with ke ÔandÕ to mean Ôas soon asÕ.
(85)
Poy k@Õ Õhn e¼da, Õhn gŒphsa.
pu tS in ida, in gapisa.
As soon as I saw her, I fell in love with her. (Karanastasis 1991:poy)
The only function ke can have here is as a focus particle, although it is in an odd place for it, following rather than preceding the connective. (ke cannot be placing the clitic into focus, as a clitic
pronoun is too weak to receive such emphasis.) The meaning is odd too: a focussed pu-adjunct is
normally a concessive in Greek (¤7.4.5). Still, this can only count as an idiosyncratically emphasised temporal-pu, rather than a novel collocation.
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infrequent, and this may be attributed to persistence in pu. The following are
further instances of this transition; (86b) is more an irrealis temporal (ÔwheneverÕ) than a conditional, or even a pseudo-relative, while Pharasiot s opu (86c)
is reminiscent of Ulaga• op (¤B.1).
(86a)

Per˜, pu “ssai calabrisi, pu “ssai siciliani, pu “ssai asci•nde mmer“e, den tus
ispˆzzame
pero, pu isùai kalabrisi, pu isùai sitSiliani, pu isùai aSunde mùerie, den tus ispatsùame
Per˜, quando erano calabresi, quando erano siciliani, quando erano di
queste parti, non li ammazzavamo
However, when they were Calabrians, when they were Sicilians, when they
were from those parts, we would not kill them (DGC 172; Gallician˜, Calabria)69

(86b)

P‡nda pu uŽlite na tin ’vrite, ti ss—nnite ’vri, ti e©’ni ston g@’po e pp‡nda.
panda pu Telite na tin ivrite, ti sùonùite ivri, ti etSini ston dZipo e pùanda.
Sempre che la vogliate vedere, la potete vedere, perchŽ essa • sempre nel
giardino.
Always whenever you wish to see her, you can, because she is always in the
garden. (TNC 50.33; Roccaforte, Calabria)

(86c)

To gaÝr¼di s¿poy Õa nda ts&ende¼q pol³´, gia Õa se s&ªsei, gia Õa se Õaxt¼sei.
to ÄairiDi sopu a nda tSendis poli, Äia a se Sesi, Äia a se axtisi.
When/If you poke a donkey a lot, it will either shit on you or kick you.
(LoucLouc ¤122; Pharasa)

That these instances are restricted to outliers is significant; there appears to
have been room for these developments to take place there without the constant
reinforcement of factivity from standard Greek.
Infrequently, such usage also turns up in mainstream Greek, where it must be
regarded as an on-the-spot reanalysis, rather than a global tendency:
(86d)

(1829Ð1840)
D¿lioq kai aimob¿roq, opo´ to Õlegeq na kŒmh kanŒn To´rkon xristian¿n, ayt¿q ton
to´rkeye xeir¿tera.
Dolios ke emovoros, opu to leÄes na kami kanan turkon xristianon, aftos ton
turkeve xirotera.
He was cunning and bloodthirsty; if/when you told him to make a Turk into a
Christian, he made him a worse Turk than before. (MakM 104)

Non-Punctual temporals
Another aspect in which there is some variation is the temporal reference of pu.
Almost always, pu is a punctual temporal, equivalent to ÔwhenÕ. This is an unmarked value, and is to be expected for pu, which has little explicit temporal
semantics associated with it. There are, however, exceptions. The Pharasiot
temporal s opu70 (86c) means ÔwhileÕ rather than ÔwhenÕ; this is uncharacteristic

69This

instance would at first glance be interpreted as a free relative; but we have no evidence
for such a form in Italiot.
70Apparently, <Ês Ôto, atÕÊ+ Èopu. Andriotis (1948:68) lists sopu as a quantitative connective, but
the gloss oso is both quantitative and temporal in CSMG (Ôhowever much; whileÕ), and the four
instances of sopu in the corpus are all temporal.
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of pu, and may be explained by a closer connection of s opu to indefinite Èopu
(ÔwhereverÕ can cover an interval of space) than punctual-pu. This affinity is explicit in the iterative usage in (87a):
(87a)

Õ S ¿poy kŒdzecÕ h Õna¼ka toy, at¿q katªbh
s opu kadZeps i neka tu, atos katevi
While his wife spoke, he beat her/Whenever his wife spoke, he beat her
(TheodB 298)

Such a connection may also be invoked in Italiot, where ÈopuÊ> pu is phonologically regular; in (87b), however, pu is closer to ÔuntilÕÑalthough it might be replacing na as a complement here (see ¤6.7), so that this is not definitely a temporal instance.
(87b)

Mino, pu arte su nifto.
mino, pu arte su nifto.
Me¼ne (per¼mene) nÒruv na sÕ ano¼jv.
mine (perimene) na rTo na s anikso.
Wait until I (come and) open for you/Wait for me to (come and) open for you.
(Dizikirikis 17; Apulia)

In the following two instances, finally, pu appears to mean ÔsinceÕ; both instances are from idiosyncratic mainstream Greek dialects, Apiranthos (wellknown for innovating its own solutions), and Othoni, at the northwest end of
the Greek-speaking world, where relativiser-Èopu survives (¤B.4.3).
(87c)

Potª doy, prªpei, pvq den e¼xe mÕ ¿rojh Õelasmªna, po Õennüuhke
pote du, prepi, pos Den ixe m oroksi elasmena, po eniTike
It seems that he had never had a proper laugh since he was born (HDMS
571:496; Apiranthos, Naxos, Cyclades)

(87d)

De matakotŒei o Mütshq na pŒh gi»a cŒrema, poy e¼de to agri¿caro
De matakotai o mitsis na pai Æa psarema, pu iDe to aÄriopsaro
Mitsis does not dare go fishing again, since he saw the shark (HDMS 817:298;
Othoni, Heptanesa)71

So there is deviation from the realis, punctual temporal of CSMG; what matters
is not so much that the deviation is there, as that there is so little of it, restricted
to dialects divergent from the mainstreamÑPharasa, Ulaga• Cappadocian, Italiot, Othoni, Apiranthos. Dialects cut off from the Greek mainstream were able
to apply to pu developments which are cross-linguistic commonplaces. Dialects
remaining in touch with the mainstream, which seems to have reinforced the
factivity of pu, have not done this. Such dialects have also not permitted the further expansion of pu in the temporal paradigm to non-punctual meanings, or
encouraged its emancipation as a linguistic sign from the persistence of postposition; the exceptions to this, Tsakonian and Cypriot, have also been cut off from
the mainstream to a degree. The restrictions on temporal-pu, which have arrested its grammaticalisation, have taken place in mainstream Greek, and have
71(87d)

may be causal rather than temporal; but (87c) is certainly temporal.
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preserved the temporal paradigm from admitting a substantial new member.
These restrictions are probably fairly recent (failing as they have to get to
Othoni and Cyprus), 72 but they have been communicated amongst the various
mainstream dialects effectively.73

7.5.ÊDiscourse connective
As seen in ¤3.5, the discourse connective function of opu attracted TzartzanosÕ
attention through its frequent use in texts from Zante. In this function, opu is
sporadically attested elsewhere. It is attested in Cephallonia, the next island
along from Zante:
(88a)

72The

Thn Œllh mªra to loip¿, mpon¿ra-mpon¿ra, mparkŒrane o Xrist¿q ki oi dÃdeka
Apost¿loi sto kan¿ tÕ «Ah-Pªtroy ki ebŒlane plÃrh gia thn KefaloniŒ. [¦] Opo´
loip¿, na mhn ta polylogŒme, to taj¼di, me th boüueia toy Pantokrat¿roy kai tÕ
afent¿q toy Xristo´, püaine pr¼ma.

isolation of Apiranthos from Western Cretan is only three centuries old, but Apiranthos
consistently goes its own way, and so cannot be used to date the change.
73Just as there are outliers that have embraced temporal-pu more than the mainstream, so too
there are outliersÑnamely PonticÑwhich have embraced it less; still, as TableÊ22 above makes
clear, pu has been singularly unsuccessful as an adjunct connective in Pontic in general.
Andriotis (1960:135Ð139) provides a derivation of temporal pu which should be mentioned for
completeness, but which I find implausible. Middle and Early Modern Greek had an Absolutive
temporal construction, consisting of the definite article and the infinitive: to@ ide"ßn/to iDin Ôthe
see. INFÊ= upon seeing, when s/he sawÕ. As the infinitive died out in EMG, the infinitive in this
absolutive construction started being replaced by the equivalent na-clause, consistent with the
replacement of the infinitive by na in irrealis complements. Thus, to iDin is replaced by to na iDi
Ôthe IRR s/he.seesÊ= upon seeing, when s/he sawÕ.
In the Dodecanese and Cyprus a temporal na is extant with the meaning Ôas soon asÕ, although
the contemporary construction does not use the definite article. Andriotis derives this construction from the EMG absolutive (in my view unnecessarily.) Andriotis then goes on to say that,
since na and pu are in complementary distribution so often, temporal pu developed as an equivalent to temporal na, with both connectives equivalent to the Ancient participle.
But a derivation involving the reanalysis of the temporal relativiser to a temporal connective is
much more straightforward than AndriotisÕ derivation. There are a number of other problems
with this derivation. First, there is no trace of EMG to na or *to pu as a temporal connective
anywhere in Modern Greek. Second, while temporal na is restricted to South-Eastern Greek,
temporal pu is found all over Greek; if pu was derived from to na, it is hard to see why temporal
na would be regionally restricted, while temporal pu has spread to relic dialects like Cappadocian. Finally, there is no reason why temporal pu should be subject to a special analogical
derivation like AndriotisÕ, while the sundry other adjunct functions of pu exploit straightforward
reanalyses of relativisers or other adjunct connectives.
AndriotisÕ argument highlights the dangers in analogical argumentation; it can easily become
too abstract and schematic, particularly when linguistic change is viewed as a blanket transfer
between equivalent forms, without regard for actual reanalyses involved, or competing and
simpler derivations. Admittedly, the equivalence of the Ancient participle with pu has been appealed to in this work more than once. AndriotisÕ account, however, is problematic: it invokes
mechanical substitutionsÑDETERMINERÊ+ INFINITIVEÊ→ naÊ→ puÊ ~ naÑshowing a superficial
appreciation of the puÊ~ na opposition in Modern Greek: it is a long way from mexri puÊ~ mexri na
and the complementary distribution of complementisers, to pu being conscripted out of thin air
to complement temporal-na. And in giving an old pedigree to temporal-pu and na at any expense
(even if the pedigree in this instance is Middle, and not Classical Greek), AndriotisÕ account fails
to look for much simpler solutions closer to homeÑsolutions which would have been obvious to
Andriotis, if he had looked at how pu works in Greek as a system, rather than establishing a
distinct lineage for a particular subsystem.
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tin ali mera to lipo, bonora-bonora, barkarane o xristos ki i DoDeka apostoli sto
kano t ai petru ki evalane plori Äia tin kefalonia. [¦] opu lipo, na min ta
poliloÄame, me ti voiTia tu padokratoru ke t afedos tu xristu, piene prima.
So, the next day, early in the morning, Christ and the twelve Apostles set sail in
St PeterÕs boat, and headed for Cephallonia. [Paragraph] Well, not to make a
long tale of it, the voyage, with the help of God Omnipotent and ChristÕs Father,
was going fine. (Skiadaresis 380)

And it was recorded for Kythnos in the Cyclades by I. Voyatzidis in 1920, who
explicitly identified it as a narrative connective:
(88b)

¿poyÊ= t¿te en dihgüsesin. ÇŒnoije, giat¼ uÕ anegkastÃ na spŒsv thn p¿rta? ¿poy
ªspase loip¿ thn p¿rtaÉÈ Çªxasa th gyna¼ka moy? ¿poioq th brh ua toy dÃsv
megŒlo rigŒlo. ¿poy t¿te to loip¿ trªjane ¿loiÉÈ
ÈopuÊ= tote en DiiÄisesin. Òanikse, Äiati T anegasto na spaso tin porta; Èopu espase
lipo tin portaÉÓ Òexasa ti Äineka mu; opios ti vri Ta tu Doso meÄalo riÄalo. Èopu
tote lipo treksane oliÉÓ
ÈopuÊ= then in narratives. ÒOpen up, or IÕll be forced to break the door down. So
he broke the door downÉÓ ÒI have lost my wife; whoever finds her, I will give
him a great reward. So then they all ranÉÓ (HDMS 283:372)

In both these examples, Èopu appears in combination with the discourse connective lipon Ôso, wellÕ. This is also frequently the case in MinotouÕs texts, and
confirms that the function of Èopu is not so much semantic (what little semantic
content it has is echoed in lipon), as emblematic of the story-telling genre. This
is illustrated in the texts from Marmara (HDMS 756), which have ten instances
of discourse-connective Èopu:
(89a)

Lªv, ua pŒv pŒli, an e¼nai xvmªna poyuenŒ, ua ta brv? a den e¼naiÉ «Opoy, püa thn
Œllh mªraÉ püa thn Œllh mªra; EgÃ püa koimüuÕka.
leo, Ta pao pali, an ine xomena puTena, Ta ta vro; a Den ineÉ Èopu, pia tin ali
meraÉ pia tin ali mera? eÄo pia kimiTka.
I said, ÒIÕll go again; if theyÕre hidden anywhere, IÕll find them; if notÉÓ So, I
went the next dayÉ did I go the next day? I went and slept! (HDMS 756:7)

Nine of these instances were produced by Ioannis Andreou, whose text encompasses 18,000 words (textual frequency: 0.5ä). Eight of those instances are
concentrated in seven pages (1,000 words; 8äÑcf. around 1.7ä for MinotouÕs
texts), and those very seven pages (HDMS 756:48Ð54) contain a fairy tale
Andreou interpolates into his autobiographical narrative. Clearly, not only is
connective-Èopu associated with narrative genres, but it can be further restricted
to fictional texts as opposed to running talk, and can be exploited to delimit
texts of different genre from each other. Furthermore, this is not at all a semanticised or obligatorified device; it is very much a matter of individual choice
(none of the other narrators in HDMS 756 use it).
There are only few instances where opu is used in real-life rather than fictional accounts. The following is one of these exceptions:
(89b)

E¼maste sth dŒna kai perimªname ¿rdino, ¿poy me to katapÃq p¼name ªna potüri se
mia bŒra sta d¿koyra nŒ soy kai maq akostŒrei ªnaq Œurvpoq
imaste sti dana ke perimename ordino, Èopu me to katapos piname ena potiri se
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mia bara sta dokura Èna su ke mas akostari enas aTropos
We were at the port waiting for our orders, when just as we were having a
drink at a bar by the docks, a man came up to us (HDMS 787:311; Ithaca,
Heptanesa)

The individual variability in the use of Èopu may be illustrated by an extreme instance: in a narrative in Heisenberg, there are 7 instances of connective-Èopu in
23 narrative sentences (500 words) in his recorded version, and 9 instances in
20 sentences (500 words) in his dictated version. The speaker is clearly using
Èopu just about anywhere he can.
It also shows that opu does not correspond to salient narrative units such as
paragraphs or topic shifts, but can be used between individual sentences of narrative. Indeed, in several instances in Minotou, opu links the first sentence of
the narrative with the second:
(89c)

M¼a forŒ kÕ ªna kair¿ üue e¼nai ªnaq basilªaq. Opo´ exürece o basilªaq.
mia fora k ena kero iTe ine enas vasileas. opu exirepse o vasileas.
Once upon a time there was a king. And the king became a widower. (MinA
437; Katastari, Zante)

In one instance in Heisenberg, the sentence linked with Èopu does not even advance the narrative, but rather provides background information:
(90a)

ets& @"Ûni ti vraDja@, jo@ka mu, s"Ûbtosis ts&@e Dem b"ÛZasi na tira@ksusi sto dr"Ûnika. o@pu i
ZaiDuro@kleftes "Ûx asi bi sto dr"Ûnika pritu@ pe@sj o "Ûljos ts&@e tus vare@sasi e@ksi tufets&@e@s
monokopanja@, ts&@e tus skoto@sasi o@lus o@si ts&umu@dasi sti gamaru@la.
ets&Jini ti vraDja, joka mu, sibtosis ts&Je Dem biÄasi na tiraksusi sto drinika. Èopu i
ÄaiDurokleftes ixasi bi sto drinika pritu pesJ o i´os ts&Je tus varesasi eksi tufets&Jes
monokopaøa, ts&Je tus skotosasi olus osi ts&umudasi sti gamarula.
That evening, son, by coincidence, they did not go look at the ground floor.
Now the donkey rustlers had entered the ground floor before sundown, and
they shot them six gunshots at once, and they killed all those who were sleeping
in the little room. (Heisenberg 30; Dobra, Laconia, Peloponnese)

This presumably represents an overgeneralisation, with opu ambiguous with
circumstance-pu. Being a one-off, this is unlikely to reflect the derivation of
connective-opu. Other more prototypical instances, however, are illuminating.
For instance, in the following opu is ambiguous between a resultative and a discourse connective:
(90b)

Amª meiq mi»a Õpoy gnvr¼sthmen, ua soy paragge¼lvmen na thn niküs‘q, kai na g¼n‘
pŒgi»a katadikü soy gi»a pŒnta, ¿poy t¿teq orp¼zomen na lytrÃs‘q kai maq ap¿ teq
kauhmerinªq aggari»ªq thq.
ame mis mja pu Änoristimen, Ta su paraNgilomen na tin nikisis, ke na Äini paÆa
kataDiki su Æa panda, Èopu totes orpizomen na litrosis ke mas apo tes kaTimerines
aNgarjes tis.
But we, now that we know one another, will instruct you how you may conquer her, and she will become truly yours for ever, and then we hope that you
will release us too from the daily labours she imposes on us. (DawkD 138;
Asfendiou, Kos, Dodecanese)

There are frequent examples of this ambiguity in MinotouÕs texts:
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(90c)

KlŒfthke o kakomo¼rhq o basiliŒq, edŒruhke, opo´ na mh sÕ ta polylogÃ, ton Œfhse
to fe¼di na k¿c‘ to triantŒfyllo
klaftike o kakomiris o vasilias, eDarTike, opu na mi s ta poliloÄo, ton afise to fiDi
na kopsi to triadafilo
The poor king wept and beat himself, and (Ôso that/untilÕ) to cut a long story
short, the serpent let him cut the rose (MinA 434; Katastari, Zante)

(90d)

J´lo mªra n´xta. Mªra n´xta tüne pa¼deye, opo´ h kopªlla ebarªuhke, ebarªuhke
plªo.
ksilo mera nixta. mera nixta tine peDeve, opu i kopela evareTike, evareTike pleo.
Beatings day and night. She tormented her day and night, until the girl was
sick of it, quite sick of it. (MinA 413; Volimes, Zante)

A second potential origin is as a relativiser (as already seen for other modern
relativersÑpu and o opios: ¤3.5.2)
(90e)

«Htoyna m¼a forŒ m¼a mŒna kÕ e¼xe dÃdeka paidiŒ sernikŒ kai ªna uhlyk¿. Opo´
e¼xane kÕ ªna xtüma pªra sthn ojoxü.
ituna mia fora mia mana k ixe DoDeka peDia sernika ke ena Tiliko. opu ixane k ena
xtima pera stin oksoxi.
There was once a mother and she had twelve male children and one female.
And they (ÔwhoÕ) also had a farm out in the countryside. (MinA 394; Mouzaki,
Zante)

The final derivation is the one Papadopoulou (1994a) has highlighted in her localist approach: the locative use of Èopu. Several factors argue in favour of this.
First, the phonological form of the connective points to Èopu rather than pu; instances with pu are very infrequent, and not only is unstressed opu far more frequent in these texts as a connective than in the other functions of pu, but Èopu itself is frequently used as the connective, in dialects where Èopu is not a relativiser
allomorph.
A locative also makes sense in connecting pieces of running discourse, both as
a circumstance marker and as a narrative-sequence connective. These usages
exploit the metaphor SPACEÊ→ DISCOURSE, which Papadopoulou appeals to for
much of her discussion; the metaphor is far more successful here than for the
other functions of pu. In the case of a circumstance marker, a circumstance or
background clause is connected to its matrix by analogy to a small entity (the
circumstance clause is peripheral) being located at a larger entity (the matrix
clause is the frame of reference). This conceptual metaphor is pervasiveÑcompare the expression the circumstance is situated in the matrix, or even the term
frame of referenceÑand English uses where as such a circumstance marker
(This cost 10,000 drachmas, where 180 drachmas are worth one dollar).
Narrative sequence is also expressed naturally by a locative: if one wishes to
express the close connection between two sentences, one can highlight their
narrative or cognitive contiguity by analogy with spatial contiguity. This is another pervasive metaphorÑwitness the locative terms connection and contiguityÑand one can invoke the English connective whereupon.
So we have in place a pathway from space to discourse. Yet there is a complication in that narrative contiguity, while metaphorically locative, is in actuality
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temporal. If two sentences are linked in narration, by default they occur in temporal sequence; cases where they do not are not only marked for narration, but
require a non-narrative connective.74 So as a narrative connective, opu is implicitly temporal. And there is nothing unusual about the metaphor SPACEÊ> TIME:
whereupon is primarily a temporal connective, and there are many examples of
locatives being used as temporals, including in Greek (e.g. the collocations
apano pu Ôon thatÊ= just asÕ, eki pu Ôthere thatÊ= whereÊ= just asÕ).
So is connective-opu a locative turned temporal, like eki pu, rather than a locative turned discourse marker? The evidence shows that it is not. In examples
like the following, opu is used in combination with explicit temporal connectives, so that opu itself is unlikely to be doing temporal work:
(90f)

«Epeita jeuhlykÃnetai ston Œntra tsh kai toy efanerÃuhke. Opo´ et¿teq thn epüre
pŒli kÕ ezüsane eke¼noi kalŒ kÕ eme¼q kal´tera.
epita kseTilikonete ston adra tsi ke tu efaneroTike. opu etotes tin epire pali k
ezisane ekini kala k emis kalitera.
Then she dropped her male disguise before her husband and revealed herself to
him. And then he took her back and they lived happily ever after. (MinA 392;
Volimes, Zante)

In an example like (89c) or (90e), moreover, there is very little sense of temporal sequence, although there is a sense of narrative sequence (crucial new information is being presented.) So although the sequence SPACEÊ> TIMEÊ> DISCOURSE is plausible, a direct transition SPACE Ê> DISCOURSE explains the data
better; moreover, it explains why the phonological form of the connective has
remained so strongly locative.75
In any case, the development of connective-opu is not crucial to any investigation of the development of puÑeven though the significance invested in it by
Papadopoulou makes this survey necessary. Developments in pu can all ultimately be traced to the relativiser ho@pou first used around 500 AD, whereas the
connective is derived directly from the locative ho@pou, and not from the relativiser; connective-opu is thus a cognate of relativiser-pu, and not its reflex. So
connective-opu does not participate in the thrust of developments considered
here; it lies outside them, although it quite possibly has undergone some contamination from resultative or circumstance usages of pu. And though it is
amenable to localist analysis, this does not make a localist analysis of the overall
functionality of pu any more necessary.
The connective is, at any rate, a marginal feature of CSMG, whose use is idiolectal and genre-restricted; its function is rarely salient, although it does turn up
in a range of mainstream dialects, with no areal factor more unifying than them
being all southern Greek. And in collocation with discourse connectives like
74 So

in English and or and then connects narrative sentences in temporal succession; if the
second sentence precedes the first, or provides background information, and is unlikely to be
used by itself, and we have already seen that opu is unusual as a background marker (90a).
75Of course, I would not claim that the mechanism actuating the metaphor does not have some
metonymic correlate.
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lipon and temporals like etotes, it shows itself to be semantically vacuous; all opu
does is link narrative sentences. Its development is distant from what pu normally does in Greek, and does not form part of the same account.

7.6.ÊSubjunctive marker
As pu is predominantly factive in Modern Greek, it is not associated with irrealis
contexts (unless na intercedes); as a result, it is not associated with PERFS (subjunctive) clauses. The set of connectives which do introduce PERFS clauses is
restricted in the modern language, and includes irrealis connectives and markers (an ÔifÕ, na, Ta, prin ÔbeforeÕ, as ÔletÕ) and indefinite or headless relatives
(opios ÔwhoeverÕ, otan ÔwhenÕ, Èopu ÔwhereÕ, oso Ôhowever muchÕ).
The membership of pu in the class of subjunctive markers is thus precluded in
CSMG by virtue of its factivity. Yet the instances we have seen so far show that
this factivity is a contingent reality: if pu is involved in a construct with either irrealis or free-relative meaning, then it can very easily join the class of subjunctive markers. Sporadic instances have already been seen for CSMG (¤3.6); these
instances are much more frequent for dialects, just as the violation of the factivity constraints on pu is much more frequent.
7.6.1ÊFree relatives
Free relatives in Greek take PERFS generally, and where (o)pu survives as a free
relative, it follows this trend. The same holds for pu redundantly used after free
relatives (91a).76
(91a)

¿,tÕ poy khrd¼shn apÕ toy ta?je¼dÕ, Õpoy ua kŒnhn, na ta moirazÃ?thn Õq tÕ mª?sÕ.
ot pu kirDisin (PERFS) ap tu taks&iD, pu Ta kanin, na ta mirazodin s t mes&.
Whatever they would earn in the trip they would make, they were to split in
half. (Anagnostou 167; Mandamados, Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

(91b)

Poy gennhuü sthf fylakü thf fylaküu uymŒtai.
pu ÄenùiTi (PERF S) stif filaki tif filakiT Timate.
Whoever is born in prison remembers the prison. (Yannakou 125; Rhodes,
Dodecanese)

(91c)

Diataü taloipon¼ basilikü, opo´ breu’ kai kŒm‘ thf foresi»Œ, na toy d¼noyn ¿seq
xili»Œdeq.
Diatai taliponi vasiliki, opu vreTi (PERFS) ke kami tif foresja, na tu Dinun oses
xi´aDes.
So there went out a royal decree that whoever could be found to make this
dress, he should be given so many thousand pieces. (DawkD 183; Leros,
Dodecanese)

(91d)

Kagja Õpoy gaÝdoyrodªs‘,/ ParŒ Õpoy gaÝdarokynhg€.
kagja pu ÄaiDuroDesi (PERFS),/ para pu ÄaiDarokiniÄa.
Besser, wer einen Esel anbindet,/ Als wer einen Esel jagt.
Better he who ties up a donkey, than he who chases a donkey. (Dieterich 386;
Siphnos, Cyclades)

76 Redundant

use of pu with free relatives is discussed in Nicholas (1998b); this is a fact with
abundant precedent in EMG.
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(91e)

Kal¿tyxoq poy thn uvre¼,/ kak¿tyxoq poy thn geyt’,/ ap¿ ton k¿smon ua xau’.
kalotixos pu tin Tori,/ kakotixos pu tin Äefti (PERFS),/ apo ton kosmon Ta xaTi.
Fortunate is he who sees her, unfortunate is he who tastes herÑhe will perish
from this world. (Loukas B38.81; Cyprus)

(36d)

Allo¼mon¿ toy poy pnigü sth prÃth dagkvniŒ
alimono tu pu pniÄi (PERFS) sti proti Dagonia
Woe to him who chokes at the first bite (HDMS 524:132; Aegina, Old
Athenian)

The same phenomenon is productive in Cretan, as Kafkalas (1992:30) notes, describing it as Òthe omission of the particle Ta [É] always with the relativiser pu
being used.Ó The future meaning Kafkalas sees in an omitted Ta is consistent
with the generalising role of the relativiser (Ôhe who will/would do XÊ= whoever
does XÕ): future time is coextensive with indefinite time. The construction occurs both with exclamatory sentences (in which pu is close to being a free relativiser)Ñ
(92a)

Br´sh foyntŒna h zvü to g-k¿smo drosere´gei/ ki anŒuemŒ tone poy pei pvq de dicŒ
onte fe´gei
vrisi fudana i zoi toN gosmo DroserevÄi/ ki anaTema tone pu pi (PERF S) pos De
Dipsa ode fevÄi
Life is a spurting fountain, it refreshes the world, and damn him who says
that he doesnÕt thirst when he leaves it. (Kafkalas 1992:69.7)

and relativisations proper, such as ekinos apu rTi (PERFS) Ôhe who will come;
whoever comesÕ. In the latter instance, although there is a headed relativisation, the denotation of the clause is indefinite and the head semantically vacuous; so it is not surprising that P ERFS also appears in such clauses, by close
analogy with free relatives.
I have not found in my corpus examples like the following, cited in ¤3.6,
where a headed relative clause with a non-trivial head appears in P ERFS:
(92b)

(1886)
Klªfthq opo´ epixeirüsei kÕ ektele¼ mÕ epithdei¿thta kai mÕ epityx¼an m¼an
kalosxediasmªnhn ªxpaglh kleciŒ, omoiŒzei strathg¿n opo´ sxediŒzei kai ektele¼
ªxpaglh mŒxh.
kleftis opu epixirisi (PERFS) k ekteli (IMPFS) m epitiDiotita ke m epitixian mian
kalosxeDiasmenin expaÄli klepsia, omiazi stratiÄon opu sxeDiazi ke ekteli expaÄli
maxi.
A thief who purposefully and successfully attempts and executes a wellplanned and marvellous theft resembles a general who plans and executes a
marvellous battle. (LaskEcce 86)

Here again, however, the generic reference of the head (underlined by the absence of a definite or indefinite article) makes it equivalent to a headless relative: opios kleftis epixirisi Ôwhichever thief attemptsÕ. Such relative clauses are
thus part and parcel of free relative pu and its associated indefinite modality.
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7.6.2ÊIndefinite collocations
In several instances, a pu-collocation can end up having indefinite (rather than
properly irrealis) denotation, and take PERFS accordingly. Thus, in Eastern
Greek, kata pu Ôaccording to thatÊ= as; whenÕ can take P ERFS, by virtue of its
indefinite denotation, just like its equivalent opos in CSMG:
(93a)

na pŒr‘ kauªnaq maq to mer¼di¿n toy, na pask¼s‘ na züs‘ katŒ poy toy d¿j‘ to
kalliÃtero.
na pari kaTenas mas to meriDion tu, na paskisi na zisi kata pu tu Doksi (PERFS) to
kalùiotero.
and each of us take his share, and do what he can to live as may seem to him
best. (DawkD 318; Leros, Dodecanese)

(93b)

KatŒ poy patüshq toy koymbŒkin, bga¼n-nei to ner¿n kai p¼n-neiq
kata pu patisis (PERFS) tu kumbakin, vÄenùi to neron ke pinùis.
As soon as you press the little button, the water comes out and you drink it
(HDMS 996:177; Evdilos, Icaria, Central Aegean)

(93c)

KatŒ poy strÃseiq, ua p\ªseiq.
kata pu strosis (PERFS), Ta pHesis.
«Opvq strÃseiq, ua koimhue¼q.
opos strosis (PERFS), Ta kimiTis.
As you lay your blanket, so will you sleep. (MousP ¤1096; Livisi)

(93d)

KatŒ poy d‘q toy gatrªft, ua si d‘.
kata pu Dis (PERFS) tu gatreft, Ta si Di.
Wie du den Spiegel ansiehst, sieht er dich an.
The way you look at the mirror, it will look at you. (Kretschmer 575; Lesbos,
Northern Aegean)

The same holds for other Eastern Greek temporal pu-collocations with potentially indefinite denotation; e.g. kaTe pu Ôeach thatÊ= every time thatÕ, etsi pu
Ôthus thatÊ= as; whenÕ:
(94)

T¼noyq poylio´ kelŒhdisma ta dyo soy xe¼lh lªne/ kai kŒue poy tÕ afoykrastÃ
kardiŒ kai mŒuia kla¼ne
tinus puliu kelaiDisma ta Dio su xili lene/ ke kaTe pu t afukrasto (PERFS) karDia
ke maTia klene
What birdÕs song do your two lips utter? For every time I hear it, my heart
and eyes weep. (Kafkalas 1992:72.56; Crete)

(23c)

g-y parŒq, ªt?sei p Õ pª?sÕ, ti de kŒ?nÕ!
Äi paras, ets&i p pes& (PERF S), ti De kaø!
When money changes hands, what can it not do! (Anagnostou 165;
Mandamados, Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

In these constructions, pu is still akin to a headless relative; the denotation is
indefinite in both cases, and the modality of the clause is unrealised, rather than
counterfactual. So the use of PERFS here does not represent a significant change
from its use with headless relatives, and is clearly driven by the analogical force
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of comparable subjunctive connectives (otan ÔwhenÕ, opote ÔwheneverÕ, opos
ÔasÕ).77
7.6.3ÊpuÊ= pu na
Rarely, a pu-clause does not involve a free relative, or a collocation with a subjunctive marker equivalent; rather, the pu-clause is irrealis independent of any
equivalent connective, and is properly rendered by a pu na-clause in CSMG.
This class represents a much more significant break with mainstream factivity. The classes above are subjunctive because pu finds itself in constructions
with subjunctive marker equivalents. Thus, kata pu takes P ERFS, because its
equivalent opos ÔasÕ already takes PERFS; free relative pu takes PERFS because all
Modern Greek free relatives take PERFS. In the former instances, pu shifts into
an irrealis subjunctive category only in collocation; the factivity of pu on its own
is not affected. In the free relative instances, there is an expansion of pu into irrealis territory, but the complementary distribution of pu and pu na is not itself
affected: pu is not entering territory normally covered by pu na.
In the following example, on the other hand, pu introduces an optativeÑ
something universally done amongst Greek dialects by pu na:
(95a)

Pu su f‡si t‡ ndera i s&’66i.
pu su fasi (PERFS) ta ndera i Siêùi.
Che ti mangino le budella i cani.
May the dogs eat your bowels. (TNC 391.61; Bova, Calabria)

This may well be a simple calque of the Italian, which does not have a particle
equivalent to na. It is an odd calque, since Italiot is normally quite scrupulous
about using naÑand has indeed passed on the use of subjunctive rather than
infinitival complements to Calabrese. It is a serious disruption nonetheless: it
represents the effacement of the complementary distribution of factive pu and
irrealis pu na.
The break is so serious, in fact, that there are only two instances in my corpus:
overall in Greek, the factive/irrealis complementary distribution of puÊ ~ pu na is
preserved. The other instance, (95b), which has ospu where CSMG would have
ospu na for an ÔirrealisÕ endpoint, is probably metrically motivated; unlike cases
like kata puÊ~ opos and kaTe puÊ~ opote discussed above, there is no ÔuntilÕ-expression amongst the Greek subjunctive markers which ospuÊ+ PERFS could have
analogically patterned itself after.
(95b)

77This

kai ua xtypŒ o meraklüq sto xÃma ta tako´nia,/ poy o manªq me str¼glisma ua pŒrei
kai ua dÃkei,/ vq poy jespŒsoyn sto xor¿ ki oi gªroi kolomp¿koi.
ke Ta xtipa o meraklis sto xoma ta takunia,/ pu o manes me striÄlisma Ta pari ke
Ta Doki,/ os pu ksespasun (PERFS) sto xoro ki i Äeri kolomboki.
and the bon vivant will strike the ground with his heels, so that the tune will go

is a force which operates synchronically: for example, I have heard on Greek-Australian
radio 3XY in a news report the utterance se periptosi pu aÄnoiTi Ôin case it is ignoredÕ; the collocation se periptosi pu Ôin case thatÕ takes PERFS, by analogy with other conditionals like an ÔifÕ.
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about screeching, until even the old men will break out dancing (Yannakis
74; Pyrgi, Chios, Central Aegean)

7.6.4ÊIrrealis connectives
The final class of puÊ+ P ERFS clauses is the most interesting: pu is a fully irrealis
connective, without reference to either indefinite relativisation, indefinite collocation, or pu na. In this instance, pu acts as a connective, but rather than link a
factive adjunct to a matrix, it links an irrealis adjunct.
This development strikes at the core of the factivity of pu; so it is not surprising that it occurs (a)Êvery infrequently, and (b)Êin a domain for which there
is strong linguistic motivation and abundant cross-linguistic parallels: the chain
TEMPORALÊ> FUTURE TEMPORALÊ> CONDITIONAL (cf. German wenn ÔwhenÕÊ> ÔifÕ,
Modern Greek ama Ôas soon asÕÊ> ÔifÕ).
It is common for temporals to develop into conditionals; but for this to occur,
the temporals need to be of indefinite or irrealis denotation, and this is rarely
the case for Greek pu: overwhelmingly, pu refers to a past, factive event. Yet the
reanalysis from past temporal to future or general temporal is not impossible,
and has in fact occurred in at least one dialect of Greek. That dialect, unsurprisingly, is the eccentric dialect of Apiranthos. In this dialect, opuÊ+ erTi Ôit.comes
(PERFS)Õ is the standard way of referring to an upcoming holiday or month:
(96a)

OpÃruh toy Stayro´ ua teleiÃse e¼kosi xronÃ.
opo rTi tu stavru Ta teliose ikosi xrono.
When the Feast of the Holy Cross comes, it will have been twenty years.
(HDMS 571:145; Apiranthos, Naxos, Cyclades)

The temporal clause has future reference, so CSMG would require Ta here. But
PERFS follows opu unintroduced; the mood by itself makes clear the irrealis/
future reference involved. In this, pu behaves just like the unmarked temporal
otan (otan Ta erTiÊ~ otan erTi). Elsewhere in the Cyclades, PERFS can be used
when a pu-clause has indefinite temporal denotation:
(96b)

´steri, (th damal¼da) apo´ g¼nh eno´q xrono´, to lªme mazªtta.
isteri, (ti DamaliDa) apu Äini (PERF S) enus xronu, to leme mazeta.
Then, when it (the calf) turns one year old, we call it a mazetta. (HDMS
813A:123; Anaphe, Cyclades)

So Apiranthos may be generalising a tendency it already found in place in the
Cyclades, from indefinite to future denotationÑin the idiosyncratic manner associated with the colony.
Once future temporal meaning is expressed by pu, one can expect more conditional shades of meaning. In the following example from Cythera, Èopu is used as
a temporal/conditional, the odd use of parataxis in the utterance notwithstanding.
(96c)

Esk¿tvseq pollŒ ord´ki»a sümera;Ñ «Opoy pi»Œsv to´to apo´ kynhgÃ ki Œlla enne9Œ
kai kŒnv dªka
eskotoses pola orDica simera?ÑÈopu pjaso tuto apu kiniÄo ki ala ene9a ke kano Deka
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ÒHave you killed many quail today?Ó ÒWhen I catch this one that IÕm hunting
and with another nine, and that makes ten.Ó (HDMS 559:114; Cythera)

The temporal/conditional Èopu is distinct here from the relativiser apu; as also
speculated for Cappadocian (¤B.1), Èopu as an indefinite locative is more liable to
reanalysis as an irrealis than pu. The process reaches its apparent endpoint in
the following:
Èopu. This indeclinable word replaces the relative pronoun ho@stis. But sometimes it
is difficult to explain, and in the phrase opu to vris (PERFS) [it means] Ôif you find
itÕ: opu to vris inda xo mesa sti fuxta mu Ôthat/if you find it what I have in my fistÊ=
guess if you can what I am hiding in my palmÕ. (HDIC: D. Poulakis, Lªjeiq ek Tsesmª
kai Œllvn merÃn (MS), 1884; Tsesmes)

Tsesmes (‚esü me) is a town on coastal Asia Minor opposite Chios and near
Smyrna (Izmir), and its erstwhile Greek dialect was South-Eastern. The apparent conditional use of opu is not productive here, but restricted to a conventionalised expression equivalent to guess what!Ñnot least because the conditional clause has no apodosis.
This could be either a relic form (as the limited distribution suggests), or an
idiosyncratic innovation. If the former, then one may point to Ulaga• in Cappadocia, the only other place where the temporalÊ> conditional process has
taken place for opu (¤B.1). Even though coastal Asia Minor was repopulated
from the Aegean in recent times, this may represent an innovation of Old Anatolian Greek which survived only in those two places. If the formation is an independent innovation, on the other hand, it might be a fragment of an originally
temporal expression (Ôwhen you guess this, you will be rewardedÕ), or a reanalysis of an original free relative or optative (Ôgood for him who will guess thisÕ).
Pace Mackridge (1985:258), the use of P ERFS pu-clauses is quite old and
widespread in Greek, and the strong barrier between pu na and pu may be a recent obligatorificationÑpostdating the extinction of free relative pu, which had
kept pu strongly associated with P ERFS. But PERFS is only widespread when it
does not disrupt the functionality of pu significantly: in instances of indefinite,
rather than outright irrealis denotation.
It has proven possible for pu to acquire such irrealis denotation; there is a
clear instance in the Italiot optative (although this may be a calque), and in the
Eastern Greek TEMPORALÊ> CONDITIONAL axis (echoed in Ulaga•.) Yet it is still
remarkable how infrequent such a shift is in Greek, compared to other instances
of temporalsÑincluding ama in Greek itself. The persistence of factivity makes
pu overwhelmingly a past, factive temporal in Greek; and while reanalysis into
the irrealis domain is possible, persistence usually blocks it.
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7.7.ÊIn combination with na
7.7.1.ÊIrrealis relative clauses
All Greek dialects have pu-relative clauses, all Greek dialects have na as a
marker of irrealis modality, and all Greek dialects associate intensional relative
clauses with irrealis modality. pu na-clauses are thus attested throughout the
Greek-speaking world; I give examples only from outlier dialects:
(97a)

Et¿ to kor¼c& ªna forŒq Œsom bapŒ t k«@ recen ªna fistŒn, ¿poy na ªkh bo´la ta
Œstra son oyran¿n ¿poy e¼ndai, kai ªna Œlo fistŒn, ¿poy na ªkh sh uŒlassa ¿poy
e¼ndai o´la ta cŒri»a.
eto to koritS ena foras asom bapa t kµrepsen ena fistan, Èopu na eX vula ta astra
son uranon Èopu inde, ke ena alo fistan, Èopu na eX si Talasa Èopu inde ula ta psarja.
This girl once asked her father for a skirt, which should have on it all the
starts which are in the sky, and another skirt which should have all the fish
that are in the sea. (Dawk 444; Silata, Western Cappadocia)

(97b)

EbŒlleinan kanÕna, aq sÕ ¿soyq edoyle´ane Õq so sp¼ti, poy na e¼x&en kal¿ lal¼an,
kai exo´lize
evalinan kanna, as s osus eDulevane s so spiti, pu na iSen kalo lalian, ke exulize
They appointed one out of those working on the house who had a good voice,
and he shouted out (Vamvak 65; Oinoe, Pontus)

(97c)

ston g—zmo den Žx&i d• m‡storuse ©e may’strese, pu na ti ss—usi arrivŽspi ya
tœndo mistŽri ©e ©—la yÕ ‡66ese dul’ese.
ston gozmo Den eCi De mastoruse tSe majistrese, pu na ti sùousi arùivespi ja tundo
misteri tSe tSola j aêùese Duliese.
nel mondo non cÕerano maestri, nŽ maestre, che la potessero eguagliare in
questo mestiere ed anche in altri lavori.
There are neither male nor female tradespeople in this world who are fit for
this task and other jobs as well. (TNC 50.32; Roccaforte, Calabria)

(97d)

panta • nn‰n “u? ÕEn •Õ nn‰rtune/ Õisi ©er“ vvloim•ni/ pu na mi ssiri o
ˆntrepo/ to derma tu Õderf•?
panta e nùa n iu? en e nùa rtune/ isi tSeri vùloimeni/ pu na mi sùiri o antrepo/ to
derma tu derfu?
Sempre sarˆ cos“? Non verranno/ quei tempi benedetti/ che lÕuomo tirerˆ/ la
pelle al fratello?
Will it always be like this? WonÕt that blessed time come such that people will
not tear their brotherÕs skin off? (Palumbo 118; Calimera, Apulia)

I do not have any examples from Tsakonian; given how closely its syntax follows
that of Standard Greek, and the small size of my Tsakonian corpus compared to
the other dialects (a third the size of the Cappadocian corpus, which is the next
smallest), this is presumably an accident of data collection.
Although Èopu na-relative clauses are attested in Western Cappadocian, in
Pharasa the relativiser is omitted in at least one instance where CSMG would
normally require it, in an intensional relative clause:78
78But

there is precedent in Greek for intensional relative clauses being introduced by na alone
(Tzartzanos 1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXVII 3). Although in many instances a relative na-clause
is more of a purposive, there are clear intensional instances (98b), and even extensional instances, where na takes on a modal function; e.g. (98c), where na means Ôwhich one mayÕ:
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ÿo Õnúi na mh jeil³üsei s&h mŒggana.
Pandik¿q tz
pandikos dZo ni na mi ksilisi Si magana.
Pontik¿q den ypŒrxei poy na mhn pªsei sth fŒka.
podikos Den iparxi pu na min pesi sti faka.
There is no mouse that does not fall into a trap. (LoucLouc ¤647)

There are also occasional instances in the corpus of purposive relative clauses:
(98d)

ApoyfŒÝsh na pQ gki» Roydoypappo´da Õq ªna mªroyq, Õpoy na mh jªrÕ plei»a na gyr¼sÕ
joyp¼soy Õq toy sp¼?k, gi»anŒ xau’ kalŒ-kalŒ.
apufaisi na pa ï ruDupapuDa s ena merus, pu na mi kseri p´a na Äiris ksupisu s tu
spic, Æana xaTi kala kala.
She decided to take Rodopappouda to a place such/so that she would not
know how to return home, so she could get really lost. (Anagnostou 184;
Northern Lesbos, Northern Aegean)

This development is a quite predictable result of allowing modal relative
clauses, and is not particularly frequent in the corpus; I do not pay it any further
attention here.
7.7.2.ÊPotential result clauses
The potential result pu na is less widespread amongst Greek dialects than other
pu na-constructions; this is consistent with resultative pu itself not being widespread (¤7.4.3). As seen there, the available Tsakonian corpus is too small to
allow for abundant resultatives, and the resultative is largely absent in Pontic
and Cappadocian.
There is one instance in Mariupolitan of what seems to be an irrealis result introduced by na instead of pu na:
(99a)

Irtyn dauß ap uranu, uryz-mi na trumazu.
irtön dauS ap uranu, uröz mi na trumazu.
A voice from heaven came and orders me so that I am terrified. (AbrM 45)

In CSMG, na would be avoided in this context, as it would unambiguously mark
the clause as a complement (Ôorders me to be terrifiedÕ) rather than a result. The
avoidance of resultative pu in Mariupolitan is consistent with its archaism and
its relatives Pontic and Cappadocian. It may point to a stage of Late Middle
Greek where na (h"Ûna) rather than pu was the resultative marker (¤5.4.3), exploiting the reanalysis of purpose to result; but this is speculation.
(98b)

De ua breuü ªnaq potam¿q, na Õnai gia maq plvt¿q;
De Ta vreTi enas potamos, na ne Äia mas plotos?
WonÕt we come across a river that we can cross? (ÔWill a river not be found to
be navigable for us?Õ) (Tz ¤282 LXXVII 3; Seferis)
(98c)
To tra¼no, eytyxÃq, den e¼nai aytok¼nhto na to stamato´n ¿poy uªloyn kai na
magar¼zoyn.
to treno, eftixos, Den ine aftokinito na to stamatun Èopu Telun ke na maÄarizun.
A train, fortunately, isnÕt a car, to be stopped wherever people please and ∅
have them befoul it. (Mack 291; Ioannou)
As the glosses show, these are equivalent to the English infinitival relative. So although CSMG
prefers pu na against na for intensional relative clauses, there is a fluidity between the two for
most dialects, so that (98a) is not in itself exceptional.
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On the other hand, this more recent instance seems to show pu na-resultatives very much alive in MariupolitanÑall the more surprising as pu is largely
absent from the dialect:
(99b)

Lon akrivo tema, pas pu] graftny rumej piity, afto in; pas tu isu ki
axildarku sovetyko internacionalizm, pas tu mega Patriotyko agap,
pas tyn perestrojka, pu sovetyki kozmus na zisny t[lu pula kala ki
omurfa.
lon akrivo tema, pas puju Äraftnö rumej piitö, afto ine pas tu isu ki axildarku
sovetöko internatsionalizm, pas tu meÄa patriotöko aÄap, pas tön perestrojka, pu
sovetöki kozmus na zisnö tjalu pula kala ki omurfa.
The most wonderful subjects on which the Greek poets have written; that is, on
egalitarian and wise Soviet internationalism, on great patriotic love, on
Perestroika, so that the Soviet world may live even better and more decently.
(Kiryakov 1988:2)

In Italiot, pu na-results are attested for Calabrian; since there is even less
Apulian text in my corpus than there is Tsakonian, and Apulian is in many ways
closer to CSMG than Calabrian, the absence of pu na-resultatives in my Apulian
corpus may well be accidental:
(99c)

Na peu‡no eg—, uŽli na py‡usi Žna asp‡ri ’yo ©e na mÕal’spu me ©’ndo Žma, © e
o ’l ′o t—sso forts‡to pu na kl‡i te rr—kke, ©e vorŽa pu na sik—i te rr—kke spil‡,
©e yel‡ta pu na p’s&i ti uu‡lassi tr’a ©entin‡rya kal‡mya, ©e d—ppu eg˜ peuŽno.
na peTano ego, Teli na pjausi ena aspari ijo tSe na m alispu me tSindo ema, tSe o
i´o tosùo fortsato pu na klai te rùokùe, tSe vorea pu na sikoi te rùokùe spila, tSe jelata
pu na piSi ti Tùalasùi tria tSentinarja kalamja, tSe dopùu ego peTeno.
PerchŽ io muoia, si richiede che piglino un pesce vivo e mi ungano con quel
sangue, e (si richiede) il sole cos“ forte da spaccare le pietre, e vento che alzi le
pietre in alto, e gelo da ghiacciare il mare tre centinaia di canne, e poi io
morr˜.
For me to die, they must catch a live fish and smear me with its blood, and (if
they ask for) the sun so strong that it cracks the stones, and a north wind (so
strong) that it lifts the stones in the air, and a frost (so strong) that it freezes
the sea to a depth of three hundred canesÑonly then I will die. (TNC 91.28;
Roccaforte, Calabria)

In mainstream Greek, pu na-results are readily available, as one would expect:
(100a)

uªloy na mi kŒnÕq ªna koysto´mÕ basilÕk¿ ki ªna spau¼ t¿soy koyftir¿, poy na k¿bÕ
tÕn tr¼xa.
Telu na mi kans ena kustum vasilko ki ena spaTi tosu kuftiro, pu na kov tn trixa.
I want you to make me a royal suit and a sword so sharp that it can cut a hair.
(Karayannis 1986:57; Portaria, Chalcidica, Macedonia)

(100b)

Dªn ürntan t¿ti jªn′ oyr¼stiq, tÃra poy ªrntin, poy na moylyue¼ toy kl¼ma.
Den irdan toti kseø uristis, tora pu erdin, pu na muliTi tu klima.
Foreigner tourists wouldnÕt come here as they do now, so that the climate
would be polluted. (Kontonatsiou 208; Sardes, Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

(100c)

Th stoymoysŒn tsoy ua thn ªs‘q katebasmªnh plts¿ kŒtv Õpo thn editsüm moy, nŒ,
poy na mh fa¼netsi to pr¿svp¿n tsoy
ti stumusan tsu Ta tin esis katevasmeni pltso kato po tin eDitsim mu, Èna, pu na mi
fenetsi to prosopon tsu
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Your kerchief you can have brought down lower than mine, thus, so that
your face will not show (DawkD 66; Astypalaea, Dodecanese)

pu na marks irrealis results as distinct from other irrealis adjuncts, marked by
na alone. However the boundary between these different types of adjunct is
fluid, and pu na can at times come close to being purposive. This is particularly
noticeable in Catargi; in (101a), for instance, the pu na-clause could just as easily
be describing a motive as a result:
(101a)

palÕ esŒq tyxa¼nei gia to ¼dio interªsso saq na toyq kŒmete sofo´q kai daskŒloyq
me thn eykol¼a thq sof¼aq sth glÃssa toyq, poy na saq kŒmoyne kÕ eke¼noi
plo´sioyq me ta d¼daktrŒ saq.
pal esas tixeni Äia to iDio intereso sas na tus kamete sofus ke Daskalus me tin
efkolia tis sofias sti Älosa tus, pu na sas kamune k ekini plusius me ta DiDaktra sas.
Once more, it is up to you for your own interest to make them scholars and
teachers through the ease of wisdom in their own language, so that they may
make you rich in turn through your tuition fees. (Cat 69)

There is also ambiguity between resultative and other pu na-adjuncts; the following irrealis result attested for Macedonia, for instance, is quite close to an
optative:
(101b)

Adirfü e¼s&ei s&y, oybri¿q e¼s&ei p na s&hkoyuÃ na paa¼noy.
aDirfi is&i s&i, uvrios is&i p na s&ikuTo na paenu.
Are you a sister? You are a jew, such that I should get up and leave.
(Adamopoulos 1988:37; Melissohori, Salonica)

As the irrealis counterpart to the factive resultative pu, the development of a pu
na-resultative is no surprise. Indeed, since the other adjunct functions of pu do
not have straightforward irrealis equivalents,79 the function of result is not even
especially privileged to have a pu na-expressionÑas seen immediately below, it
is joined in this status by concession.
7.7.3.ÊUnrealisable concessive clauses
The unrealisable concessive, so salient a pu na-form in CSMG, is wholly absent
from my dialect corpus; this strongly suggests that the form is a recent innovationÑperhaps even specific to CSMG.
Interestingly, the form is none the less salient enough that pu na by itself, and
dissociated from any ensuing clause, could act as an unrealisable concessive exclamation. As discussed by Anthimos Papadopoulos (1955a:116)Ñsignificantly,
a discussion of CSMG expressions, rather than dialect-specific forms:
After a negative sentence the expression pu na is equivalent to the concessive connective ke an Ôeven ifÕ, e.g. De to Telo pu na! ÔI do not want it even if!Õ, Den ton perno
pu na! ÔI will not marry him even if!Õ etc. As anyone can see, the elliptical concessive clause can be completed arbitrarily, e.g. Den to troÄo pu na ksero pos Ta peTano
apo tin pina ÔI will not eat it even if I know I will starveÕ, Den ton perno pu na xalasi
79 A

conditional is not merely an irrealis cause; a future temporal is not merely an irrealis temporalÑand in any case the development of Ta has forestalled a pu na temporal, and an irrealis
temporal in general outside exceptions like Apiranthos (¤7.6).
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o kosmos ÔI will not marry him even if itÕs the end of the worldÕ or pu na me skotosi
Ôeven if he kills meÕ or pu na ne xrisos ke aÄios Ôeven if heÕs golden and saintlyÕ
etc. But however the completion is made, the meaning of the expression pu na is
equivalent to the phrase Ôin no wayÕ, e.g. Den to leo pu na ÔI will not say it even ifÕÊ=
Ôthere is no way that I can be forced to say itÕ. 80

I doubt this expression is still extant in CSMG; it is certainly not in my idiolect,
and I have not found any instances on Hellas-L. Given that it was extant in early
xxÊAD, we have a surprising turn of events: pu na becomes an unrealised conditional marker very recently in Greek, andÑsuch pu na-clauses being highly
marked as emotiveÑpu na by itself becomes an interjection marking the
scornful rejection involved. This development wrests na away from its ensuing
verbÑstartling, given that na has the highest degree of syntactic bondedness of
any Modern Greek particle, as the modal particle most closely associated with
its argument. Yet within a generation or two, this innovation has apparently
vanished.
A decrease in syntactic bondedness is uncharacteristic of grammaticalisation,
but not unknown (see Traugott (1995) on Japanese discourse markers.) This is,
however, an extreme case: pu na goes from extreme bondednessÑclose to being
an affixÑto having no bondednessÑbeing part of an interjection barely subject
to constituency analysis at all.81
This is an instance of an elliptical pu-expression.82 Interestingly, while na lost
is bondedness with what followed, it kept its bondedness with what precededÑ
pu. The development is a nice illustration of something already adumbrated
above, that pu na, in its various functions, grammaticalises as a strongly cohesive unit.
In line with pu na-clauses forming the irrealis counterparts of pu-clauses, the
following appears to be an instance of an irrealis eki pu-contrast clause:
(20c)

TÃra ¿poi»oi ütan fr¿nimoi ap¿ Õ kei poy na xŒsoyne th zvü toyq, e¼pane pvq e¼nai
kall¼tero na moyntzÃsoyne kai th basilopo´la kai ta kalŒ thq kai na f´goyne?
tora opji itan fronimi apo ki pu na xasune ti zoi tus, eipane pos ine kalitero na
mudzosune ke ti vasilopula ke ta kala tis ke na fiÄune;
Now those who had any sense, rather than lose their lives, thought it better to
give the finger to both the princess and what she was worth, and leave;
(ParnassosA 36; Peloponnese)

The sentence uses na to introduce a conditional utterance, where CSMG would
use Ta: the CSMG equivalent to this phrase would be eki pu Ta exanan ti zoi tis
Ôthere where (whereas) they would lose their livesÕ. But there are other comparative conditional expressions in Greek based on na: para na Ôrather thanÕ,
prokimenu na Ôgiven the possibility thatÕ. So while this is an instance of pu na, pu
80 I have not sighted the article, and am citing from HDIC.
81It is not an isolated instance in language; one might compare

the colloquial English exclamation as if!Ñsemantically equivalent, although na is more tightly bound to its matrix than if,
being a modal marker rather than a simple conditional.
82More such instances are discussed in Nicholas (1998b).
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na is not used to to introduce either a conditional expression (which it cannot do
in CSMG), or a concessive, but a contrast clause, which here happens to be irrealis.
7.7.4.ÊOptative clauses
Diatopy
Optative pu na-clauses, being a straightforward extension of optative relative
clauses, are found throughout Greek, including Tsakonian, Livisiot, Apulian and
Calabrian Italiot, and at least some variants of Cappadocian:
(102a)

Epªts^ e, xa, p\h na ni fŒei o lio´ko!
epetþe, xa, pHi na øi fai o ´uko!
He said, get a move onÑmay the wolf eat you! (CostD ¤4d; Melana, Southern
Tsakonia)

(102b)

«Erxiti toy pid¼n, fªrn³ei ta müla sthm mŒnan doy, ta trÃeiÑpoy na fŒei toym
bir¼dromoyn gi toyn str¿foym mªsa thqÑki thn Œl³l³hn dhn hmªran, xan ªfyÝn eiq toy
kyn³üÝn, bga¼n³n³ei h drŒkoyq pŒl³i ki lªei thn:
erxiti tu piDin, ferni ta mila stim manan du, ta troiÑpu na fai tum piriDromun gi
tun strofum mesa tisÑki tin alùin din imeran, xan efiin is tu kiniin, vÄenùi i Drakus
pali ki lei tin:
The lad comes, brings apples to his mother, she eats themÑwould that she
ate her stomach lining inside-outÑand the next day, when he left to go hunting,
the ogre came out again and said: (MousT 58; Livisi)

(102c)

pu na ’xa t˜ssa ped’a
pu na ixa tosùa pedia
hŠtte ich doch so viele Kinder!
If only I had that many children! (Rohlfs 1950:224; Calimera, Apulia)

(102d)

pu na se pi‡i vrond’
pu na se piai vrondi
mšchte dich der Donner packen!
May the thunder take you! (Rohlfs 1950:224; Bova, Calabria)

(102e)

Ep na lªÿj‘ mŒna maq kai babŒ maq.
ep na lekSi mana mas ke vava mas.
May our mother and father howl like dogs (if we will endure this!) (Dawk 318;
Delmeso, Western Cappadocia)

(102f)

To Õmo Õnai, opÕ na mh ªn-ne.
to mo ne, op na mi enùe.
ItÕs mineÑwould that it were not! (AravanFK 116; Aravani, Western
Cappadocia)

The exception to this distribution is formed by Pontic. In Pontic, pu na optatives
are completely absent, even in the echoic contexts which force pu na to appear
in CSMG:
(103a)

egro¼kÕsa to ua xŒmai, ∅ o Ue¿n na xŒnÕ a-ton!
eÄriksa to Ta xame, ∅ o Teon na xan Qton!
I now realise I will perishÑmay God perish him! (KandilE 100; Chaldia)
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One might attribute the absence of pu na optatives to the fact that Pontic already
has an explicit optative marker, laS. But as discussed below, the appearance of
an explicit optative marker in Cypriot has not displaced pu na in that dialectÑon
the contrary, pu na has developed into novel locutions.
The absence of pu na optatives in Pontic should rather be viewed in light of its
archaism, and its connection with Cappadocian. While some Cappadocian dialects do feature a form of pu na (¤B.1), others do not, and instead use ot na:
(103b)

OtÕ na se fagÕ l´ko
ot na se faÄ liko
May the wolf eat you (HDMS 812; Phloita, Western Cappadocia)

This usage is all the more surprising as oti has died out as a complementiser in
Western Cappadocian (¤6.3). That such a clearly relic form has survived in
Phloita shows that pu na was a relatively novel competitor to established optative forms (like oti na, which is presumably quotative in origin) by the time Old
Anatolian Greek was cut off from the rest of the language. Not being an entrenched part of the language, as it became everywhere else, it prospered only
sporadically in Cappadocia, and nowhere (it would seem) in the Pontus.
An optative relative clause is something of a compositional inevitability, so
that an utterance like eÄriksa to erTen o ÄiorikasÑp o Teon na xan Qton ÔI heard
that GeorgeÑwhom may God perishÑhas arrivedÕ may well be acceptable in
Pontic. Yet such a turn of phrase has clearly not attained the degree of conventionalisation or autonomy that it has elsewhere in Greek; its absence in my extensive Pontic corpus speaks for itself.
Semantics & syntax
Negative optative pu na is much more prevalent than positive pu na throughout
Greek; positive instances are infrequent:
(104a)

PÃq pQq, gªrontŒ moy, poy nÒxv th neytsü soy;
Èpos pas, Äeronda mu, pu na xo ti neftsi su?
How are you, elder? So may I have your blessing. (DawkD 124; Kos Town,
Kos, Dodecanese)

(104b)

Pi»Œnei o´la ta zªmataÑpoy nÕ agiŒsoyn ta xªria toyÑkai ta petŒei sÕ ªna phgŒdi
pjani ula ta zemataÑpu n aÄiasun ta xeria tuÑke ta petai s ena piÄaDi
He grabs all the reinsÑmay his hands be blessed!Ñand throws them into a
well. (HDMS 1254:29; Lithakia, Zante, Heptanesa)

(104c)

«Htan kal¿q pappŒq poy na Õxoyme thn eyxü toy.
itan kalos papas pu na xume tin efxi tu.
He was a goodly priestÑ ∅ his blessing upon us! (HDMS 842:262; Othoni,
Heptanesa)

(104d)

Ij¼asŒmoys si, poy na si jÝŒsei ki h xŒroyq!
iksiasamus si, pu na si ksiasi ki i xarus!
We forgot youÑand may Death forget you too! (MousP ¤1442; Livisi)
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This result applies in even the most far-flung dialects: a count in TNC shows
that, of the 12 instances of optative pu na attested in that Calabrian Italiot
corpus, ten are curses rather than positive wishes.
There is no obvious reason why this imbalance between pu na-optatives and
na-optatives has arisen. It might be that, at least at some stage, it was culturally
appropriate to utter wishes in isolation, but curses only as an adjunct to some
interjection or matrix predication. There is no real difference between the two
types of optative, other than the presence of pu as a marker of syntactic dependency.
Such a distinction is now at any rate obsolete; while pu na-optatives originated as relative clauses, they can now be used as independent clauses throughout Greek, with no matrix nominal they could be considered as relativising:
(105a)

Bre, Œnoije, poy na no¼j‘ to tafki»¿ soy!
vre, anikse, pu na
niksi to tafco su!
hey open!
OPT
your grave open
Open, boy, and may your grave open for you. (DawkD 184; Leros,
Dodecanese)

(105b)

ExŒuhn o Dyssªaq pia, kalŒ to syllog¼soy,/ poy na Õuele xaue¼q ki es´, maz¼ toy na
mhn üsoy
exaTin o Diseas pia, kala to siloÄisu,/ pu na Tele xaTis ki esi, mazi tu na min isu
Odysseus has now perished, consider it wellÑand would that you too had
perished, and had not been with him. (Psyhoundakis 21; Western Crete)

(105c)

E pÕ na si fŒh h axidütÕq h mao´oyoyq abÕ bga¼nei Õq ta Pizo´li»a
e p na si fai i axidits i mauwus ab vÄeni s ta pizu´a
Oh may the black viper that comes out at Pezoulia eat you! (HDMS 839:290;
Samothrace, Thrace)

(105d)

NŒ, pÕ na mh sÃsÕq na toy faq!
Èna, p na mi soss na tu fas!
ThereÑand may you not live long enough to eat it! (HDMS 789:57; Trikeri,
Magnesia, Thessaly)

(102a)

Epªts^ e, xa, p\h na ni fŒei o lio´ko!
epetþe, xa, pHi na øi fai o ´uko!
He said, get a move onÑmay the wolf eat you! (CostD ¤4d; Melana, Southern
Tsakonia)

(102d)

pu na se pi‡i vrond’
pu na se piai vrondi
mšchte dich der Donner packen!
May the thunder take you! (Rohlfs 1950:224; Bova, Calabria)

This syntactic autonomy of optatives includes the fixed phrase pu na pari ke na
sikosi Ômay (the Devil) take him/her and lift him/herÕ, extant in CSMG (usually
abbreviated to pu na pari) as an exclamation of exasperation equivalent to
English damn it!
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(106a)

To´th h koyfü (probat¼na) shkÃnei ta mprostinŒ thq chlŒ kai katebŒzei tiq klŒreq
tvn eliÃn sa g¼da, poy na pŒrh kai na dh shkÃsh
tuti i kufi sikoni ta brostina tis psila ke katevazi tis klares ton elion sa ÄiDa, pu na
pari ke na di sikosi
This deaf one (ewe) lifts her front legs and eats olive branches like a goatÑmay
the Devil take her and lift her away! (HDMS 1055:8; Trifyllia, Messenia,
Peloponnese)

(106b)

Ki an ayto pou krataw sto xeri mou einai to laxano, ti ton ekana ton
lyko ? Pou na parei, mexri edw kala ta phgaina. As ta paroume ap thn
arxh.

Ki an ayt¿ poy kratŒv sto xªri moy e¼nai to lŒxano, ti ton ªkana ton l´ko; Poy na
pŒrei, mªxri edÃ kalŒ ta pügaina. Aq ta pŒroyme apÕ thn arxü.
ki an afto pu kratao sto xeri mu ine to laxano, ti ton ekana ton liko? pu na pari,
mexri eDo kala ta piÄena. as ta parume ap tin arxi.
And if what I am holding in my hand is the cabbage, then what did I do with the
wolf? Damn it, I was going all right up to here. LetÕs start from the beginning.
(S.M.: ‹no subject›; Hellas-L, 1997Ð07Ð30)

Still, as the examples given imply, it is more usual for pu na to be employed
when it follows some kind of matrix, even when there is no nominal in that matrix to act as a relative head. The two more frequent alternatives are that the
ÔmatrixÕ is an interjection (102a, 107a; 105c, 105d), or a predicate echoed in the
pu na-curseÑthe echoic optatives mentioned in ¤3.7.5 (107b, 107c).
(107a)

Mpa! poy na jerŒs‘q to a¼ma Õq th gŒstra.
ba! pu na kserasis to ema s ti Äastra.
Hah! May you vomit out the blood in your belly. (Salvanos 1929 [1917]:136)

(107b)

Ebgüke, poy na mhn e¼xe bgh.
evÄike, pu na min ixe vÄi.
He went outÑwould that he did not go out. (Salvanos 1929 [1917]:136)

(107c)

Kai gia to´to ua xŒsv egÃ to Œlog¿ moy, poy na saq xŒsei o Ue¿q;
ke Äia tuto Ta xaso eÄo to aloÄo mu, pu na sas xasi o Teos?
And is it for this that I am to lose my horse?Ñwould that God lost you!
(=destroyed you) (Polyl 65)

(Echoic optatives are omnipresent in mainstream Greek,83 and need not be
analysed further.) Indeed, of SalvanosÕ (1929 [1917]:135Ð137) 91 curses from
Argyrades in Corfu, of which all but a couple are subjunctive, only three pu nacurses are given, and all fall in the aforementioned categories.
This restriction is consistent with the origin of pu na as a relativiser: it requires a matrix of some description to be anchored to. Since na can be used in
main clauses as e.g. an imperative, na-optatives do not have this restriction.84
This means that pu na introducing independent optatives is an innovation. The
83 e.g.

Lesbos (Anagnostou 198); Macedonia (Vaglis 1986:149, Chalcidica; Papanaoum 51,
Kozani; Adamopoulos 75, Salonica); Cyclades (ParnassosA 14); Dodecanese (DawkD 115, Astypalaea; DawkD 184, Leros); Crete (Psyhoundakis 21).
84h"Ûna also started life as a subordinator; so there is no etymological reason why na can be independent of a matrix but pu cannot. The determining factor here, of course, has not been etymology but synchronic function: na is a modal marker in Modern Greek, while pu is not.
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evidence, however, suggests that it is not regionally restricted as a result; the pu
na-optatives in HDMS data which are truly independent (isolated pu naclausesÑif one can trust that they are actually used in discourse in isolation as
recorded) originate from throughout mainstream Greek and beyond:
(108a)

Poy na bgŒlhq blŒtteq sth blŒthq-soy
pu na vÄalis vlatùes sti blatis su
May you grow boils (?) on your back. (HDMS 1063:277; Symi, Dodecanese)

(108b)

O kair¿q üto katŒ th steri»Œn, kÕ h san¼da moy ürricª me ¿jv Õq thn akrogi»ali»Œn. Poy
na düte meiŒla kalŒ Õq to kal¿m poy moy kŒmete!
o keros ito kata ti sterjan, k i saniDa mu irùipse me okso s tin akroÆa´an. pu na Dite
miala kala s to kalom pu mu kamete!
The wind was blowing towards the land, and the plank cast me up on the
shore. And may you see much good fortune for the kindness you have done
me. (DawkD 142; Asfendiou, Kos, Dodecanese)

(108c)

Poy na se fŒh o l´ko
pu na se fai o liko
May the wolf eat you (HDMS 828:102; Calimera, Apulia)

(108d)

Poy na bgŒlhq to karf¼
pu na vÄalis to karfi
May you get anthrax (HDMS 787:375; Ithaca, Heptanesa)

(108e)

ApÕ na si fŒh toy girŒkÕ
ap na si fai tu Äirak
May the hawk eat you (spoken to chicken) (HDMS 855:32; Alonnisos,
Thessaly)

(108f)

Poy na mh bradyastüq!
pu na mi vraDiastis!
May you not live till nightfall! (HDMS 847:106; Melos, Cyclades)

(108g)

Poy na fŒhq to moyso´di soy!
pu na fais to musuDi su!
May you eat your goatee! (HDMS 685:132; Cythera)

(108h)

opÕ na bgŒlhq ta kªmi»a
op na vÄalis ta kemja
May you take out the horseÕs bit (?)Ê= Get lost (HDIC; unnamed CPMS;
Aravani, Western Cappadocia)

Syntactically, pu and na are almost always a unit. This holds for pu na-constructions in general (see the elliptical pu na expression in ¤7.7.3), although with pu a
complementiser and na a modal marker, there is no reason an NP cannot be interpolated between the two under thematic motivation. Such interpolations,
however, turn out to be rare:
(109a)

poy Œ dra
pu
adra
pu
man
ido´n stÕ askªli»a toyq oi pali»oskyllophdhmªneq.
iDun st aske´a tus i pa´oskilopiDimenes.
see

Moy to br¼zoyne to paid¼ moy oi pali»ojobli»Œstreq frydŒ,
mu to vrizune to peDi mu i pa´oksob´astres friDa,

gennhmªnone na
Äenimenone na
born
IRR

mhn
min
not
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Those damned gossips are insulting my child horribly (?)Ñmay they never see
ANY man born on earth between their legs, those dirty dog-fuckers! (HDMS
1017:53; Paidemeno/Flesias, Messenia, Peloponnese)

It is also possible (but rare) for an element to be extraposed before the pu na
clause. This makes the pu na-clause look like a relativisation, with the extraposed element the head; but as the putative head is syntactically disjoint from
the remainder of the matrix clause, this resemblance is fortuitous:
(109b)

ÿS kÃnitei ki gampr¿q, h s&madiak¿q,
s&koniti ki Äabros, i s&maDiakos,

s &klia
s&klia
dogs

p
p

na
na

REL

IRR

toyn
tun
him

fan,
fan,
eat

stoyn kars&ilamŒ.
stun kars&ilama.
And the bridegroom, that wretchÑmay dogs eat him!Ñgot up to dance the
karshilama. (Adamopoulos 69; Melissohori, Salonica, Macedonia)

Anathema
The most salient instance of optative pu divorced from a na-clause is the expression p anaTema Ôthat anathemaÊ= damn!Õ This expression is also noteworthy
for the univerbation of pu with the exclamation. As discussed in ¤3.7.5, the
interjection anaTema is a predicate which takes direct objects; yet being nonverbal, it is incompatible with a verbal modal marker like na. So instead of the
expected *pu na anaTema, one gets pu anaTema: the pu na template is applied
incompletely to the exclamation.
In (110a) taken from Theotokis (1914), pu anaTema (here taking the direct object ton patera tu Ôhis fatherÕ) is still not lexicalised to panaTema, although this
could reflect an orthographic artefact; (110b), recorded on TheotokisÕ native
Corfu in 1917, shows that panaTema was already pronounced as such there:
(110a)

To ka‚ki tÏpiake giomŒto prŒma, ayt¿q o nvmotŒrxhq o diaolemªnoq, poy anŒuema
ton patªra toy.
to kaiki to piake Äiomato prama, aftos o nomatarxis o Diaolemenos, pu anaTema
ton patera tu.
He seized the boat full of contraband, that infernal sergeant, damn his father.
(TheotM 58)

(110b)

br¼skoyme kÕ ªna j´lo, poy to lªme gkrini¿jylo, ma de to k¿boyme, giat¼ ªxoymÕ
akoystŒ pvq Õq to sp¼ti poy ua mp‘, fªrnei ¿lh th gr¼da, p Õ anŒuemŒ to.
vriskume k ena ksilo, pu to leme grinioksilo, ma De to kovume, Äiati exum akusta
pos s to spiti pu Ta mbi, ferni oli ti Ärida, p anaTema to.
we also find a kind of wood we call grumblewood, but we donÕt cut it, because
weÕve heard that the house it goes into, it brings all discord along with itÑa
pox on it. (Salvanos 1929 [1917]:160)

Instances like (110a) are in fact entirely absent in my corpus: panaTema consistently turns up univerbated. This includes Tsakonian (Costakis 1951:135); the
univerbation there has further encompassed the 3.S G clitic øi, so that p H
anaTema øi is used with other referents: pH anaTemaøi ndi Ôdamn-him youÊ=
damn you!Õ, pH anaTemaøi øumu Ôdamn you all!Õ
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Such examples show that panaTema is an old expression in Greek; it is certainly at least as old as xviiÊAD:
(110c)

(~1610)
DªkŒ Õmestan kÕ eke¼noi dyo, pÕ anŒuema thn Ãra
Deka mestan k ekini Dio, p anaTema tin ora
We were ten and they were two, damn the hour (Erotok I 617)

The function of pu was no longer transparent in the collocation, once na was
dropped through syntactic incompatability; this may have made it easier for p to
end up as a semantically empty phoneme prefixed to the exclamation, and
thereby subject to univerbation.
Cypriot
pu na-optatives prosper in Cypriot (111a),85 even in the absence of a matrix
(111b), despite competition from an alternative optative marker, na(i)nÊ< na ixen
Ôwould that it hadÕ (111c):
(111a)

lai tu a@. pu na-n xarra@mi su to Äa@lam pu-v"Ûzases pu ta viz&a@ mu.
lai tu a. pu na n xarùami su to Äalam pu vizases pu ta viZa mu.
She says to him, ÒOh, ∅ a curse on the milk you took at my breastÓ (Newton
¤7.4.5.40; Rizokarpasso, Karpas, Cyprus)

(111b)

Poy na xar’q tÕ ammŒdki»a soy, ªla na se filüsv/ Õq ta xe¼lh soy ta k¿kkina, gi»atÕ
ªnna jicyx¼sv.
pu na xaris t amùaDca su, ela na se filiso/ s ta xili su ta kokùina, Æat enùa ksipsixiso.
May you rejoice in your eyes, come let me kiss you on the lips, for I will die.
(Loukas B42.22)

(111c)

«Ekameq me ki»Õ ejªrana Õpoy ton tos&oyntism¿n soy,/ kai nan se kŒmv ttenexŒn, na
k¿cv ton laim¿n soy.
ekames me c ekserana pu ton toSundismon su, ke nan se kamo tùenexan, na kopso
ton lemon su.
You have made me dry up with worry for you, and would that I could get you
alone, and cut your throat. (Loukas B42.9)

There is a third optative strategy, apparently unique to Cypriot, which I have
only sighted in poetic texts. It is a reinforcement of the pu na-strategy: pu na is
preceded by na tan ÔSUBJ it.wasÊ= would that it wereÕ. The resulting na tan pu na
thus contains two optative na (112a). If the na tan pu na-clause happens to have
a copula predicate, then the clause also contains two copulas (na tun pu na tun
Ôwould that it were that it wereÕ) (112b).
(112a)

85We

Na Õtan apo´ na Õg¼netoyn to gŒlan san thn br´sin,/ na ftŒs‘ kai thn k¿rhn toy na
thn poxairetüs‘?
na tan apu na Äinetun to Äalan san tin vrisin,/ na ftasi ke tin korin tu na tin
poxeretisi;

can dismiss the etymology given by Loukas (1979 [1865Ð1898]:57) of optative apu as the
exclamation a plus pu; apu is a variant of pu throughout South-Eastern Greek (¤B.4.2), and
there is no reason to think optative apu need be distinct from optative pu.
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Would that milk could run like a fountain, and that he could reach his
daughter and bid her farewell (Loukas B33.177)

(112b)

NŒ Õtoyn poy nŒ Õ toyb boylet¿n to´tÕ h karkiŒ nÕ ano¼jei/ tzi na Õtoyn poy na g¼netoyn
na men thn trÃei h plüji,/ üuen nÕ arkªcv na toyq pv tziai na toyq katagnÃsv,/ tziai
na{rv l¿gia toy prepo´ tziai na toyq postomÃsv.
na tun pu na tuv vuleton tut i karkia n aniksi/ dZi na tun pu na Äinetun na men tin
troi i pliksi,/ iTen n arkepso na tus po dZe na tus kataÄnoso,/ dZe na vro loÄia tu
prepu dZe na tus postomoso.
Would that (if only) it were so willed that this heart would open up, and
would that (if only) it were possible that sorrow would not gnaw at it, I
would start speaking to them and giving them my mind, and I would find fitting
words and silence them. (Mihailidis 224)

The syntax of such constructions is difficult. It is tempting to consider a construction as sonorous as na tun pu na tun as an irrealis counterpart to the VERB
pu VERB construction of Greek (Nicholas 1998b), and na tun pu na VERB as an
analogical generalisation of it. But it is also possible that this is simply a portmanteau of the two optative expressions, na tun and pu na. A coherent syntactic
analysis of the construction is still possibleÑthe pu na-clause might be the subject of the na tun copula. So in (112a), apu na Äinetun to Äalan san tin vrisin
Ôwould that milk could run like a fountainÕ would be the subject of na tan Ôif only
it were (the case)Õ. But there is no precedent in Greek for pu na acting as a complementiser (¤7.3.1); so the other, less syntactic explanations given are more attractive.
The case for contamination is reinforced by the following example, where pu
na has undergone contamination with another optative expression, makari na, to
give makari pu naÑquite possibly metri causa:
(112c)

makŒri poy kai nÒxamen ak¿ma dªka xªria.
makari pu ke na xamen akoma Deka xeria.
Would that we had ten hands more. (Yannakis 97; Pyrgi, Chios, Central
Aegean)86

(112b) illustrates something further; while in (112a) the na tan apu na-clause is
straightforwardly optative, here the clause has a consequent (ÔI would start
speaking to themÉÕ) to which it acts as antecedent: the optative connective
(Ôwould thatÕ) is starting to turn into an optative conditional (Ôif onlyÕ). This conditionality inheres in the first na of na tun pu na tun, since na can act as a conditional as well as an optative marker. Such a reanalysis would not normally be
possible for a pu na-optative, since pu na is not reanalysable as a conditional
(but see below.)87

86The

presence of ke ÔandÕ implies there might even be a third optative expression involved: ax
ke na Ôoh, and IRRÊ= oh, if onlyÕ.
87The conditionality of na tun pu na is not universal; the very next verse from MihailidisÕ poem
is a na tun pu na-clause with no consequent. Yet, in a poem by MihailidisÕ younger contemporary
Lipertis, titled NŒtoyn (Would that), there are three eponymous na tun pu na-clauses, one per
stanza, each with a consequent.
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The account of na tun pu na is murky; it is made even murkier by the fact that
it occasions variants. As shown in the same poem by Mihailidis, pu is not a necessary element in the construction, and can be omittedÑas independently confirmed in (113b):
(113a)

NŒ Õtoyn poy nŒ Õ toyb boylet¿n na Õmai san ümoyn t¿teq,/ tzai na Õxa tze¼n teq
arkonkiªq, tzein teq xarªq teq prÃteq,/ tzai na Õxa tzein thf foresiŒn tziai tze¼n tÕ
allajimŒrin,/ tziai na Õtoyn na synt´xaina me tze¼n thm prÃthn xŒrin,/ ekŒnen toyq na
br´joysin to pein tzi h syntyssiŒ moy/ tziai po´man toy stomŒtoy toyq ekŒnen h
uvrkŒ moy.
na tun pu na tuv vuleton na me san imun totes,/ dZe na xa dZin tes arkoNkies, dZin
tes xares tes protes,/ dZe na xa dZin tif foresian dZe dZin t alùaksimarin,/ dZe na tun
na sindixena me dZin tim protin xarin,/ ekanen tus na vriksusin to pin dZi i sintiSa
mu/ dZe puman tu stomatu tus ekanen i Torka mu.
If only it were so willed that I could be as I was then, and had that majesty,
those erstwhile joys, and had that dress and that change of clothes, and if only
I could speak with that erstwhile grace, my eloquence and speech would make
them fall silent, and my appearance would be a stop to their mouths.
(Mihailidis 225)

(113b)

Mma nÒtoyn na uvro´sate ta mªsa thn karkiŒn maq,/ ªuen na me¼nete tchai seiq
o´loi saq jhstitcho¼
mùa na tun na Torusate ta mesa tin karkian mas,/ eTen na minete tSe sis uli sas
ksistitSi
But if only you could see within your hearts, you too would all be stunned
(Lipertis 246)

How are na tun na and na tun pu na to be related? If the latter is the original,
then the obscurity of pu in the construction would lead it to be dropped. Indeed,
na tun na VERB is amenable to the syntactic analysis so awkward for na tun pu
na: na VERB can be the subject of the na tun copula, without trouble. 88 If na tun
na on the other hand is the (syntactically plausible) original, then na tun pu na
can only be explained by contamination with the pu na optative.
The following example shows a further variation on the optative clause: pu tun
na Ôthat it was to (be the case that)Õ. This also seems to introduce an optative
conditional; the conditionality, being irrealis, is incompatible with pu itself, and
seems to have arisen through a reanalysis of the temporal meaning of p u
(Ôwhen/if they sunk in the sea, the others would have been savedÕ):
(113c)

poy Õtoyn na Õxan boyllüsei to´toi Õq thn uŒlassan,/ na men e¼xan breuo´sin müte ta
plo¼Œ toyq,/ ÕglytÃnnasin oi Œnurvpoi kai ta paid¼a toyq!
pu tun na xan vulùisi tuti s tin Talasùan,/ na men ixan vreTusin mite ta plia tus,/
Älitonùasin i anTropi ke ta peDia tus!
if only these men had sunk into the sea, and neither they nor their ships had
turned up, those people and their children would have been saved! (Loukas
B11.36)

The directionality of change seems to have run in opposite directions in na tun
pu na and pu tun na. na tun pu na starts as an optative, and ends up a condi88 In

fact, whereas na tun pu na is decidedly odd to CSMG speakers, na tun na sounds more
normal.
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tional; pu tun na seems to have started as a conditional, and is optative only secondarily, through context (and possibly contamination with na tun pu na.)89
This development is remarkable, since pu is so infrequently involved in conditional expressions in Greek (by contrast with na tun pu na, where the conditionality inheres in na, not pu.) If pu tun na is an autonomous expression, and not
parasitic on na tun pu na, then pu tun na must be an expression of long standing
in Cypriot as a temporal, to have been reanalysed in this fashion. I have no evidence of this; but the Cypriot version of the future particle Ta, enùaÊ< Tenna, is
susceptible to reanalysis as en(i) na Ôhe is toÕ,90 and it is not impossible that this
triggered the backformation of COPULAÊ+ na as a future tense construction (with
an analogy to the EMG future exo na ÔI.have toÕ); etun na Ôit was toÕ, as the past
version of en na, would be a conditional to the future of enùa,91 and its combination with temporal pu would give the irrealis temporal posited in ¤7.7.2.92
Cretan
While Cretan has regular optative (a)pu na-clausesÑ
(114)

E poy na k&edüshq k&ai na karboyniŒshq!
e pu na ts&edisis ts&e na karvuniasis!
May you burn and turn into coal!
(HDMS 988:56; Eastern Crete)

there is a fixed expression in which apu na has developed idiosyncratically.
Whereas CSMG expresses the notion Ôserves you right!Õ as kala na paTis Ôwell
may you undergoÕ, Cretan uses the expression kala ki apu na paTis Ôwell and
that you may undergoÕ (Contossopoulos 1970:273). The parataxis of the adverb kala and the remainder of the sentence is odd, although apu na now clearly
introduces an independent optative. Compared to CSMG, this construction
draws attention to the optativity of the sentence (pu na), which has been conventionalised in the CSMG equivalent.93 One should also not rule out the analogical influence of other Cretan expressions using kala ke instead of kala pu
(e.g. kala ke to TimiTika Ôwell and I remembered itÊ= itÕs just as well that I remembered itÕ, where CSMG would use kala pu to TimiTika): kala ki apu na paTis
89Alternatively, pu tun na might be an elaboration of pu na (optative).
90In fact, this is what I assumed the dervation of enùa was until I sighted

instances of Tenùa in
Loukas (1979 [1865Ð1898]).
91Cf. English would, EMG iTele Ôit wantedÕÊ+ INF, CSMG TaÊ+ IMPF P. etun na as a conditional
tense formant is extant in both Cappadocian and Cypriot.
92Whether this much of a conclusion is warranted by what is effectively the Cypriot equivalent
of William McGonagall is something I do not currently have enough of a command of Cypriot to
judge.
93Since the referent of the sentence is in the past, and the verb paTeno refers to ÔundergoingÕ
some experience, rather than reflecting on it (ÔsufferingÕ) subsequently, it is easy for this optative
meaning to have been effaced in favour of past reference: the CSMG expression is understood as
Ôit is good that you have undergoneÕ, rather than Ômay you have undergoneÕ. Of course, the
Cretan expression (which I have not myself heard in Crete) may have been just as conventionalised.
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might be a portmanteau of kala pu epaTes ÔitÕs good that you have undergoneÕ,
kala ki epaTes Ôibid.Õ, and apu na paTis Ômay you undergoÕ.
The following Cretan examples feature a fixed interjection, of a conventionalised type described by Kafkalas (1992:60Ð62); they are optatives in all but
their form, na being absent.
(115a)

AnŒuemŒ meÑapo´ pa¼rnv tÕ anŒuemaÑa den epªraseq lÃbiq apo´ to loyfalvt¿É
anaTema meÑapu perno t anaTemaÑa Den eperases lobis apu to lufalotoÉ
Damn meÑand may I suffer damnationÑif I donÕt reckon you passed by the
tree hollow (HDIC; from G. Mathioudakis: Lo´loyda 27)

(115b)

AnŒuemŒ meÑapo´ pa¼rnv tÕ anŒuemaÑa de gene¼ fonik¿
anaTema meÑapu perno t anaTemaÑa De Äeni foniko
Damn meÑand may I suffer damnationÑif there wonÕt be a murder (Kafkalas
1992:62)

apu perno t anaTema Ôthat I take the anathemaÕ is a ritual abjuration after a
speaker says anaTema me Ôdamn meÕ. There is some uncertainty about the
proper analysis of such clauses, however; they may still be considered realis circumstances (Ôwhereupon (in saying Ôdamn meÕ) I take on/am willing to take
on damnationÕ).
Apiranthos
There is two instances in the corpus where a clear optative is introduced by pu
alone, rather than pu na. One is (95a); the other is the following:
(116)

V PanagiŒ moy, kai po mÕ ªpairneq! gi»at¼ de borÃ pi»a, den adªxv pi»a na ÕmÕ epŒ meq
sto sp¼ti
o panaÄia mu, ke po m epernes! Æati De boro pja, Den adexo pja na m epa mes sto
spiti
Oh Our Lady, would that you would take me away! for I cannot stand it any
more, being inside the house. (HDMS 571:410; Apiranthos, Naxos, Cyclades)

The idiosyncracies of the dialect of Apiranthos have occupied our attention
more than once. In this instance, the usual Apiranthos exclamation according to
the text collector would be o xriste mu c epare me ÔOh Christ and take me!Õ The
verb epernes is IMPFP, the tense associated with unrealised wishes (CSMG as m
eperenes Ôwould that you took meÕ, with the hortative as). The likeliest explanation for (116) is that it too is a portmanteau, of a pu na-optative (which normally
has future reference, and takes P ERFS) and asÊ+ IMPFP (which has past unrealised reference).
This would explain the tense, but not the absence of na; and the use of the allolexe po, which implies a following e (?pu eme epernes) (¤B.4.1), is of no more
help in this matter. We already know that Apiranthos drops na/Ta in future
temporal pu-clauses (¤7.6.4); this may represent some idiosyncratic local expansion of dropping na in pu na from PERFS to IMPFP contexts, particularly as
na is not as strongly associated with I MPFP as with PERFS.
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Pontic
There is an expression in FotiadisÕ Pontic plays, pun ke na Ôwould thatÕ which
seems like an expansion of the pu na-optative:
(117)

Poyn kai na epalalo´mÕ, poyn kai na estrabo´mÕ kai ÕkÕ ªlepa tÕ esŒ ta atim¼aq kai
th uygater¿q-i-mÕ ta rezilo´kia.
pun ke na epalalum, pun ke na estravum ke k elepa t esa ta atimias ke ti TiÄateros
im ta rezilukia.
Would that I were mad, would that I were blind, not to see your crimes and
my daughterÕs downfall. (FotD 325)

The expression does not occur anywhere else in my Pontic corpus, and though it
looks like pu na, it cannot be the same syntactically: pu na is simply a relativiser
plus a modal marker, whereas the most obvious etymology for pun ke na is pu
eni ke na Ôpu it.is and IRRÕ.94 A relativiser in such a construction makes little
sense (ÔX that it is, and may itÉÕ); there are echoes of both tautologous relativisation circumstances (¤7.4.2), and the VERB pu VERB topicalisation construction
(Nicholas 1998b), but neither seems a plausible explanation. pu could just as
easily be the locative interrogative Èpu (used in Greek as a marker of
incredulity): thus, Ôwhere is it? and IRRÊ= since when? and may itÉÕ, with the
interrogative evoking the unreality of the referent.
Conclusion
Optative-pu na is a widespread and distinctive class of pu-functions. Its origins
are straightforward and compositionalÑthere is nothing exceptional about an
optative relative clause. Yet in contrast to other irrealis relative clauses, such as
purposives, the optative has undergone precocious and wide-ranging development, which undermine the compositionality of the construction, and show it to
have developed into an autonomous sign. It is found in all Greek dialects outside the Pontus; it is imprecative throughout Greek; it is more syntactically
autonomous than any other function of pu; it only infrequently allows pu and na
to be split apart; and it has engendered idiosyncratic formations in Cyprus,
Crete, Apiranthos, and the Pontus. These facts show the optative to be a very
important stage in the grammaticalisation of pu.
7.7.5.ÊExclamatory clauses
The exclamatory cleft construction is an instance of clefting; but it has wider
scope than clefting proper. For instance, a predicative adjective cannot normally
be cleft (*kalos ine pu ine o Äianis ÔItÕs good that John isÕ), but quite normal for
the exclamatory ([ti] kalos pu ine o Äianis ÔHow good John isÕ). However, the
constituency restrictions on what can be exclamatorily cleft match the general

94This

construction is similar to the EMG and Pontic conditional an en ke Ôif it.is (the case) andÕ,
although this does not explain the construction.
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restrictions on Greek clefting. Thus, the exclamatory cleft does not separate an
adjective from its head; the following is a rare exception:
(118a)

ToytodŒ to boyn¼ ¼nta Ãmorfhn
apo{xei
korfün.
tutoDa to vuni
inda omorfin
apu xi
korfin.
this mountain
what beautiful
REL it.has
peak
This mountain, what a fine crest it has! (DawkD 137; Asfendiou, Kos,
Dodecanese)

Exclamatory clauses in CSMG are cleft by pu, and this is a distinctive feature of
Greek in the region: its Balkan neighbours lack cleft exclamatories, with the exception of Standard Albanian, Arvanitika, and Aroumin;95 the latter two have
obviously calqued the cleft from Greek, being in such intimate contact with the
language.
Furthermore, it is extremely rare for exclamatories to be introduced by any
interrogative other than ti ÔwhatÕ in GreekÑunlike Albanian, which uses sa Ôhow
muchÕ. The following instance is one of the few Greek exceptions:
(118b)

Ax p¿so kal¿tyxh po{mai danŒ!
ax poso kalotixi pu me Dana!
Oh, how (Ôhow muchÕ) fortunate ∅ I now am! (Dawk 194; Leros, Dodecanese)

So the Greek cleft exclamatory is distinct from Albanian, and represents a Greek
innovation. However, the introductory interrogative is optional in Greek, and
this differentiates the diatopy of the construction according to the two features
used to mark the exclamatory: the introductory interrogative, and the cleft. At
least one of these must be present in the exclamatory, otherwise the clause is
unmarked as to its illocution.
Uncleft
Amongst the outlier dialects, Cappadocian studiously avoids clefting its exclamatories; the five exclamatory instances in the Cappadocian corpus have an exclamatory introduced by ti or an equivalent, but no cleft.
(119a)

An de se ªpkamÕ núyfÕ Õtoyn, dªs&ka na se dÃkv htoyn Õq et¿ to pal³ikŒrÕ, ts&i kal¿ ∅
na enú-núe¼ Õtoyn.
an de se epkam nif tun, deSka na se doko itun s eto to palikar, tSi kalo ∅ na enùi
tun.
An de se e¼xame pantrªcei, tÃra ua sÕ ªdina sÕ ayt¿ to palikŒri, ti kalŒ poy ua
ütan.
an De se ixame padrepsi, tora Ta s eDina s afto to palikari, ti kala pu Ta itan.
If we hadnÕt married you off, I would now have given you in marriage to that
lad; how nice that would have been! (AravanFK 110; Aravani, Western
Cappadocia)

sa bukur q‘ ‘sht‘! Ôhow beautiful ∅ it is!Õ (Feuillet 1987:40); Arvanitika: tse t¨
mpo´koyra s| tolj¼ ts¨ jŒn¨ •e t‘ bukura stoli •‘ jan‘ Ôwhat pretty dresses ∅ they areÕ (MihailDede 1978Ð1981:I 65); Aroumin: tsi dar‡cu9 i»u n«i»- afl‡i» Ôwhat a devil ∅ I have foundÕ
(Koltsidas 1993 [1976Ð1978]:484).
95 Albanian:
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This indicates that the innovation of clefting exclamatories must date from after
Cappadocian becoming cut off from the rest of Greek.96 The innovation must
also date from after Pontic being cut off: Pontic also avoids clefting its exclamatories, not only in Chaldiot (120a), but even in Oinuntiac, which is normally
much closer to CSMG (120b):
(120a)

mªta tŒh, abo´to h koyko´la ntÕ ªmorfa ∅ ¼gece se!
meta tai, avuto i kukula nd emorfa ∅ iÄepse se!
Oh uncle, how nice that hood looks on you! (Nymf 183; Santa, Chaldia)
(CSMG: vre Tio, afti i kukula ti orea pu su pai!)

(120b)

na mh matŒ-esai, mvrü, atŒ ti pŒx&a kai kŒlla- ∅ e¼nai;
na mi matQese, mori, ata ti paSa ke kalQ ∅ ine?
May you not suffer the evil eye! What a fat and beautiful baby that is! (Siviridis
1938:204; Oinoe)
(CSMG: na mi matiastis, mori, ti paxia ke orea pu ine afto!)

The only cleft exclamatory in Pontic is the collocation ndo eÄenesne Ôthat you
have becomeÕ (¤B.2), which is quite close to a straightforward relative clause.
This fixed expression is not in itself adequate proof that Pontic ever had productive cleft exclamatories.
Tsakonian appears to use cleft exclamatories: there is one cleft exclamatory
apiece attested for Propontis and Peloponnesian Tsakonian, but no uncleft exclamatory.
(121a)

To xart¼ grŒbÕta Õtan: pollŒ skatŒ ph ua trÃxÕ, mylvnŒ, t|sÕ a k¿t\a t|sÕ a p¼t\a
e¼nÕ to kabg¼.
to xarti Äravta tan: ∅ pola skata pi Ta trox, milona, tþ a kotHa tþ a pitHa in to kavÄi.
The paper wrote: Much shit that you will eat (=Êthe shit that you will eat!),
miller, and the chicken and the pie go to the boy. (CostF 106; Havoutsi,
Propontis Tsakonian)

(121b)

Ma, gia je¼ka, Tzel′¼na, kamŒz′i p\oi n′Õ ªnÕ ªxa a n′yiuh
ma, Äia ksika, dze´ina, ∅ kamaZi pHi ø en exa a øiTi
But, look, Angelina, what pride ∅ the bride has on her! (Latsis 1895, cited in
Triandafyllidis 1981 [1938]:305; Lenidi, Southern Tsakonia)

Given how intimately Tsakonian syntax follows CSMG, the presence of the cleft
exclamatory in Tsakonian does not reflect on the antiquity of the construction.
Italiot has clefting exclamatories. However, there is a divergence between
those cases introduced by an interrogative and not. Where an interrogative is
absent, the cleft is present, as would be expected.

96There

is a counterexample in (119b), but Sinasos was subject to extensive Constantinopolitan
influence in modern times, and the song in question (a plaint on the fall of Hagia Sophia, with
many formulaic verses familiar from mainstream Greek variants of the song) could have carried
the expression with it in its travels.
(119b) mŒna klaym¿q poy gªnhken eke¼nhn thn hmªra.
mana ∅ klavmos pu Äeniken ekinin tin imera.
Oh mother, what a lamentation ∅ there was that day. (Lagarde 30; Sinasos)
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‡s&imi xǾra pu °́ne kutrofy±́na,/ —lo pat¿´la ©e po66i fsixr—!
∅ aSimi xora pu ene kutrofjana,/ olo patula tSe poêùi fsixro!
Brutto paese che • Cutrofiano,/ Tutto paludi e molto freddo!
What a horrible region ∅ Cutrofiano is, full of swamps and so cold!
(RohlfsGRU 162; Calimera, Apulia)

(122b)

eh—rtase? to pa66ali pu isso! i ∆ihatera-su me e∆e s tin ag
ÐrappÔi∆’a!
ehortase? ∅ to paêùali pu isùo! i Dihatera su me eDe s tin aÄrapùHiDia!
Ti sei saziata?ÑIl babbione che sei! Tua figlia mi leg˜ al pero selvatico!
Are you full?ÑWhat a fool ∅ you are! Your daughter tied me to the wild pear
tree! (Falcone 162; Gallician˜, Calabria)
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Where the interrogative is present in Calabria, the exclamatory is also cleft:
(122c)

Ti m‡n&o iplo pu Žkama eg—!
ti maøo iplo pu ekama ego!
Che bel sonno che ho fatto!
What a fine sleep ∅ I had! (TNC 211.14; Roccaforte, Calabria)

But when an introductory interrogative is present in Apulia (and occasionally
also in Calabria), the exclamatory is not cleft:
(122d)

TÕ•n gli©•a tusi nifta, tÕ•n ˜ria!
t en glitSea tusi nifta, t ∅ en oria!
ComÕ• dolce questa notte, comÕ• bella!
How sweet the night is, how beautiful it is! (Palumbo 26; Calimera, Apulia)

(122e)

O l’pimmu, ti Žne brœtto to yen‡ri!
o lipi mùu, ti ∅ ene brutùo to jenari!
O povero me, come • brutto gennaio!
Alas, how cruel January is! (TNC 273.9; Condofuri, Calabria)

The discrepancy between the two dialects is made explicit in a bidialectal text
Rohlfs offers:
(122f)

O kump±́re lIÜ´ko, vr°́te ti m‡–a ±́loga ti °́•i Ǿde.
o kumpare liko, vrete ti maøa aloga ti (REL) eCi oDe. (Condofuri, Calabria)
O kump±́re lIÜ´ke, tor’ ti —rya amp±́rya ∅ Ž•i ettœ?
o kumpare like, tori ti orja amparja ∅ eCi etùu? (Calimera, Apulia)
O compare lupo, vedete che beÕ cavalli ∅ vi sono qui!
Wolf, my compadre, look what fine horses ∅ there are here! (RohlfsGRU 159)

The uncleft pattern is clearly a contact phenomenon, given comparable constructions in Italian. Whereas mainstream Greek clefts the exclamatory by
putting the focus word between the interrogative and the copula, Italian unclefts
it by placing the focus word after the copula. Thus, there is a word for word
equivalence in (122d) of t en glitSea and comÕ• dolce Ôhow/what it.is sweetÕ.
The remaining complication is that, while Apulian calques Italian, it still uses
ti ÔwhatÕ as an introductory interrogative, while Italian uses come ÔhowÕ. It seems
that the use of ti as an introductory interrogative has survived in Apulian, and
has been conscripted into the latterday Italian calque.
To summarise: of the outlier dialects, clefts are not used in Cappadocian and
Pontic; they are also not used in Apulian Italiot, but this is transparently a con-
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tact phenomenon. I am not aware of any comparable feature of Turkish which
could have led to the same result in Pontic and Cappadocian; but such a development cannot be ruled out, in light of the general absence in Turkish of relativisers or clefts.
Outside the outliers, instances of uncleft exclamations turn up, but are very
infrequent. The examples are of two kinds: one is, relatively infrequently,97
Eastern Greek, and must be regarded as an autonomous development.
(123a)

MŒna! ti gl³ykŒ ∅ ikoimo´moystan!
mana! ti Älika ∅ ikimumustan!
MŒna! Ti glykŒ poy koim¿mastan!
mana! ti Älika pu kimomastan!
Mother! How sweetly ∅ we were sleeping! (MousP 14; Livisi)

(123b)

NÒto bolet¿n na paa¼namen tsai mªsa, ¼nta kalŒ uÒton!
na to voleton na paenamen tse mesa, inda kala ∅ Ta ton!
If it were also possible for us to go on board, how fine ∅ that would be!
(DawkD 66; Astypalaea, Dodecanese)

(123c)

V xarÃ ta ta mag&erg&Œ soy e¼da liparŒ Õnai
o xaro ta ta maz&erz&a su ida lipara ∅ ne
Oh, bless your cookingÑhow tasty it is! (HDMS 988:67; Eastern Crete)

The other group is Western Greek. There is an instance in Macedonian Greek
(124a), where one might suspect Macedonian Slavonic influence (Macedonian
Slavonic does not have cleft exclamatories).98
(124a)

Ti dleiŒ gyrªb, ti pxalht¿ ia na mayr¼s&ei h r¿ga!
ti Dlia ∅ Äirev, ti pxalito ia na mavris&J i roÄa!
What work ∅ the grape requires, what running around, for it to ripen!
(Adamopoulos 1983:22; Melissohori, Salonica)

But it also occurs in Skiathos (off the coast of Thessaly), which speaks a
northern dialect, but which is rather removed from the Slavonic-speaking zone:
(124c)

ÇAx!È lªei Çti glykŒ k′mÃmtami ki mi j´pnhsiq!È
Òax!Ó lei Òti Älika ∅ cmomtami ki mi ksipnisis!Ó
ÒOh!Ó he said, Òhow sweetly ∅ I was sleeping, and you woke me up!Ó (Rigas
1962:5)

Skiathos is an Aegean island, and in contact with other islandsÑthe Eastern
Greek interrogative ida reached as far as Skyros, 75Êkm east of Skiathos. So it is
not impossible that this infrequent Eastern Greek formula travelled as far north
as Skiathos, particularly since it is here used in a formulaic expression of a fairy
tale (cf. 123a).

97 But in ZarraftisÕ texts from Astypalea, there are 3 instances of uncleft exclamatories
98However, the normal Western Greek exclamatory is also present in Melissohori:

to 8 cleft.
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Introductory interrogative
In many dialects, the introductory interrogative may be absent from the exclamatory; this holds not only when the cleft element is an adverb or adjective
(the most usual case), but also when the cleft element is a noun:
(125)

Ma di»e tsh Eydoj¼aq ta paidi»Œ, tÕ adrªfi»a, th gauari¿thq pÏxoyne!
ma Dje tsi evDoksias ta peDja, t aDrefja, ti gaTriotis po xune!
But look at EudoxiaÕs children, the brothersÑthe cleanliness ∅ they have!
(HDMS 756:272; Marmara)

Amongst the outliers, Pontic and Cappadocian retain ti; this is unsurprising,
since they lack clefting as a distinguishing feature of their exclamatories. As already seen, Italiot has exclamatories both with and without ti; the differentiation in Apulian of ti-uncleft and zero-cleft appears to be a latter-day normalisation.
The Maniot of Corsica, although a relative newcomer to the Romancespeaking region compared to Italiot, nevertheless patterns with that dialect: it
has cleft exclamatories both without (126a) and with an introductory element.
(126a)

ma´ro poy e¼nai!
∅ mavro pu ine!
How unfortunate ∅ it is! (HDMS 835:12)

Unlike Italiot, the introductory element is not ti but tseDa Ôthis wayÕ, presumably
as a calque from Corse (cf. Italian come ÔhowÕ, si ÔsoÕ, French comme, si) (126b).
So in this dialect the introductory interrogative has not resisted the pressure to
calque, and this is the only regional exception to the Greek use of ti:
(126b)

TsedŒ ¿morfo ¿poy ªnai!
tseDa omorfo Èopu ene!
Comme cÕest beau!
How beautiful ∅ it is! (Blanken 1951:280)

Tsakonian does not use tsi ÔwhatÕ in its exclamatories. Thus Propontis Tsakonian
avoids tsi (127Ña pseudo-cleft exclamatory), and the only instances of true cleft
exclamatories in Tsakonian feature bare noun phrases (121a, 121b):
(127)

Ueª mÕ, s\yxÃresª mÕ, ∅ kak¿ Õtan thtŒ ph ftiŒka egÃ ts|ai parakalªka ts|ai
ftiŒt|sÕ ton petrŒ Œrxonta!
Tee m, Sixorese m, ∅ kako tan tita pi ftiaka eÄo tþe parakaleka tþe ftiatþ ton petra
arxonda!
Ueª moy, syxÃresª me, ti kak¿ ütan ayt¿ poy ªkana egÃ kai parakŒlesa kai ªkaneq
ton petrŒ Œrxonta!
Tee mu, sixorese me, ti kako itan afto pu ekana eÄo ke parakalesa ke ekanes ton
petra arxoda!
God, forgive me, (what) a bad thing was that which I have done, to have
asked you to make the stonecutter a nobleman! (CostF 102; Havoutsi, Propontis
Tsakonian)

(121a)

To xart¼ grŒbÕta Õtan: pollŒ skatŒ ph ua trÃxÕ, mylvnŒ, t|sÕ a k¿t\a t|sÕ a p¼t\a
e¼nÕ to kabg¼.
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to xarti Äravta tan: ∅ pola skata pi Ta trox, milona, tþ a kotHa tþ a pitHa in to kavÄi.
The paper wrote: Much shit that you will eat (=Êthe shit that you will eat!),
miller, and the chicken and the pie go to the boy. (CostF 106; Havoutsi,
Propontis Tsakonian)

(121b)

Ma, gia je¼ka, Tzel′¼na, kamŒz′i p\oi n′Õ ªnÕ ªxa a n′yiuh
ma, Äia ksika, dze´ina, ∅ kamaZi pHi ø en exa a øiTi
But, look, Angelina, what pride ∅ the bride has on her! (Latsis 1895, cited in
Triandafyllidis 1981 [1938]:305; Lenidi, Southern Tsakonia)

So amongst the outliers, the following situation obtains:
Pontic
Cappadocian
Tsakonian
Italiot

ti
+
+
−
+

Cleft
−
−
+
+

In clefting exclamatories, Italiot to the west optionally uses ti; Tsakonian, adjacent to both Eastern and Western Greek, does not use it. This allows a hypothesis to be formulated: Western Greek in general optionally uses ti; Eastern
Greek avoids itÑexcept for the far east, Anatolian Greek, where the absence of
the cleft forces ti to be used.
This supposition is borne out by the data. In HDIC data, ti is attested for
Thrace (1:0) and Eastern Rumelia (1:0), the Heptanesa (2:1), Roumeli (1:0), and
the Cyclades and Macedonia (in both of which exclamatories without ti are also
attested: 1:2 and 2:5, respectively.) 99 Of these regions, Thrace and Eastern
Rumelia are under the cultural influence of Constantinople, and as seen in
Psichari, ti is quite healthy in Constantinopolitan itself.
Other than that, what these exclamatories have in common is that they are all
from Western GreekÑwhence it has ended up in CSMG. Consistent with this
division, there are no instances of idaÉ p u exclamatories, where ida is the
Eastern form for ti; all exclamatories are introduced by ti. This occurs even for
the Cycladean exclamatory:
(128)

ti d´namÕ po ÕxÕ alüueia, to anemostr¿flo!
ti Dinam po x aliTia, to anemostroflo!
What strength ∅ a tornado truly has! (HDMS 361:193; Komi, Tinos)

It is no surprise that in fact, Tinos has Northern Greek vocalism, although its
native form for ÔwhatÕ is idaÑand furthermore, that the Cyclades underwent
CSMG influence quite early. So Tinos can hardly count as prototypical Eastern
Greek. So Western Greek and CSMG optionally use ti.

(123b)

Ti kalŒ poy toyn ¼ligan toyn l¿goy toyn pali¿ zMpŒltzia oi mpŒmpiq oi manªq
ti kala pu tun iliÄan tun loÄu tun palio zm baldzia i babis i manes
How well ∅ the old grandmothers used to say the proverb in Melissohori in
times past (Adamopoulos 1983:81; Melissohori, Salonica)
99So too, Lemnos (tiÉpu: Kontonatsiou 192; bare pu: Kontonatsiou 205.)
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By contrast, introductory interrogatives are largely absent in Eastern Greek.
The four Cypriot instances in my corpus drop inda:
(129a)

V tziai kalÃq ürten o GiŒnnhq!/ Tziair¿n ap¿ Õsiei na se do´men!
o dZe kalos irten o Äianùis!/ ∅ dZeron apo Si na se Dumen!
Oh, welcome, John! How long has it been since last we saw you! (Mihailidis
228)

(129b)

Merkªzin ªnÕ poy Õste¼lasin eyu´q eiq to KylŒnin,/ oi mŒrtyreq gi»a na Õrtoysin ki»Õ o
tabatÿzüq na pŒ‘?/ ∅ pollŒ poy e¼pen o Kallüq, dia na ton kremmŒs‘,/ ki»Õ o
pantokrŒtvr o ue¿q uªlei na ton pospŒs‘.
merkezin en pu stilasin efTis is to kilanin,/ i martires Æa na rtusin c o tavadZis na
pai;/ ∅ polùa pu ipen o kalùis, Dia na ton kremùasi,/ c o pandokrator o Teos Teli na
ton pospasi.
It was a summons that they sent straightaway to Kylanin, for the witnesses to
come and the plaintiff to go; how much Kallis said, to get him hanged; yet God
Omnipotent wants to save him. (Loukas B34.76)

This also holds for Chios and the Dodecanese, the other major constituents of
South-Eastern Greek:100
(130a)

Mpro´tsa püame, xor¿n poy t¿ne t¿ne, t¿ne s´rame.
brutsa piame, ∅ xoron pu tone tone, tone sirame.
We went to Brutsa; what a dance ∅ we danced! (Yannakis 41; Pyrgi, Chios,
Central Aegean)

(130b)

XŒre, kak¿n poy to Õkameq sthn akribüm moy k¿rh
xare, ∅ kakon pu to kames stin akrivim mu kori
Death, what an evil ∅ you have done to my dear daughter! (HDMS 1280:33;
Castellorizo, Dodecanese)

(130c)

MŒkroq poy Õxei ayt¿q!
∅ makros pu xi aftos!
What tallness ∅ he has! (=ÊHow tall he is!) (HDMS 1246:101; Soroni, Rhodes,
Dodecanese)

(130d)

kªfim poy to Õxeiq
∅ kefim pu to xis
What a good mood ∅ you are in! (HDIC; from ÔZogr.Õ 236; Symi, Dodecanese)

(130e)

«Omorfo poy Õn to fa‚ saq, sa foyrnist¿ miŒzei
∅ omorfo pu n to fai sas, sa furnisto miazi
How nice ∅ your food is; just like itÕs out of the oven! (HDMS 1076:14;
Nisyros, Dodecanese)

The counterexamples in the corpus from the Dodecanese are from Karpathos
and Kasos, islands which retained ti rather than accepting inda like the rest of
the Dodecanese (Nicholas in prep.) It is hardly surprising that they are also
archaic relative to the rest of Eastern Greek in retaining ti-exclamatories:
(131a)

100I

E¼eq ti Œenoq apo´ Õnaim me tht-tsao´nat toy;
ies ti aenos apu nem me tit tsaunat tu?
See how beardless ∅ he is with his chin? (Minas 1970:116; Karpathos)

have no instances of exclamatories from Icaria.
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«Akoy h axr¿nisth ti kako´rga po´ Õto!
aku i axronisti ti kakurÄa pu to!
Listen how evil ∅ the ill-fated woman was! (Sofos 12; Kasos)

That said, ZarraftisÕ texts from Astypalaea, a Dodecanesian island solidly using
inda, have both exclamatories with and without an introductory interrogative, in
comparable proportions (3:5 for DawkD):
(132a)

AmmÕ ¼nta parŒmorfo uŒma po{ne, PentŒmorfü moy, tsai na t~blepeq tsai sy!
amù inda paramorfo Tama pu ne, pendamorfi mu, tse na to vlepes tse si!
But what a very fine marvel ∅ she is, my Five Times Fair and I wish you
could see her too. (DawkD 66; Astypalaea)

(132b)

«Axxoy, Œxxoy, o Õftakak¿moiroq, doyltsŒn apo{paua!
axùu, axùu, o ftakakomiros, ∅ Dultsan apu paTa!
Alas, alas, seven times unhappy that I am! What trouble ∅ has befallen me!
(DawkD 87; Astypalaea)

So the Dodecanese are heterogeneous: there is persistence of an introductory
interrogative. Such heterogeny does not appear to my knowledge in Cretan,
which uniformly lacks an introductory interrogative; (133) is the only exception
I know of, and has been collected rather late:
(133)

«Inta ¿morfa poy krŒzeiq, peteinª moy
ida omorfa pu krazis, petine mu
How beautifully ∅ you crow, dear rooster (Dound 157; Arhanes)

So there is a division between Western and Eastern Greek. Now, in many features, Western Greek is innovative, and Eastern Greek archaic. One would thus
be tempted to call the development of the introductory interrogative an innovation. It seems, however, that the reverse is the case, and Eastern Greek has innovated in dropping the interrogative.
There are several pieces of evidence for this. First, the interrogative survives
in Anatolian Greek, Pontic and Cappadocian, where it presumably does not
consitute an independent innovation. Second, Karpathos and Kasos retain ti-exclamatories along with ti, as an archaism. Third, inda is used in Astypalaea to
introduce exclamatories; Astypalaea, like Karpathos and Kasos, was not under
Hospitaller rule like the rest of the Dodecanese during the Middle Ages
(Nicholas in prep.); so its inda-exclamatories could easily be a (grammatically
necessary) relexicalisation of the old ti-interrogative, which stayed in place in
the isolated island. Fourth, ti must be at least old enough to have made it to
Italiot, as there is no exclamatory construction in Italian which could explain its
use there.
The problem with such an account is that exclamatories without ti are extant
in Western as well as Eastern Greek:
(134a)

V gie, kŒzo p¿paua o ªrhmoooq, v gieee!
o Äie, ∅ kazo po paTa o erimos, o Äie!
O alas, what a thing that has happened to me, poor man, o alas! (Skiadaresis
381; Cephallonia, Heptanesa)
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V, lªei, paliŒurvpoq poy e¼nai!
o, lei, ∅ paliaTropos pu ine!
Oh, she says, what a scoundrel ∅ he is! (MinB 530; Gerakario, Zante,
Heptanesa)

(134c)

MŒnna mÕ ko´asÕ apÕ ªxei
mana m ∅ kuas ap exi
Mother, how tired he is (Ôtiredness that he hasÕ) (HDMS 839:208; Samothrace,
Thrace)

(134d)

ÿ mªra lªei x¿sÕka, re ÿzboyri»Œ poy ªx&Õ.
Mo´kina ¿l
mukina o´ mera lei xoska, re ∅ z&vurja pu eC.
Moukina tells jokes all day; what a chatterbox she is! (Ôchatter that she hasÕ)
(HDMS 1168:259; Agia Paraskevi, Serres, Macedonia)
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If non-tiÐexclamatories are spread throughout mainstream Greek, but ti-exclamatories are restricted to Western Greek, this would prima facie suggest that
ti was the innovation, which did not spread as far as its non-ti counterpart.
Since the other evidence suggests the contrary, it seems the dropping of ti
spread throughout Greek and originated in Eastern Greek, so that it has almost
fully displaced ti-exclamatories in its region of origin (but for places like AstypalaeaÑand given the gaps in my corpus, possibly elsewhere.)101

101Cretan

has cleft exclamatories in which pu does not feature at all:
mŒna moy, onostomiŒ thn ªxei
mana mu, onostimia ∅ tin exi
Lord, how tasty it is! (Kafkalas 1992:31)
(135b) Gia de Õkeie xŒli to Õxoyne tÕ apato´ ntvq kavmªnoÉ
Äia De kie xali ∅ to xune t apatu dos kaomenoÉ
Look there what a mess ∅ they have made for themselvesÉ (Dound 174;
Arhanes)
Kafkalas (1992:31) interprets this as an Òomission of puÓ; that is, in (135a) pu is omitted from the
phrase onostimia pu tin exi Ôtastyness that it has itÕ, making tin here an accusative clitic. But cleft
exclamatories do not usually feature topicalising clitics like this (there are counterexamples, but
a detailed investigation would range beyond the scope of this research); and an empty clefting
element would be far-fetched, when there is a much simpler explanation: tin here is a relativiser
(FEM.ACC .SG), equivalent in function to pu, and consistent with the survival of toREL in Cretan
folksong.
Indeed, some of KafkalasÕ other examples look even more like straightforward relativisations: na
iDis lefta ta xi Ôyou should see the money ∅ he has!Õ, Diale to kako to xi ÔDevil! The evil ∅ he has!Õ,
kako ke kako do paTa Ôevil and evil that has befallen meÊ= oh what an evil has befallen me!Õ
The same construction turns up in the adjacent Dodecanese, where to remains productive as a
relativiser
(136a) Kak¿n t~paua Õq ton akrib¿m moy!
kakon to paTa s ton akrivom mu!
What I suffer for my darling son! (ÔThe evil that I have suffered!Õ) (DawkD 76;
Astypalaea)
(136b) Dªte danŒ doyli»ªq teq kŒmnei to mastorŒki moy.
Dete Dana Du´es tes kamni to mastoraki mu.
See now, the work ∅ my little apprentice does!
Look now what my prentice has done. (DawkD 190; Leros)
(136c) Gia Õe kynüi to Õkama eto´tht thn hmªra.
Äia e kinii to kama etutit tin imera.
See what a hunt ∅ I had today! (Mih-Nou 102; Elymbos, Karpathos)
(135a)
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TzartzanosÕ (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXXIV iv b) hypothesis, finally, that exclamatory clefts are derived from reanalysis of interrogative clefts (ti in to kako
pu paTame Ôwhat is the evil that we have sufferedÕÊ> ti kako pu paTame Ôwhat an
evil we have suffered!Õ), is unlikely to be true for several reasons. The Pontic and
Cappadocian data strongly imply that the introductory interrogative is prior to
the clefting; so an interrogative cleft is not a necessary element in the derivation. There is no discernable trace amongst the Greek dialects of the postulated
copula or determiner, held to have been elided from the etymon. Furthermore,
ti makes sense on its own in the construction, as an adjectival interrogative (ti
kako Ôwhat sort of evilÕ); to make it a nominal in the derivation is roundabout
and unnecessary. It seems safer to make this an analogical extension of clefting
to the preexisting uncleft exclamatory, as preserved in Anatolian Greek.
Bare exclamatories
The foregoing discussion has concentrated on cleft exclamatories. The bare
realis exclamatories of ¤3.7.6 are largely absent in the dialect corpus. (137a) is of
interest because it is intermediate between bare pu-realis and bare pu-irrealis:
(137a)

Lªv mi»Œnane, l¼h boüueia üuela ap¿ to f¿bo moy. Poy de xvro´sane! Poy de tzÕ
ªpairne!
leo mjanane, lii voiTia iTela apo to fovo mu. pu De xorusane! pu De dz eperne!
(Narrator is trying to load her children onto a cart to flee Asia Minor.) I told one
of them I needed some help, so great was my fear. That they wouldnÕt fit! That
he wouldnÕt take them! (HDMS 756:221; Marmara)

Compare this to a bare-pu realis exclamatory and a bare-pu irrealis exclamatory:
(137b)

MÕ ªxei kŒnei rez¼li sth geitoniŒ. Ton pezebªgkh! Poy moy uªlei kai paid¼! To mŒti ua
toy bgŒlv! A´rio ki¿laq ua pŒv na kŒnv ªktrvshÉ
m exi kani rezili sti Äitonia. ton pezevegi! pu mu Teli ke peDi! to mati Ta tu vÄalo!
avrio kiolas Ta pao na kano ektrosiÉ
HeÕs made me the laughing stock of the whole neighbourhood, thatÕs what heÕs
done. The bastard! And then he gives me another brat of his! (ÔThat he wants a
child, too!Õ) IÕll scratch his bloody eyes out! Tomorrow first thing IÕll go and get
an abortion, thatÕs what IÕll do!É (Tah 94)

(137c)

Ti allŒjame, loip¿n; «Ante, re, poy allŒjameÉ
ti alaksame, lipon? ade, re, pu alaksame (PERFP)É
[ÔGo on, hey, that we have changedÉÕ]
So how have we changed, then? Yeah, sure weÕve changedÉ (TsifM 302)

Like bare-pu realis exclamatories, these pu-clauses are full sentences, and not
dependent on a full matrix. Like the irrealis-pu exclamatories, on the other
hand, these clauses do not express mere disbelief, but actual untruths: the children did fit into the cart in the end (137a).
What all these exclamatories have in common is that they are in some way
quotative: speakers exclaim anotherÕs opinion and disassociate themselves from
it. In the realis case, they express contempt for a cited fact which is nonetheless
true (the speakerÕs husband wants a child in (137b).) In the irrealis case, they
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express ridicule for an erroneous belief they attribute to someone else. In
(137a), the narrator is quoting the excuses she was being given for refusing her
children to get on. This works exactly the same way as the other two instances,
the only difference being the syntactic scope of puÑthe condensation of pu, in
LehmannÕs terms (¤2.2.1).
Such exclamatories are like bare pu-irrealis in that they exclaim against an untruth expressed in a pu-adjunct; but unlike them, the matrix is zero. This means
that, while the semantics of (137a) resembles irrealis (137c), its rhetorical force
resembles realis (137b): the speakerÕs contempt is not explicitly verbalised in an
exclamation, and is thus conveyed more indirectly. The effect is akin to using a
whining quotative tone to denigrate the person quoted. (ÔÒThey wouldnÕt fitÓ,
she said!Õ ÔÒHe wants a childÓ, he says!Õ)
The bare realis exclamatory is a minor function of pu, whose realishood is
contingent on context; in its development it has proven to be quite similar to irrealis bare pu and pu Ta, with which it lies in paradigmatic relation.

7.8.ÊIrrealis pu
7.8.1.ÊIrrealis pu Ta
The category of irrealis pu-adjuncts is important as the only clear instance in
CSMG where pu on its own has an irrealis function. Irrealis pu-adjuncts of this
kind are largely absent in outlier dialectsÑalthough the relatively small corpora
and their genre may contribute to this: this is a combative conversational move,
not always appropriate in story-telling.
There are two exceptions. There is a definite instance of irrealis-pu Ta in
(138a), from FotiadisÕ Pontic play Darkness.102
(138a)

ArÕ egÃ klŒnv, me sygxÃrhshn, ag¼kon eleyuer¼an, poy ua pŒgv g¼noymai ekrŒn metÕ
e¼nan xvrªten, e¼nan prost¿i kamªnts&ikon, e¼nan ts&ernorap¿ts&ikon.
ar eÄo klano, me siNxorisin, aÄikon elefTerian, pu Ta paÄo Äinume ekran met inan
xoreten, inan prostoi kamentSikon, inan tSernorapotSikon.
Well I fart (pardon the expression) on such liberty, if I will go and be compared with a peasant, a simple worker, an unskilled labourer. (FotD 272)

And the construction surfaces in Tsakonian, although with it following a calque
of CSMG am Èpos Ôwell how?Ê= yesÕ (cf. American English and how!), and with
Tsakonian in general closely following CSMG syntax, this is probably a recent
calque (though the particular construction *am Èpos pu would not be used in
CSMG.)

102The

speaker in his passage repudiates Greece in favour of Russia, and is barely familiar with
the Neo-Classical modern name of Greece (HellasÑcalling it instead by its Russian name
gretsia). So it is unlikely that this usage is borrowed from Standard Greek; it should rather be
taken on face value as an extant Pontic colloquialism, predating the displacement of Pontians to
Greece (although Fotiadis did spend some time as a journalist in Athens, and would have known
Standard Greek.) The play was written in 1907, and the Pontians were displaced in 1922.
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Ap\o´ da, p\h ua nti doy parŒde
apHu Da, pHi Ta ndi Du paraDe
Sure, ∅ IÕll give you money! (sarcastic) (Costakis 1986:III 83)

Outside Pontic and Tsakonian, the construction is attested throughout mainstream Greek, with the distinction between controlled and uncontrolled pu Taadjuncts as established in ¤3.8.1.
(139a)

Rªje ra as&s&hmoukiŒrtisth pon Õ na phq thg k¿rhm moy trimyuu¿mmath.
rekse ra aSùimoTkiartisti po nùa pis tiN gorim mu trimiTùomùati.
Get lost, ugly-face; that you would call my daughter small-eyed! (HDMS 995:9;
Nicosia, Cyprus; Uncontrolled)103

(139b)

De iŒ, poy ua dÃsvmen Õq t½lŒfi to margaritŒri
De ia, pu Ta Dosomen s t alafi to marÄaritari
Look, as if we will give the pearl to the deer! (Dieterich 461; Kardamena, Kos,
Dodecanese; Controlled)

(139c)

Mpa! De bareiªsai poy ua to pŒreiq. DiÃje th
ba! De variese pu Ta to paris. Diokse ti
Bah! Why would you bother taking it (ÔArenÕt you bored, that you will take itÕ).
Drive her away. (MinB 435; Pisidonda, Zante, Heptanesa; Uncontrolled)104

(139d)

PŒei loip¿n o (g)ªroq stox xroysaf¿ se mian ebdomŒ(da), lªei: ÑÇ(D)Ãtse moy top
petein¿È, lªei: ÑÇF´(g)Õ ap¿ gia, pali¿(g)ere, poy ua soy (d)Ãkv petein¿È.
pai lipon o eros stox xrusafo se mian evDoma, lei: Òotse mu top petino,Ó lei: Òfi apo
Äia, palioere, pu Ta su oko petino.Ó
So the old man goes to the goldsmith in a week, and he says: ÒGive me the
rooster.Ó He says, ÒGet out of here, you old coot; as if I will give you a rooster!Ó
(Sofos 47; Kasos, Dodecanese; Controlled)

(139e)

Me blªpÕ me ta sk¿rda, a, me lªei, ta misŒ ua me dÃk
^ Õq. Lªv, mprŒbo poy ua se dÃkv
ta misŒ.
me vlep me ta skorDa, a, me lei, ta misa Ta me Docs. leo, mbravo pu Ta se Doko ta
misa.
He sees me with the garlic, ÔAh!Õ, says he, ÔyouÕll give me half.Õ I say (to myself),
Ôas if (Ôbravo thatÕ) IÕm going to give you half!Õ (HDMS 756:14; Marmara;
Controlled)

A volitive origin can be postulated for the construction to explain its irrealishood. Other than the spectacular level of its invective, the following example is
of interest in that it supports such a volitive origin. The example uses the verb
Telo ÔwantÕ rather than Ta; yet it behaves as an (uncontrolable) pu Ta-adjunct,
rather than an irrealis bare pu-adjunct, in two crucial ways: (a)Êthe speaker admits the truth of the p u-clause, and expresses contempt for it, rather than
denying it as in an irrealis bare pu-adjunct; (b)Êwhereas irrealis pu-adjuncts involve the quotative denial of facts (¤3.8.2), this clause involves the ridicule of an
event, just as with a pu Ta-irrealis.
103po nùaÊ< pu enùaÊ < pu Tenùa is the Cypriot equivalent of pu Ta.
104Though this example is uncontrolled, it comes across as a discouragement

to carry out an action, rather than a belittling of an action. De variese is an idiomatic expression; but similar data
suggests that, while controlled pu Ta and bare pu are anti-factive, both factive and anti-factive
readings are available for uncontrolled pu Ta; this is a topic I have not yet explored thoroughly.
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MvrÕ uªatro, mvrÕ tomŒri toy keratŒ, mvrÕ adrefogŒmh, Œei sto di»Œtano, Œei sth
l¼gnh, poy uªleiq na moy fªrhq projeneâi¿ gi»a ton adrªfoyli»Œ soy.
mor Teatro, mor tomari tu kerata, mor aDrefoÄami, ai sto Djatano, ai sti liÄni, pu
Telis na mu feris prokseøo Æa ton aDrefu´a su.
You laughing-stock, you cuckold hide, you brother-fucker, go to hell, go to
perdition, who would matchmake your big lug of a brother! (HDMS 1017:165;
Paidemeno/Flesias, Messenia, Peloponnese)

The pu Telis-clause in (140a) is not much removed from a straightforward relative clause, and is glossed accordingly. This shows all the more clearly that the
pu Telis-clause here is an embryonic version of the pu Ta-irrealis clauses considered above, and admits of the same pragmatics and structure (follows an invective, is tenuously connected to its antecedent, matches the uncontrolled-pu Ta
semantics.)
A similar volitive may be discerned in the following: while Tena (>ÊTa) was
certainly still extant as a future marker in xixÊAD Cyclades, Te na is closer to the
volitive origins of the future than Ta, and the clause can be read as a volitive
relative clause just as easily as another uncontrolled pu Ta-clause.
(140b)

Gkrhmn¼sÕ ap¿ ÕdÃ retekliŒrh pal‘¿ere poy uenŒ deipnüs‘q to basili»Œ!
grimnis apo Do retekliari palioere pu Tena Dipnisis to vasi´a!
Get lost, you dirty old man dressed in rags, who would invite the king to
dinner! (Analects 60; Naxos, Cyclades)

The volitive account is the only clear way to understand why the irrealis puclause in this construction appears in the future tense (pu TaÊ + P ERFS: who
willÉ), rather than the conditional (pu TaÊ+ IMPFP: who wouldÉ)105 Initially,
there would have been uncontrolled volitive relative clauses like (140a) and
(140b). These volitives, conventionalised after invectives, would have expressed
the speakerÕs contempt for the non-speaker action, highlighting their intentionality (Ôwho wants toÉÕ) in doing so. The volitives were generalised to firstperson actions, or actions in any case under the speakerÕs control. The controlled pu Ta/pu Telo na implicature discussed in ¤3.8.1 then took over: a
speaker would not want to do an action she is denigrating; so the action must
not have happened.
The second-person volitive thus became a first-person irrealis, without meanwhile switching grammatical mood from realis to conditional: the tense of the
two expressions was not differentiated between Telis na P ERFS Ôyou want toÉÕ
105 In

fact, when the characteristic combination of invective and pu Ta IMPF P occurs, the resulting clause is not interpreted as an irrealis pu Ta clause at all (refusal to carry out controlled
event; belittling of occurring uncontrolled event); it is instead equvalent to the bare pu irrealis
adjunct, which denies a fact:
(140c) giat¼ alliÃq o gi¿kaq moy, e¼nai glªpeiq beber¼noq o fvstüraq, dgiŒoyle par to keio
poy ua Õfine stŒla.
Äiati alios o Äiokas me, ine Älepis beverinos o fostiras, DÄiaule par to kio pu Ta
fine stala.
because otherwise my darling sonÑheÕs a drunkard, you see, that genius; the
devil take him if heÕd leave a single drop. (HDMS 787:325; Ithaca, Heptanesa;
Uncontrolled)
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and something like iTela na IMPFP ÔI would want toÕ, as the two were considered
members of the same paradigm. Somewhere along the line, the volitive Telis na
in the expression was conflated with the future marker Telis naÊ> Ta; this was
possible as the volitive component of the construction became effacedÑthanks
to the non-volitive controlled cases. The underlying volitivity of the construction
also explains why it selects for volitional actions as its argument, as opposed to
the facts selected by the bare-pu construction.
The development would have been helped along by cases where an exclamation is followed by a pu Ta-circumstance or relative clause with indefinite rather
than irrealis denotation. Such constructions are similar and would have reinforced the emerging pattern. Thus, the following example is not an irrealis pu
Ta-adjunct, but an indefinite free relative:
(141)

Prªpei na potisto´ oi platŒneq. Na kopo´ ta xªri»a apo´ a k¿ch platŒneq, ap¿ dv
kai kŒtv!
prepi na potistu i platanes. na kopu ta xerja apu a kopsi platanes, apo Do ke kato!
The plane trees must be watered. May his hands be cut who will cut plane
trees from now on! (HDMS 1224:254; Amalo, Icaria, Central Aegean)

The free relative refers to some undesirable eventuality; the pu Ta-event is uncontrolled (it is a third-party action the speaker is not necessarily in a position
to prevent.) Yet the pu Ta-clause really does have irrealis, future denotation,
whereas an uncontrolled pu Ta-irrealis adjunct would express contempt for an
event that has already happened. So in (141) Ta really does have future reference, whereas in (140a) it is volitive and factive. (141) does not follow the established modality for pu Ta-adjuncts. Still, it is an easy step from undesirable
eventuality (141) to undesired event (140a), with both introduced by a volitive/future expression like Te na. This conflation enabled pu Ta-clauses to be
used with a denotation that has nothing to do with the future, but is very much
irrealis.
7.8.2.ÊIrrealis bare pu
Irrealis bare pu-exclamations are attested in a number of Greek dialects; they
are quite frequently coupled with the modal particle more, a marker of social
closeness and impatience:
(142a)

«Andeq, mvrª, poy Õtan h gyna¼ka moy! H gyna¼ka moy kŒuiti sthg go´ban gi fa¼n³ei.
andes, more, pu tan i Äineka mu! i Äineka mu kaTiti stiÄ Äuvan gi feni.
As if (ÔGo on, thatÕ) that was my wife (being publically humiliated)! My wife is
sitting at the loom weaving. (MousT 244; Livisi)

(142b)

SÃpa poy e¼xin parŒshma oy mpampŒq s!
sopa pu ixin parasima u babas s!
As if (ÔBe silent, thatÕ) your father had medals! (Kontonatsiou 254; Karpasi,
Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

(142c)

Kalª de, po{ ureyka gv tom monakrib¿m moy gi»a thf ftvxok¿rhn thq!
kale De, pu Trefka Äo tom monakrivom mu Æa tif ftoxokorin tis!
Can it be that (ÔWhy look, thatÕ) I have brought up my one and dear son to
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marry this womanÕs poor penniless daughter? (DawkD 298; Astypalaea,
Dodecanese)
(142d)

ÑÇJªreiq po´ Õton o a(d)erf¿q soy tsi üleipe mniŒn ebdomŒ(da); FloyrgiŒ epü(g)e
tsi üfere.È Lªei: ÑÇ«Ante, mvrª, po´ Õfere floyrgiŒ o kak¿moiroq! Tsai po´ Õto na
ta brei ta floyrgiŒ;È
Òkseris Èpu ton o aerfos su tsi ilipe mnian evDoma? flurÄia epie tsi ifere.Ó lei: Òande,
more, pu fere flurÄia o kakomiros! tse Èpu to na ta vri ta flurÄia?Ó
ÒDo you know where your brother was away to for a week? He went and got
gold coins.Ó He says: ÒAs if the poor man got gold coins! And where would he
find such coins?Ó (Sofos 51; Kasos, Dodecanese)

(142e)

NŒ to moy lªei ayt¿ poy e¼nai eke¼ sth mªsh e¼nai stamat¿xorto. PŒce mvrª poy
e¼nai stamat¿xorto. Da de gatªv egÃ moy lªei;
Èna to mu lei afto pu ine eki sti mesi ine stamatoxorto. papse more pu ine
stamatoxorto. da De gateo eÄo mu lei?
ÒThere it is,Ó he says to me, Òthat thing there in the middle is Ôstop-grassÕ.Ó ÒAs
if (ÔBe silent, thatÕ) thatÕs Ôstop-grassÕ!Ó ÒWhy, donÕt I know?Ó he tells me.
(HDMS 1281:166; Anticythera)

The examples I have gathered are Eastern Greek (Lemnos lying just outside the
ti/ida isogloss.) However, since the construction is in productive use in CSMG,
which does not have any Eastern Greek antecedents, I believe it was in use
throughout mainstream Greek, and that its absence in my Western Greek
corpus is accidental.106
As discussed with realis bare exclamatories, irrealis bare pu is quotative; but
in its dependence on an imprecative matrix, it is like pu Ta. The construction
thus appears to originate in a contamination of the two.

7.9.ÊDefinite article + pu
The instances of to pu in Greek I am aware of are almost all drawn from folk
song, and may be considered metri causa:
(144a)

106pu

Ti na se kŒmv, madŒma moy xrysü moy,/ ¿poy de uelüsane oi d¼gnvmoi gono¼ moy;/ To
poy me fylŒane kai mÕ e¼xa kodomŒtsa,/ na mh yr¼sv kai se di»v sta mŒti»a;
ti na se kamo, madama mu xrisi mu,/ Èopu De Telisane i DiÄnomi Äoni mu?/ to pu
me filaane ke m ixa kodomatsa,/ na mi iriso ke se Djo sta matja?

being anti-factive here, and factive in all other contexts, can lead to some real ambiguities.
For instance, superficially, (143) is identical to (142b); one would assume it meant ÔBe silent,
you! As if the priestÕs wife is blind!Õ
(143)
SÃpa, toy lªei kaÝmªne, poy h papad¼a e¼nai strabü.
sopa, tu lei kaimene, pu i papaDia ine stravi.
Be silent, he said, poor man; for the priestÕs wife is blind. (MinB 513; Belousi,
Zante, Heptanesa)
As it turns out from context, however, the speaker does believe the priestÕs wife to be blind
(although in fact she is just pretending), and pu here is a quite factive justification for the exclamation. So while in CSMG the pu-adjunct to a sopa-matrix is conventionally irrealis (so that the
interpretation given of (143) is not possible in CSMG), this is not universally the case amongst
Greek dialects; and (143) exploits the Justify-pu usage, which in this instance gives the diametrically opposite interpretation to CSMG. Context appears to be have been judged adequate in
most Greek dialects to resolve any attendant difficulties with ambiguity between these polar opposite meanings; and the restriction of their distribution through conventionalisation has performed the same function in CSMG.
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What am I to do with you, my lady, my golden one, when my two-faced parents
were unwilling? Who kept watch over me and held me close to them, lest I turn
around and look you in the eye. (HDMS 756:258; Marmara)

(144b)

«Hruin kir¿q to poy ua xoyristo´mi/ ªla Œntra mÕ na l´soymi toyn ¿rkoy.
irTin kiros to pu Ta xuristumi/ ela adra m na lisumi tun orku.
The time has come that we must part; come, husband, let us dissolve our
oaths. (HDMS 1066:84; Galatini, Kozani, Macedonia)

(144c)

ÿate ta ma´ra
Kah9mªnoi xr¿noi kai kairo¼ to poy Õste perasmªnoi,/ tŒxa den egyr¼z
neâiŒta p¼s&v,/ ta neâiŒta kai th lebenti»Œ kai to zarifil¼kiÉ
kajmeni xroni ke keri to pu ste perasmeni,/ taxa Den eÄiriz&ate ta mavra øata pis&o,/
ta øata ke ti levedja ke to zarifilikiÉ
Alas, times and seasons that are past, why wonÕt you return poor youth to us,
youth, bravery, and graceÉ (HDMS 701:71; Divritsa (Achaea?), Peloponnese)

(144d)

De me bara¼noyn ta flvriŒ, de me stene´Õ h fo´sta,/ monÕ me bara¼nei to paid¼, to
poy e¼mai gkastrvmªnh.
De me varenun ta floria, De me stenev i fusta,/ mon me vareni to peDi, to pu ime
gastromeni.
ItÕs not the gold coins that are heavy on me, itÕs not my dress that is tight on
me,/ rather it is the child that I am pregnant with, weighing down on me.
(HDMS 907:150; Lalas, Elis, Peloponnese)

While to pu is apparently a metrical convenience, the choice of determiner is
rule-bound: pu is always preceded by a neuter singular definite article, whatever
the referent of the pu-clause may be.107 Now, when complementisers take a determiner in Greek, that determiner is to: to na and to oti are both extant in
CSMG, and to pos was in extensive use in EMG. Furthermore, folksong frequently prefixes to before direct and indirect interrogativesÑwhat Tzartzanos
(1991 [1946, 1963] ¤126) calls ÒpleonasticÓ usage of the definite article, a convention ungrammatical as far as I can tell in any dialect prose. It seems to pu
was formed by analogy with these sundry embedded clause markers, and then
applied indiscriminately to all instances of pu in the folksong genre.
On occasion, one also finds the definite article before other functions of pu; in
the following, for instance, pu is arguably causal:
(144e)

Fªre moy glyk¿ kras¼, na brªjv th labvmatiŒ, to poy Õmai labvmªnoq
fere mu Äliko krasi, na vrekso ti lavomatia (FEM), to (NEUT) pu me lavomenos
Bring me sweet wine, to moisten my wound, for I am wounded. (Tz ¤126;
Passow)

Exceptions to the folksong genre restriction on to pu are scarce, and still suggest
aping of folk song style, rather than spontaneous diction:
(145a)

107Thus,

Me to´ta symfvnŒei to poy diaba¼nei/ to uiamast¿ to fŒntasma mprostŒ maq
me tuta simfonai to pu Diaveni/ to Tiamasto to fadasma brosta mas
Well may it sort that this portentous figure/ Comes arm•d through our watch
(TheotH 29)

in (144a), the pu-relative clause has a plural animate referent, yet i pu (MASC.PL.NOM)
is not used; in (144b), the pu-relative clause has a masculine singular nominative referent, yet o
pu ( MASC.SG. NOM) is not used.
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ÇSyforŒÈ ªkraje o Artªmiq? Çto poy uªlv den to mporÃÈ.
ÒsiforaÓ ekrakse o artemis; Òto pu Telo Den to boro.Ó
ÒWhat a disaster!Ó Artemis exclaimed; ÒWhat I want, I cannot do.Ó (TheotC
102)

(145c)

Ta blªpeiq, EytymiŒ; To a¼ma ner¿ de g¼netai? ta poy ekŒman ta adªrfia soy, ta
kŒnei kai to´toq.
ta vlepis, eftimia? to ema nero De Äinete; ta pu ekaman ta aDerfia su, ta kani ke
tutos.
See, Euthymia? BloodÕs thicker than water; what (PL) your brothers did, heÕs
now doing too. (TheotC 166)
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(145a) accords with the judgement reported in ¤3.9, that some Greek speakers
accept to pu-subject complements, by analogy with to oti. Even though there are
many instances in which the factivity of pu (which renders any definite determiner redundant) is overridden by analogy, I can only report that I have sighted
no such complements in my dialect corpus, nor in in the corpus of Hellas-L
from November 1996 to January 1998. This analogical development is thus extremely infrequent, and seems restricted to only some speakersÕ CSMG; it presumably has the status of an exploratory construction.
to pu can also represent a portmanteau between the two relativisers to and pu
(as already seen in 145b, 145c):
(146a)

KÕ
ekŒtexe
ta
poy Õprepe na kŒmei
k
ekatexe
ta
pu
prepe na kami
And he knew
the (NEUT.PL) REL he had to do
And he knew what he had to do (Cretan folk song; heard October 1995,
transmitted on Sitia local radio.)

(146b)

MÕ an meletŒ toyq Axaio´q sta bŒsana na tsÕ ªxei/ me ta xar¼smata pol´, ta poy Õxei
kai katªxei
m an meleta tus axeus sta vasana na ts exi/ me ta xarismata poli, ta pu xi ke katexi
But if she intends to keep the Achaeans in torment, with her many graces that
she has and possessesÉ (Psyhoundakis 19; Western Crete)

(146c)

Ki oydª mhno´n mantŒto/ ¿rnia ta poy peto´n pollŒ ston ülio ap¿ kŒtv.
ki uDe minun madato/ ornia ta pu petun pola ston ilio apo kato.
Nor do the many birds that fly beneath the sun give any portent.
(Psyhoundakis 21; Western Crete)

In this case, both to and pu have referents, and so to is not invariant; in the examples above, it is plural.
When pu acts as a headless relativiser and an indirect object, it is usually preceded by the prepositionÊ+ article combination s to Ôto theÕ, rather than se alone:
(147a)

Ol¼q stom poy le¼pei poy toyq gŒmoyq toy.
olis stom pu lipi pu tus Äamus tu.
Woe to him that is absent from his own wedding. (Yannakou 116; Rhodes,
Dodecanese)
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This may ultimately be a reanalysis of another formation. There are many exclamations followed by clitics, which may be in apposition with puÐfree-relatives (¤7.2.3):
(147b)

O Uei»¿q syxxvrªs‘ thn apo{nÕ h ait¼a thq ejor¼aq moy.
o Tjos sixùoresi tin apu n i etia tis eksorias mu.
May God pardon the woman (ÔherÕ) who was the cause of my banishment.
(DawkD 409; Astypalaea, Dodecanese)

The clitic may then have been reanalysed as a definite article, to which se could
then be prefixed. s to cannot be a clitic pronoun; Greek uses the genitive or accusative clitic, tu/to, as an indirect object instead, as can be seen in the following:
(36d)

Allo¼mon¿ toy poy pnigü sth prÃth dagkvniŒ
alimono tu pu pniÄi sti proti Dagonia
Woe to him who chokes at the first bite (HDMS 524:132; Aegina, Old
Athenian)

Whatever the reason, oblique free relative pu in general takes the article. The
motivation for this, even if it did result from a reanalysis of another formation,
is unclear. I would speculate that, since indefiniteness, low animacy and oblique
case are all correlated in their respective hierarchies, an indefinite oblique free
relative would have been associated with inanimates, and the article inserted as
a reminder of animacy, even though it is semantically inappropriate. However,
cases like these are extremely infrequent in modern dialects, and a proper explanation must await a detailed examination of EMG instances of this construction. One fact that may well be relevant is the tendency of pu overall in Greek
not to be the object of a preposition; with *se pu unacceptable, s to pu provides
enough of a buffer to counter this tendency.108
In all, the definite articleÊ+ pu combination is a marginal feature of Greek, for
the most part analysable as one of three developments independent of any notion of definiteness: metrical convenience (by analogy to other articles pre108I

should finally note that one sees with monotonous frequency in publications of folk songs
and proverbs the spelling o poy of opu as a free relative, which would imply that opu had in fact
been reanalysed as article (MASC.NOM. SG)Ê+ pu:
(148a) O po{nai kalorr¼zikoq gennŒ kiÕ o petein¿q toy.
o pu ne kalorizikos Äena ki o petinos tu.
He who is luckyÑeven his rooster lays eggs. (Yannakou 186; Rhodes,
Dodecanese)
(148b) O poy Õxei ro´xa aq ta fore¼, ki Œrmata aq basta¼nei
o pu xi ruxa as ta fori, ki armata as vasteni
He who has clothes, let him wear them, and arms, let him carry them (HDMS
787:495; Ithaca, Heptanesa)
(148c) O poy peinŒ gia nÕ arxont´nh, m¿no h pe¼na toy pomªnei
o pu pina Äia n arxondini, mono i pina tu pomeni
He who starves to become rich is left only with hunger (HDMS 859:146;
Fourni, Central Aegean)
But there is no evidence that such a reanalysis has in fact taken place outside the minds of the
nineteenth-century Greek scholars who first transcribed such texts.
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ceding subordinators), conflation with the relativiser to, and the article as a
buffer between prepositions and the free relative pu. That pu-clauses do not in
general take on a definite marker in Greek, though other complementisers routinely do or did so, confirms the conclusion of contemporary Greek linguists
that the factivity of pu blocks such an eventuality; the violations of factivity observed in foregoing discussion do not seem to have been extensive enough to affect this conclusion.109

7.10.ÊÒToo-hard basketÓ
There remain a few cases of pu in my corpus where it is not immediately obvious
what function pu has. I give these cases here, along with my best guess as to
their nature.
Twice in the Pharasa corpus, pu precedes a verb and is glossed as olo ke Ôall
the timeÕ by the editor, Theodoridou. The problem is murky, since in both cases
the pu-clause could be analysed as a relative clause, rather than a matrix; furthermore, the Pharasiot predicate is in both cases followed by the progressive
auxiliary dZe kame Ôand sitÊ= keep doingÕ, which Theodoridou glosses separately
(ke kaTome (sinexos) Ôand I sit (=continuously)Õ):
(149a)

gia to kor¼tsi poy fobe¼tai dzai kla¼Õ dzai kŒÕtai ki, pÕ Õa po¼dz‘ mo to f¼di, dzai
toyq dill¼kÕ Õa po¼dz‘;
Äia to koritsi pu fovite dZe kle dZe kate kHi, p a pidZi mo to fiDi, dZe tus dilik a
pidZi?
allŒ to kor¼tsi ¿lo kai fobŒtai kai kla¼ei kai kŒuetai (synexÃq), ti ua kŒm‘ (pÃq
ua züs‘) me to f¼di, kai ti symb¼vsi ua kŒm‘;
ala to koritsi olo ke fovate ke klei ke kaTete (sinexos), ti Ta kami (Èpos Ta zisi) me
to fiDi, ke ti simviosi Ta kami?
But the girl keeps being afraid and cries and sits (all the time); what is she to
do with the snake, and what sort of a life will they have together?/ But the girl
who is afraid and cries all the time, what is she to do with the snake, and what
sort of life will they have together? (TheodB 312)

(149b)

o tatŒq toy dzÕ h mŒÕ toy, poy nano´sante dzai kauo´sante, na Õo´me pÕ Õa xa nÕ ta
po¼koyn;
o tatas tu dZ i ma tu, pu nanusade dZe kaTusade, na ume p a xa n ta pikun?
o patªraq toy kiÕ h mŒna toy ¿lo kai noiŒzontan (eskªptonto) kai kauo´ntan, na
do´me ti ua ton kŒmnane;
o pateras tu ki i mana tu olo ke niazodan (eskeptodo) ke kaTudan, na Dume ti Ta
ton kamnane?
his father and mother kept thinking and sat (=Êall the time); letÕs see, what will
they do with him?/ his father and mother, who were concerned all the timeÑ
letÕs see, what will they do with him? (TheodB 320)

A development of pu which took it into the field of aspect marking would be
prodigious; a development of Turkish bu ÔthisÕ (which appears in TheodA 246 as
pu) in this direction would be no less surprising. Since the texts already have a
progressive marker in ke kaTome, the simplest explanation here is misleading
109I

exclude from consideration the CSMG connective me to pu Ôwith the thatÊ= as soon asÕ; its
use of the determiner is odd by Greek standards, and there is overwhelming evidence for it
being an Albanian calque (Nicholas 1998b).
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glossing on the part of Theodoridou, who glossed the progressive twice, once literally (ke kaTodan Ôand satÕ) and once semantically (olo ke Ôall the timeÕ), while
failing to gloss the relativiser.
Another puzzling instance of pu arises in TheodoridouÕs corpus:
(149c)

V tatŒ, so xa‚ri soy, Õpª me ta mªnÕ to dŒrdi soy? Õgv poy na se bgŒlv apido´ Õq ton
talasŒ.
o tata, so xairi su, pe me ta men to dardi su; Äo pu na se vgalo apiDu s ton tHalaSa.
Patªra, na Õx‘q kal¿, peq moy to mªna ayt¿ to bŒsan¿ soy. EgÃ, mh se noiŒzei, ua se
bgŒlv apÕ aytü th stenaxÃria.
patera, na xis kalo, pes mu to mena afto to vasano su. eÄo, mi se niazi, Ta se vÄalo
ap afti ti stenaxoria.
Oh father, for your own good, tell me your trouble; I, donÕt you worry, will
get you out of your sorrow./ Oh father, for your own good, tell me your trouble;
I, who will get you out of your sorrow. (TheodA 250)

Again, TheodoridouÕs gloss is clear: pu means ÔdonÕt worryÕ; again, however, it is
not clear how pu could have come to this meaning, and the most plausible interpretation for pu is as a relativiser, a circumstance connective, or a zero-copula
cleft.
The following is classed in the HDIC as an instance of pu from Macedonia:
(150a)

Xaraü xalbŒn, i¿ma xalbŒn; Ne boy.
xarai xalvan, ioma xalvan? ne bu.
Halva for breakfast, halva for lunch? Impossible. (HDMS 967:61; Siatista,
Kozani, Macedonia)

This looks strange as a development of pu, and negative ne is not a native Greek
word.110 One would suspect Turkish ne ÔnorÕ, which is extant in Northern Greek
(ne bu is Turkish for Ônor thisÕ); but the likeliest interpretation, given the provenance of (150a), is that this is a loan from Macedonian Slavonic meaning Ôit is
not, no wayÕ, equivalent to Turkish olmak Ôit is notÕ and CSMG De Äinete Ôit does
not happenÕ (with which (150a) is glossed.) 111
In the following, Èopu indicates not location, but manner:
(150b)

E¼ni k¿kkinoy apÕ tÕ bhgü. Ike¼ pirnŒ toy nir¿ bŒftoyni oi pªtriq ike¼ ¿poy ÕnÕ ta n´xia
sÕ.
ini kokinu ap t biÄi. iki pirna tu niro vaftuni i petris iki Èopu n ta nixia s.
It (the water) is red from the spring. The water passes through there; the rocks
are dyed (red) there like your nails. (HDMS 1035:32; Melivia, Larisa, Thessaly)

Although the headed relativiser pu can indicate manner, for the headless Èopu
the transition from ÔwhereÕ to ÔasÕ is without equal in Modern GreekÑalthough it
is reminiscent of some developments in Ancient Greek dialects. Since the
110There is the native Greek word ne ÔyesÕ, but the context here is clearly negative.
111It must be said that the Slavonic grammars I have access to do not give close enough

equivalents: the Standard Macedonian Slavonic for Ôit isnÕtÕ, Ôit wasnÕtÕ and ÔwouldnÕtÕ are, respectively,
ne e, ne beße/bi/bide, and ne bi. Bulgarian has ne ßte b∑de Ôit will not beÕ, but this seems removed
from ne bu. Still, one cannot rule out Slavonic influence before a look at the Slavonic dialects of
the particular regionÑinformation I currently do not have access to.
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Northern Greek for ÔasÕ is opusÊ< Èopos, it is likeliest that this is in fact not the
lexeme Èopu, but a phonological variant of opos.
Pellegrini (1970 [1880]:211) lists a meaning for pu in Calabrian Italiot which it
does not have elsewhere in Greek: an epistemic clitic meaning ÔperhapsÕ (Òper
avventura, mai forseÓ). He gives the following examples in his dictionary:
(151a)

An ec’no pu den Žrchete
an etSino pu den erxete
Se mai quello non viene
If perchance he does not come

(151b)

An ec’ni pu sÕarot’si
an etSini pu s arotisi
Se mai essi tÕinterrogano
If perchance they ask you

Such an epistemic function has as little to do with CSMG pu as the putative aspectual meaning for pu discussed in relation to Pharasiot above. However, it
matches precisely the Classical usage of pou ÔsomewhereÕ as an epistemic clitic.
If PellegriniÕs testimony is reliable, then this can be explained as a continuation
of that pou, and is independent of the developments of pu from ho@pou considered in this study.
Three of the five instances in TNC which its concordance characterises as Ònot
clearly definableÓ fall into this category (TNC 287.13, 287.13, 324.29). All three
involve the same structure, IF S/HE pu VERB. This points to another possible
derivation of the construction: the construction etSino pu Ôhe thatÕ became overgeneralised from a relative clause head to a nominal, possibly for metrical convenience, in a particular song, and then became entrenched as a feature of Calabrian songÑparticularly as all three TNC examples are from song, and TNC
287.13 is almost identical to (151b) (tSe, an etSini pu na s arotisi). The restricted
distribution of the formation leads one to suspect the latter.
One more use of pu/Èpu akin to Ancient pou arises in Gellini and Trikala of
Corinthia: to pu is used to mean ÔsomewhereÕ:
(151c)

epügainai to po´ ts&ai ton e¼dai brostŒ moy ts&Õ ejanŒcane
epiÄene to Èpu ts&e ton iDe brosta mu ts& eksanapsane
He was going somewhere and he saw him in front of me and they started
fighting again (HDMS 420; Gellini, Corinthia, Peloponnese)

But whereas Italiot is known to be a relic area, not only is Corinthia in the linguistically innovative Peloponnese, but it is also a region heavily populated by
Arvanitika-speakers. This feature is thus suspect as an Albanism, although
Arvanitika does not conflate Ôwhere?Õ and ÔsomewhereÕ. In any case, Ôthe whereÕ
as an expression for ÔsomewhereÕ is a plausible generalisation of determinerÊ+
interrogative expressions so widespread in Greek folksong.
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7.11.ÊSummary of deviations
The foregoing survey points out the various deviations of Greek dialectsÑmostly
outliers, but frequently enough mainstream dialects as wellÑfrom the distribution of pu sketched in ¤3. By way of introduction into the next chapterÕs synthesis, I outline the findings made in this chapter, in table form:
Function
Headless Locative
Simple Relativiser
Pseudo-Relativiser
eki pu

etsi pu
arte pu
Headless Relativiser
Clefts

Complements
Causal
Circumstance
Result
Contrast
Temporal

Subjunctive Marker

Intensional Relativisers
Potential Results
Optatives
112The

Deviation
pu alongside Èopu
Survival of to
Locative only
Absent
Univerbated
Indefinite
Headed
No secondary meanings
No suddenness
Absent
Temporal
General Temporal
Survival
Absent
Widespread in frequency
Widespread syntactically
Zero-copula
Preposed pu
Auxiliary formation
Absent
Separable
Absent Justify-pu
Correlative required
Absent
Absent
Widespread
Frequently Preposed
Irrealis
Non-Punctual
Free relative
Indefinite Collocations
pu = pu na
Absent
Absent
Absent

Region112
C(w)E(c)MPT
CE(d)MP [E(ck)LT]
C [P]
[C(w)]
C(p)
C(p)
C(p)
C
CE(c)I(a)
CIPT(ns)
E
I(a)
C(w)P [ETW]
C
E(c)
E(c)
E(c)
W(t,Corfu)
E(Lesbos)
CP
W(t)
C
S
C [P]
CT
E(c)T
E(c)I(a)TW(Messenia,Othoni)
C(pu)E(a, Cythera, Tsesmes)I(c)
C(p)E(a)I(a)W(Othoni)
AE
EL
E(a, Chios)I(c)
T? [C(p)]
CI(a?)P [M]
P [C]

following abbreviations are used:
A: Old Athenian
C: Cappadocian (p: Pharasa; s: Silli; u: Ulaga•; w: Western Cappadocia);
E: Eastern Greek (a: Apiranthos; c: Cyprus; d: Dodecanese; k: Crete)
I: Italiot (a: Apulian; c: Calabrian);
L: Livisi;
M: Mariupolitan
P: Pontic;
S: CSMG
T: Tsakonian (n: Northern; p: Propontis; s: Southern);
W: Western Greek (e: Epirus; h: Heptanesa; m: Macedonia; p: Peloponnese; r: Roumeli; s:
Thessaly; t: Thrace)
Entries in square brackets represent partial exceptionsÑe.g. stylistically marked.

DIATOPY OF pu BY ITSELF

Exclamatories

Irrealis pu Ta

Innovative collocations
Non-Cleft
Interrogative Non-Cleft
No Introductory Interrog.
Absent

455
E(ck)P
CP [EW(m)]
I(a) [I(c)]
ET [W]
CI

Table 23. Diatopy of functional deviations of pu

Forty features are enumerated in the foregoing table; Cappadocian is the area
with the most frequent deviations, with 21 instances, followed by Eastern Greek
with 19Ñ17, if one collapses the three features for the Cypriot cleft. The other
outliers count as follows: Pontic 11, Italiot 10, Tsakonian 9. There are only 7 instances of Western Greek deviations, and even these are mostly regionally limited (Thrace, OthoniÐCorfu, Messenia).
Grosso modo, this confirms our picture of Cappadocian as the most archaic
and isolated of Greek dialects, with Tsakonian too long in contact with mainstream Greek to be appreciably autonomous. It also confirms that Eastern
Greek is much more heterogeneous than Western Greek, undertaking several
independent developments which have undermined the factivity of pu and its
other characteristic traitsÑtraits which have been substantially restored in
Western Greek. With the fragmentary attestation of Greek dialects, one should
not place too much store on such figures, of course;113 and the account that
arises from this survey is one of divergent and often quite complex developments.
The deviations have been outlined here; in the following and concluding
chapter, I discuss the unifying factors in the distribution of pu, and how they
have been actuated.

113Not

to mention that these forty traits do not constitute independent variables, and partial attestations have been weighted the same as full attestations. These counts are meant to be merely
indicative, and I am not attempting to set up a ÔgrammaticostatisticsÕ of pu.

